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We analyse the sensitivity of all experimentally observable asymmetries and energy distributions
for the neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron
and the lifetime of the neutron to contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the Standard
model (SM). Since the asymmetries and energy distributions are expressed in terms of the correlation
coefficients of the neutron β−–decay, in order to obtain a theoretical background for the analysis of
contributions beyond the SM we revise the calculation of the correlation coefficients within the SM.
We take into account a complete set of contributions, induced to next–to–leading order in the large
proton mass expansion by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative corrections
of order (α/π), calculated to leading order in the large proton mass expansion. We confirm the
results, obtained in literature. The contributions of interactions beyond the SM we analyse in the
linear approximation with respect to the Herczeg phenomenological coupling constants, introduced
at the hadronic level. Such an approximation is good enough for the analysis of contributions of
order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM. We show that in such an approximation the correlation
coefficients depend only on the axial coupling constant, which absorbs the contributions of the
Herczeg left–left and left–right lepton–nucleon current–current interactions (vector and axial–vector
interactions beyond the SM), and the Herczeg scalar and tensor coupling constants. In the lifetime of
the neutron in addition to the axial coupling constant the contributions of the Herczeg left–left and
left–right lepton–nucleon current–current interactions (vector and axial–vector interactions beyond
the SM) are absorbed by the Cabibbo–Kobayashi–Maskawa (CKM) matrix element.
PACS numbers: 12.15.Ff, 13.15.+g, 23.40.Bw, 23.50.+z
I. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we propose a consistent analysis of the sensitivity of all observable asymmetries and energy distributions
of the neutron β−–decay n→ p+e−+ ν¯e with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron and the
lifetime of the neutron [1, 2] to contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the Standard model (SM), described
at the phenomenological level. Such an order of corrections beyond the SM has been pointed out by Ramsey–Musolf
and Su [3] within the Minimal Supersymmetric extension of the SM (MSSM). As has been shown in [4]–[7], at the
phenomenological level the neutron β−–decay may be described by eight complex coupling constants determining the
strength of interactions beyond the SM. As a result possible deviations from the SM, causing the contributions of
order 10−4 to the correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decay and the lifetime of the neutron, may be determined
in terms of vector, axial–vector, scalar and tensor lepton–baryon weak coupling constants [8].
It is well–known [1, 2] that in the non–relativistic approximation to leading order in the large proton mass expansion,
which is equivalent to the leading order of the heavy–baryon approximation, and in the rest frame of the neutron the
SM with weak V − A interactions [9] describes the β−–decay of the neutron in terms of two coupling constants GV
and GA [1, 2] (see also [10]). The coupling constant GV is defined by the product GV = GFVud of the Fermi coupling
constant GF = g
2
W /8M
2
W [9], where gW and MW are the electroweak coupling constant and the W–boson mass,
and Vud is the matrix element of the Cabibbo–Kobayashi-Maskawa (CKM) quark mixing matrix [9]. The coupling
constant GA is equal to GA = λGV , where λ = GA/GV is the axial coupling constant, induced by renormalisation
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2of the axial hadronic current by strong low–energy interactions [11]. For the weak interactions, invariant under time
reversal, the coupling constant λ is real.
The observables of the neutron β−–decay with unpolarised particles are the lifetime of the neutron τn and the
correlation coefficient a0, describing correlations between 3–momenta of the electron and antineutrino to leading
order in the large proton mass expansion in the rest frame of the neutron. Experimentally the correlation coefficient
a0 can be determined, for example, by measuring either the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), where Ee
and Tp are the total and kinetic energies of the electron and proton, respectively, or the proton–energy spectrum
a(Tp). As a function of the electron energy Ee the correlation coefficient of correlations between the electron and
antineutrino 3–momenta we denote as a(Ee).
The neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron is characterized also
by two additional observable correlation coefficients A0 and B0, describing to leading order in the large proton
mass expansion correlations between the neutron spin and 3–momenta of the electron and antineutrino, respectively.
As functions of the electron energy Ee the correlation coefficients of correlations between the neutron spin and 3–
momenta of the electron and antineutrino we denote as A(Ee) and B(Ee), respectively. The lifetime of the neutron
and the correlation coefficients under consideration are of order τn ∼ 880 s, a0 ∼ a(Ee) ∼ A0 ∼ A(Ee) ∼ −0.1 and
B0 ∼ B(Ee) ∼ 1 [9]. The coupling constants GV and λ define the main contributions to the lifetime of the neutron
and the correlation coefficients [1, 2] (see also [10]).
However for the description of the neutron β−–decay at the modern level of experimental accuracies when the
experimental data on the axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9) [1] and the lifetime of the neutron τ (exp)n = 878.5(8) s
[12] have been obtained with accuracies 0.07% and 0.09%, respectively, two coupling constants GV and λ are not
enough for the correct description of the properties of the neutron β−–decay. Indeed, it is well–known that the radiative
corrections to the lifetime of the neutron [13]–[30], calculated to leading order in the large proton mass expansion
within the SM with the V −A weak interactions and Quantum Electrodynamics (QED), give the contribution of about
3.9% [28] (see also [1]). This allows to describe correctly the lifetime of the neutron [10]. The radiative corrections
are very important also for the correct determination of the Fermi coupling constant GF . It may be extracted from
the experimental data on the weak coupling constant Gµ of the µ
−–decay µ− → e− + νµ + ν¯e with the account
for the radiative corrections [13]–[16]. The contributions of the radiative corrections to the ratios of the correlation
coefficients a(Ee)/a0 and A(Ee)/A0 are by order of magnitude smaller compared with the contribution to the lifetime
of the neutron, whereas the correlation coefficient B(Ee) has no radiative corrections to order α/π [31, 32].
Another type of corrections, which may be calculated within the SM and should be taken into account for the
description of the neutron β−–decay on the same footing as the radiative corrections, are the contributions of the
“weak magnetism” and the proton recoil [33, 34] (see also [32]), calculated to next–to–leading order in the large proton
mass expansion.
The radiative corrections and the corrections from the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, calculated to
leading order and to next–to–leading order in the large proton mass expansion, respectively, define a complete set
of corrections to the observables of the neutron β−–decay, which should be taken into account within the SM as a
background for the analysis of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM.
Since the observable asymmetries and energy distributions are defined in terms of the correlation coefficients [1], for
the aim of the paper to analyse the sensitivity of the observables of the neutron β−–decay to contributions of order
10−4 of interactions beyond the SM we revise the calculation of the correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decay
with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron and the lifetime of the neutron within the SM
with V − A weak interactions. In addition to the non–relativistic terms a0, A0 and B0, calculated to leading order
in the large proton mass expansion, we take into account 1) the contributions of the “weak magnetism” and the
proton recoil to next–to–leading order in the large M expansion, which provide a complete set of corrections of order
1/M , where M is an average mass of the neutron and proton M = (mn +mp)/2, and 2) the radiative corrections of
order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M expansion, where α = 1/137.036 is the fine–structure constant
[9]. The small parameter of the large M expansion is E0/M ∼ 10−3, where E0 ∼ 1MeV is the end–point energy of
the electron–energy spectrum. The parameter E0/M ∼ 10−3 is commensurable with the parameter of the radiative
corrections α/π ∼ 10−3. As we show below due to the strong dependence on the axial coupling constant λ the
numerical values of the 1/M corrections vary from 10−5 to 10−1. In turn the contributions of the radiative corrections
do not depend on the axial coupling constant λ. Following Sirlin [18] we show that the contributions of the radiative
corrections, depending on the axial coupling constant λ, may be absorbed by renormalisation of the Fermi GF and
axial λ coupling constants. The contributions of radiative corrections to the ratios a(Ee)/a0 and A(Ee)/A0 are of
order 10−3. The correlation coefficients, calculated within the SM to order 1/M and α/π, determine the theoretical
background for the analysis of contributions of order 10−4 beyond the SM.
A phenomenological analysis of contributions of interactions beyond the SM model shows that these interactions
induce only 1) the energy independent contributions and 2) the contributions proportional to me/Ee, where me is the
electron mass. We show below that the contributions of the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil into the terms
3proportional to me/Ee of the correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and B(Ee) are of order 10
−3 − 10−4. Thus, the
obtained theoretical expressions for the correlation coefficients should be taken into account for a correct experimental
determination of contributions of order 10−4 beyond the SM.
The radiative corrections to the correlation coefficients a(Ee)/a0 and A(Ee)/A0 determine the most important and
complicated part of the corrections of order 10−3. In the neutron β−–decay the radiative corrections are defined by 1)
the contributions to the continuum-state β−–decay mode from one–virtual photon exchanges,W–boson and Z–boson
exchanges and QCD corrections [24, 27]–[30] and 2) the contribution of the radiative β−–decay mode n→ p+e−+ν¯e+γ
with emission of a real photon [13]–[30] (see also [31, 32]). The sum of the electron-energy and angular distributions
of these two decay modes does not suffer from infrared divergences of virtual and real photons.
The radiative corrections to the β−–decay of the neutron we calculate within the standard finite-photon mass
(FPM) regularization of infrared divergences [13]–[30]. As has been shown by Marciano and Sirlin [22], the FPM
regularization is equivalent to the dimensional regularization [35].
The radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron, calculated within the FPM regularization, obey the
Kinoshita–Lee–Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [36]. According to the KLN theorem, the radiative corrections to the
lifetime of the neutron, integrated over the phase volume of the final state of the neutron β−–decay in the limit of
the massless electron me → 0, should not depend on the electron mass me. For the first time such an independence
of the electron mass in the limit me → 0 has been demonstrated by Kinoshita and Sirlin [15].
We reproduce fully the radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron and the correlation coefficients a(Ee)
and A(Ee), calculated in [16]–[30] and [31, 32], respectively (see Eq.(7) and Appendix D). We show also that the
correlation coefficient B(Ee) has no radiative corrections to order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M
expansion. This agrees well with the results, obtained by Gudkov et al. [32]. The corrections of the “weak magnetism”
and the proton recoil we calculate in complete agreement with the results, obtained in [32] (see also [34]). Above the
background of these corrections the contributions of interactions beyond the SM are calculated to leading order in the
largeM expansion and in the linear approximation with respect to the Herczeg phenomenological coupling constants,
introduced at the hadronic level in terms of the lepton–nucleon current–current interactions (see Appendix G). Such
an approximation is good enough for the analysis of the sensitivity of the observables of the neutron β−–decay to
contributions of order 10−4 beyond the SM.
The obtained results are applied to the theoretical analysis of 1) the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee), the electron–
proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) and the proton recoil asymmetry Cexp, used
for the experimental determination of the axial coupling constant λ and the correlation coefficients A0, B0, a0 and
C0 = −xC(A0 + B0), where xC = 0.27591 is a theoretical numerical factor (see section VII), respectively, 2) the
lifetime of the neutron and 3) the sensitivity of the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy
spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp and the lifetime of the neutron τn to contributions
of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM. The experimental analysis of the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee), the
proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) and the proton recoil asymmetry Cexp has been carried out in [1, 37], [38, 39], [40] (see
also [41]) and [42]), respectively.
II. ORGANIZATION OF PAPER
The paper is organized as follows. In section III we calculate the electron–energy and angular distribution of the
neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron. We take into account a
complete set of corrections of order 1/M , caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative
corrections of order α/π. Then we analyse 1) in section IV the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee), which has been used
in [1, 37] for the experimental determination of the axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9) and the correlation
coefficient A
(exp)
0 = −0.11933(34), 2) in section V the antineutrino asymmetry Bexp(Ee), which has been used for
the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient B
(exp)
0 = 0.9802(50) in [38, 39], 3) in section VI the
electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp), which may be used for the
experimental determination of the axial coupling constant λ and the correlation coefficient a0, 4) in section VII the
proton recoil asymmetry Cexp, which has been used for the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient
C
(exp)
0 = −xC(A0 + B0) = −0.2377(26) [42], and 5) in section VIII the lifetime of the neutron. In section IX we
propose the theoretical analysis of the sensitivity of the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–
energy spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp and the lifetime of the neutron to contributions
of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM. We show that to linear approximation with respect to the Herczeg
phenomenological coupling constants the Herczeg coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR of the left–left and left–right lepton–
nucleon current–current interactions (vector and axial–vector interactions beyond the SM) can be fully absorbed by
the axial coupling constants and cannot be determined from the experimental data on the electron–proton energy
4distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) and the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp(Ee).
This agrees well with the results obtained in [43]–[45]. In the lifetime of the neutron the contributions of the Herczeg
left–left and left–right lepton–nucleon current–current interactions (vector and axial–vector interactions beyond the
SM) become unobservable after the renormalisation of the CKM matrix element Vud → (Vud)eff = Vud(1+ahLL+ahLR)
(see section IX) in agreement with [43]–[45]. In the conclusion X we summarized the obtained results. In Appendix
A we give a detailed calculation of the amplitude, the electron-energy and angular distribution of the continuum-
state β−–decay of the neutron to next–to–leading order in the large M expansion. In Appendix B we calculate the
rate, the electron–energy and angular distribution of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron with a polarized neutron
and unpolarised decay particles and their contributions to the rate, the electron–energy and angular distribution of
the neutron β−–decay. We compare our results for the branching ratios of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron
with the experimental data, obtained by Nico et al. [46] and Cooper et al. [47] (see also [48]), and the theoretical
results, obtained in [49, 50]. In Appendix C within the FPM regularization [13]–[30] we analyse the infrared divergent
contributions of one–virtual photon exchanges to the continuum-state β−–decay mode of the neutron. In Appendix D
we give a detailed calculation of the radiative corrections, caused by one–virtual photon exchanges in the continuum-
state β–decay of the neutron and the radiative β−–decay of the neutron. We define the radiative corrections to
the lifetime of the neutron and the correlation coefficients by the functions gn(Ee) and fn(Ee), respectively. We
show also that in the rest frame of the neutron and in the non–relativistic approximation for the proton one–virtual
photon exchanges induce effective scalar and tensor weak lepton–baryon couplings of order αGF /π and αλGF /π,
respectively, depending on the electron energy Ee. In Appendix E we show that the radiative corrections to the
lifetime of the neutron, defined by the function gn(Ee), satisfy the KLN theorem. This agrees with the analysis of
the radiative corrections, carried out in [15]. In Appendix F we calculate the radiative corrections to the lifetime
of the neutron, using the procedure proposed by Sirlin [18]. We confirm that unambiguity of observable radiative
corrections to the lifetime of the neutron is caused by gauge invariance of the amplitude of one–virtual photon
exchanges in the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron [18]. In Appendix G we calculate the contributions to the
correlation coefficients and the lifetime of the neutron from phenomenological vector, axial–vector, scalar and tensor
interactions beyond the SM [4]–[7]. In Appendix H we calculate the proton recoil corrections, caused by the electron–
proton Coulomb interaction in the final state of the neutron β−–decay. We show that in the experimentally used
electron energy region 250 keV ≤ Te = Ee−me ≤ 455 keV [1] the contributions of these corrections to the correlation
coefficients are of order 10−6−10−5 and may be neglected for the analysis of contributions of order 10−4. In Appendix
I we give a detailed calculation of the electron–proton energy–momentum and angular distribution of the neutron
β−–decay with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron. We calculate the electron–proton
energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) and the correlation coefficient C of the proton recoil
asymmetry by taking into account the 1/M corrections from the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil and the
radiative corrections of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M expansion.
III. ELECTRON–ENERGY AND ANGULAR DISTRIBUTION OF NEUTRON β−–DECAY IN
STANDARD MODEL
For the analysis of the electron–energy and angular distribution of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron
we use the Hamiltonian of V −A interactions with a real axial coupling constant λ and the contribution of the “weak
magnetism” [35, 51]
HW (x) = GF√
2
Vud
{
[ψ¯p(x)γµ(1 + λγ
5)ψn(x)] +
κ
2M
∂ν [ψ¯p(x)σµνψn(x)]
}
[ψ¯e(x)γ
µ(1− γ5)ψν(x)] (1)
invariant under time reversal, where ψp(x), ψn(x), ψe(x) and ψν(x) are the field operators of the proton, neutron,
electron and antineutrino, respectively, γµ, γ5 and σµν = i2 (γ
µγν − γνγµ) are the Dirac matrices [35] and κ =
κp − κn = 3.7058 is the isovector anomalous magnetic moment of the nucleon, defined by the anomalous magnetic
moments of the proton κp = 1.7928 and the neutron κn = −1.9130 and measured in nuclear magneton [9].
For numerical calculations we use GF = 1.1664× 10−11MeV−2 and |Vud| = 0.97427(15) [9]. The value of the CKM
matrix element |Vud| = 0.97427(15) agrees well with |Vud| = 0.97425(22), measured from the superallowed 0+ → 0+
nuclear β−–decays [52]. It satisfies also well the unitarity condition |Vud|2+ |Vus|2+ |Vub|2 = 0.99999(41) for the CKM
matrix elements [9]. The error ∆U = ±0.00041 of the unitarity condition is determined by the errors of the CKM
matrix elements |Vud| = 0, 97427± 0.00015, |Vus| = 0.22534± 0.00065 and |Vub| = 0.00351+0.00015−0.00014 (see Eq.(11.27) in
p. 162 of Ref.[9]). As a result the error of the unitarity condition is equal to
∆U =
√∑
q
|2Vuq∆Vuq|2 = 0.00041,
5where q = d, s, b and ∆Vud = 0.00015, ∆Vus = 0.00065 and ∆Vub = 0.00015, respectively.
The amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, calculated in the rest frame of the neutron and to
next–to–leading order in the large M expansion taking into account the contributions of the “weak magnetism” and
the proton recoil, is (see Appendix A)
M(n→ p e− ν¯e) = −2mn GF√
2
Vud
{
[ϕ†pϕn] [u¯e γ
0(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]− λ˜ [ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e ~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−me
2M
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e (1− γ5)vν¯ ] +
λ˜
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn] [u¯e γ0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− i
κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] · [u¯e ~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
}
, (2)
where ϕp and ϕn are the Pauli spinorial wave functions of the proton and neutron and ue and vν¯ are the Dirac bispinor
wave functions of the electron and antineutrino, respectively. Then, ~kp is a 3–momentum of the proton related to
3–momenta of the electron ~ke and antineutrino ~k as ~kp = −~ke − ~k, λ˜ = λ(1 − E0/2M), where E0 = (m2n − m2p +
m2e)/2mn = 1.2927MeV is the end–point energy of the electron–energy spectrum, calculated for mn = 939.5654MeV,
mp = 938.2720MeV and me = 0.5110MeV [9]. From Eq.(2) one may see that the parameter of the largeM expansion
or the 1/M corrections to the amplitude of the β−–decay of the neutron is kp/M ∼ E0/M ∼ 10−3. The detailed
calculation of the amplitude Eq.(2) is given in Appendix A.
The electron–energy and angular distribution of the neutron β−–decay takes the form [1, 32]
d5λn(Ee, ~ke, ~k, ~ξn)
dEedΩedΩ
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e EeF (Ee, Z = 1)Φβ−c (~ke, ~k ) ζ˜(Ee)
×
(
1 + a˜(Ee)
~ke · ~k
EeE
+ A˜(Ee)
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+ B˜(Ee)
~ξn · ~k
E
+ K˜n(Ee)
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k)
E2eE
+ Q˜n(Ee)
(~ξn · ~k)(~ke · ~k)
EeE2
+D˜(Ee)
~ξn · (~ke × ~k )
EeE
)
, (3)
where E = E0 − Ee is the antineutrino energy and dΩe and dΩ are the infinitesimal elements of the solid angles of
the electron and antineutrino 3–momenta relative to the neutron spin, respectively.
The function Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) is defined by the contribution of the proton recoil. To next–to–leading order in the large
M expansion it is equal to (see Eqs.(A-19) - (A-23) in Appendix A)
Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) = 1 +
3
M
(
Ee −
~ke · ~k
E
)
. (4)
The function F (Ee, Z = 1) is the relativistic Fermi function [59, 60] (see also [34])
F (Ee, Z = 1) =
(
1 +
1
2
γ
) 4(2rpmeβ)2γ
Γ2(3 + 2γ)
eπα/β
(1− β2)γ
∣∣∣Γ(1 + γ + i α
β
)∣∣∣2, (5)
where β = ke/Ee =
√
E2e −m2e/Ee is the electron velocity, γ =
√
1− α2 − 1, rp is the electric radius of the proton
and α = 1/137.036 is the fine–structure constant. In numerical calculations we will use rp = 0.841 fm [53].
Following [32] we transcribe the r.h.s. of Eq.(3) into the form
d5λn(Ee, ~ke, ~k, ~ξn)
dEedΩedΩ
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) ζ(Ee)
×
{
1 + a(Ee)
~ke · ~k
EeE
+A(Ee)
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+B(Ee)
~ξn · ~k
E
+Kn(Ee)
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k)
E2eE
+Qn(Ee)
(~ξn · ~k)(~ke · ~k)
EeE2
+D(Ee)
~ξn · (~ke × ~k )
EeE
− 3 Ee
M
1− λ2
1 + 3λ2
( (~ke · ~k )2
E2eE
2
− 1
3
k2e
E2e
)}
. (6)
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FIG. 1: The densities (α/π) gn(Ee)ρβ−c (Ee) (left) and (α/π) fn(Ee)ρβ−c (Ee) (right), measured in MeV
−1, of the radiative
corrections to the lifetime of the neutron and the correlation coefficients a(Ee) and A(Ee), where ρβ−c (Ee) is the electron–
energy spectrum density Eq.(D-59).
The correlation coefficients are given by (see Appendix A, B, C and D)
ζ(Ee) =
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[
− 2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)
E0 +
(
10λ2 − 4(κ+ 1)λ+ 2
)
Ee
−2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
) m2e
Ee
]
,
ζ(Ee) a(Ee) = a0
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee) +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[
2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)
E0 − 4λ
(
3λ− (κ+ 1)
)
Ee
]
,
ζ(Ee)A(Ee) = A0
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee) +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
λ2 − κλ− (κ+ 1)
)
E0
−
(
5λ2 − (3κ− 4)λ− (κ+ 1)
)
Ee
]
,
ζ(Ee)B(Ee) = B0
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[
− 2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)
E0
+
(
7λ2 − (3κ+ 8)λ+ (κ+ 1)
)
Ee −
(
λ2 − (κ+ 2)λ+ (κ+ 1)
) m2e
Ee
]
,
ζ(Ee)Kn(Ee) =
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
5λ2 − (κ− 4)λ− (κ+ 1)
)
Ee,
ζ(Ee)Qn(Ee) =
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
λ2 − (κ+ 2)λ+ (κ+ 1)
)
E0 −
(
7λ2 − (κ+ 8)λ+ (κ+ 1)
)
Ee
]
,
ζ(Ee)D(Ee) = 0, (7)
where the correlation coefficients a0, A0 and B0 are determined by [1] (see also [10])
a0 =
1− λ2
1 + 3λ2
, A0 = − 2 λ(1 + λ)
1 + 3λ2
, B0 = −2 λ(1 − λ)
1 + 3λ2
. (8)
The radiative corrections are determined by the functions gn(Ee) and fn(Ee), which are given in Eq.(D-58) of Appendix
D.
The functions (α/π) gn(Ee) and (α/π) fn(Ee) describe the radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron and
the correlation coefficients a(Ee) and A(Ee), respectively. They are equal to the radiative corrections, calculated in
[18]–[32]. We show in Appendix D that the correlation coefficient B(Ee) has no radiative corrections to order α/π.
This agrees also well with the results, obtained in [32]. The densities of the radiative corrections (α/π) gn(Ee)ρβ−c (Ee)
and (α/π)fn(Ee)ρβ−c (Ee), where ρβ−c (Ee) is the electron–energy spectrum density Eq.(D-59), are plotted in Fig. 1.
The coefficients Kn(Ee) and Qn(Ee) have been introduced in [31, 32] and calculated within the effective quantum
field theory, based on the heavy–baryon Chiral Perturbation Theory (HBChPT). Our results of the calculation of the
correlation coefficients, carried out to next–to–leading order in the large M expansion (see Appendix A), agree fully
with the expressions, calculated in [32].
The correlation coefficient D(Ee) relates to a violation of time reversal invariance. In the SM a non–vanishing
correlation coefficient D(Ee) may appear due to long–range [54]–[57] (see also [33]) and short–range [58] mechanisms
of time reversal violation. In the long–range mechanism of time reversal violation the correlation coefficient D(Ee) is
induced by the electron–proton interaction in the final–state of the decay due to the distortion of the electron wave
function in the Coulomb field of the proton [59, 60], the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil. In the short–range
7mechanism of time reversal violation the correlation coefficient D(Ee) takes a contribution from the CP–violating
phase δ of the CKM quark mixing matrix [9]. According to [58], the contribution of the long–range mechanism of
time reversal violation dominates by many orders of magnitude in comparison with the contribution of the short–range
one. As has been shown in [54]–[57] the correlation coefficient D(Ee) is a function of the electron energy Ee. Using
the results obtained in [54], for the electron kinetic energies 250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV [1, 37, 39] and the axial coupling
constant λ = −1.2750 we obtain that D(Ee) ∼ 10−5. Hence the contribution of the long–range mechanism of time
reversal violation to the correlation coefficient D(Ee) is smaller compared with contributions of order 10
−4, which
may be induced by interactions beyond the SM. Recently the correlation coefficient D(Ee) has been calculated within
heavy–baryon effective field theory by Ando et al. [61]. The authors have reproduced the result, obtained by Callan
and Treiman [54], and have found a correction, which is smaller compared with 10−7 in the experimental region of
electron kinetic energies 250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV [1, 37, 39].
From Eq.(7) the correlation coefficients under consideration, taking into account the contributions of order 1/M
and α/π, we define as follows
a(Ee) = a0
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
+
1
M
[2λ(λ− (κ+ 1))
1 + 3λ2
E0 − 4λ(3λ− (κ+ 1))
1 + 3λ2
Ee
]
− a0 δζ(Ee),
A(Ee) = A0
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
+
1
M
[λ2 − κλ− (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
E0 − 5λ
2 − (3κ− 4)λ− (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
Ee
]
−A0 δζ(Ee),
B(Ee) = B0 +
1
M
[
− 2λ (λ− (κ+ 1))
1 + 3λ2
E0 +
7λ2 − (3κ+ 8)λ+ (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
Ee − λ
2 − (κ+ 2)λ+ (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
m2e
Ee
]
− B0 δζ(Ee),
Kn(Ee) =
1
M
5λ2 − (κ− 4)λ− (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
Ee,
Qn(Ee) =
1
M
[λ2 − (κ+ 2)λ+ (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
E0 − 7λ
2 − (κ+ 8)λ+ (κ+ 1)
1 + 3λ2
Ee
]
. (9)
Using the following expansion
1
ζ(Ee)
=
(
1− α
π
gn(Ee)
)
− δζ(Ee),
δζ(Ee) =
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
ζ1E0 + ζ2Ee + ζ3
m2e
Ee
)
,
ζ1 = −2λ (λ− (κ+ 1)),
ζ2 = 10λ
2 − 4(κ+ 1)λ+ 2,
ζ3 = −2λ (λ− (κ+ 1)) (10)
we transcribe the correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and B(Ee) into the form, which is similar to that proposed by
Wilkinson for the correlation coefficient A(W )(Ee) (see Eq.(20)). We get
a(Ee) = a0
{
1 +
1
M
1
(1− λ2)(1 + 3λ2)
(
a1E0 + a2Ee + a3
m2e
Ee
)}(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
,
a1 = 4λ(λ
2 + 1)(λ− (κ+ 1)),
a2 = −26λ4 + 8(κ+ 1)λ3 − 20λ2 + 8(κ+ 1)λ− 2,
a3 = −2λ(λ2 − 1)(λ− (κ+ 1)) (11)
and
A(Ee) = A0
{
1− 1
M
1
2λ(1 + λ)(1 + 3λ2)
(
A1E0 +A2Ee +A3
m2e
Ee
)}(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
,
A1 = −λ4 + κλ3 + (κ+ 2)λ2 − κλ− (κ+ 1),
A2 = 5λ
4 + κλ3 − (5κ+ 6)λ2 + 3κλ+ (κ+ 1),
A3 = − 4λ2(λ+ 1) (λ− (κ+ 1)) (12)
8and
B(Ee) = B0
{
1− 1
M
1
2λ(1− λ)(1 + 3λ2)
(
B1E0 +B2Ee +B3
m2e
Ee
)}
,
B1 = −2λ(λ+ 1)2(λ − (κ+ 1)),
B2 = λ
4 − (κ− 4)λ3 − (5κ+ 2)λ2 − (3κ+ 4)λ+ (κ+ 1),
B3 = (λ
2 − 1)(λ− 1)(λ− (κ+ 1)). (13)
For the derivation of Eq.(11), Eq.(12) and Eq.(13) we have neglected the terms of order (α/π)(E0/M) ∼ 10−6, which
are smaller compared with contributions of order 10−4 beyond the SM.
In order to estimate the values of the obtained 1/M corrections we calculate them at λ = −1.2750. This gives
δζ(Ee) =
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
ζ1E0 + ζ2Ee + ζ3
m2e
Ee
)
= −3.57× 10−3 + 9.90× 10−3 Ee
E0
− 1.41× 10−3 me
Ee
,
δa(Ee)
a0
=
1
M
1
(1 − λ2)(1 + 3λ2)
(
a1E0 + a2Ee + a3
m2e
Ee
)
= −3.00× 10−2 + 8.59× 10−2Ee
E0
+ 1.41× 10−3 me
Ee
,
δA(Ee)
A0
= − 1
M
1
2λ(1 + λ)(1 + 3λ2)
(
A1E0 +A2Ee +A3
m2e
Ee
)
= 3.44× 10−4 + 1.46× 10−2Ee
E0
+ 1.41× 10−3 me
Ee
,
δB(Ee)
B0
= − 1
M
1
2λ(1− λ)(1 + 3λ2)
(
B1E0 +B2Ee +B3
m2e
Ee
)
= −4.66× 10−5 − 2.97× 10−4Ee
E0
+ 1.36× 10−4 me
Ee
,
Kn(Ee) = 7.14× 10−4Ee
E0
,
Qn(Ee) = 3.19× 10−3 − 7.27× 10−3Ee
E0
. (14)
Due to strong dependence on the axial coupling constant λ the numerical values of the contributions of the “weak
magnetism” and the proton recoil, calculated at λ = −1.2750, vary from 10−5 to 10−1 for energy independent and
energy dependent terms.
Summary. The correlation coefficients of the electron–energy and angular distribution of the neutron β−–decay
with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and electron are calculated by taking into account a complete
set of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative corrections
of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M expansion. The obtained expressions for the correlation
coefficients should be used as a theoretical background for contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM,
calculated in Appendix G (see Eq.(G-11 and Eq.(G-12)). Contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM
may be determined by measuring the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp between the neutron spin and the
3–momenta of the decay particles, the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the proton–energy spectrum
a(Tp), related to correlations between the 3–momenta of the electron and proton, and the lifetime of the neutron τn
(see section IX).
IV. STANDARD MODEL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT A0. ELECTRON ASYMMETRY Aexp(Ee)
For the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient A0, defining correlations between the neutron spin
and the electron 3–momentum in the SM to leading order in the large M expansion [1], the directions of the emission
of the antineutrino are not fixed and one has to integrate over the antineutrino 3–momentum ~k. As a result we arrive
at the following electron–energy and angular distribution [1, 37]
d2λn(Ee, ~ke, ~ξn)
dEedΩe
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
8π4
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) ζ(Ee)
×
(
1 +A(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
~ξn · ~β
)
, (15)
where we have denoted
A(Ee) +
1
3
Qn(Ee) = A
(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
, (16)
9dΩe = 2π sin θedθe is an infinitesimal solid angle of the electron 3–momentum with respect to the neutron spin and
~ξn · ~β = Pβ cos θe with the neutron polarization P = |~ξn| ≤ 1. The correlation coefficients A(Ee) and Qn(Ee) are
given in Eq.(12) and Eq.(9), respectively. The contribution, proportional to Qn(Ee), with structure ~ξn · ~ke/Ee we
obtain having integrated the term with the structure (~ξn ·~k )(~ke ·~k )/EeE2 in Eq.(6) over directions of the antineutrino
3–momentum ~k.
The asymmetry, which may be used for the experimental determination of the axial coupling constant λ and the
correlation coefficient A0, takes the form
Aexp(Ee) =
N+(Ee)−N−(Ee)
N+(Ee) +N−(Ee)
=
1
2
A(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
Pβ (cos θ1 + cos θ2), (17)
where N±(Ee) are the numbers of events of the emission of the electron forward (+) and backward (−) with respect
to the neutron spin into the solid angle ∆Ω12 = 2π(cos θ1 − cos θ2) with 0 ≤ ϕ ≤ 2π and θ1 ≤ θe ≤ θ2. They are
determined by [62]
N+(Ee) = 2πN(Ee)
∫ θ2
θ1
(
1 +A(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
Pβ cos θe
)
sin θe dθe =
= 2πN(Ee)
(
1 +
1
2
A(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
Pβ (cos θ1 + cos θ2)
)
(cos θ1 − cos θ2),
N−(Ee) = 2πN(Ee)
∫ π−θ2
π−θ1
(
1 + A(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
Pβ cos θe
)
sin θe dθe =
= 2πN(Ee)
(
1− 1
2
A(W )(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
Pβ (cos θ1 + cos θ2)
)
(cos θ1 − cos θ2), (18)
where N(Ee) is the normalization factor equal to
N(Ee) = (1 + 3λ
2)
G2F |Vud|2
8π4
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) ζ(Ee). (19)
The correlation coefficient A(W )(Ee) is
A(W )(Ee) = A0
{
1− 1
M
1
2λ(1 + λ)(1 + 3λ2)
(
A
(W )
1 E0 +A
(W )
2 Ee +A
(W )
3
m2e
Ee
)}
,
A
(W )
1 =
2
3
(
− 3λ3 + (3κ+ 5)λ2 − (2κ+ 1)λ− (κ+ 1)
)
= −2
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)(
λ2 − 2
3
λ− 1
3
)
,
A
(W )
2 =
2
3
(
− 3λ4 + (3κ+ 12)λ3 − (9κ+ 14)λ2 + (5κ+ 4)λ+ (κ+ 1)
)
= −2
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)(
λ3 − 3λ2 + 5
3
λ+
1
3
)
,
A
(W )
3 = −4λ2(λ+ 1)
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)
. (20)
It agrees well with the result, obtained by Wilkinson [34, 63]. We note that the correlation coefficient A(Ee)+
1
3Qn(Ee)
differs from the Wilkinson correlation coefficient A(W )(Ee) by the contribution of the radiative corrections, described
by the function (α/π) fn(Ee). In the replacement A(Ee)+
1
3Qn(Ee)→ A(W )(Ee)(1+(α/π)fn(Ee)) we have neglected
the contributions of order (α/π)(E0/M) ∼ 10−6, which are smaller compared with contributions of order 10−4 of our
interest. The contribution to the correlation coefficient A(W )(Ee) of the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil,
calculated at λ = −1.2750, is equal to
δA(W )(Ee)
A0
= − 1
M
1
2λ(1 + λ)(1 + 3λ2)
(
A
(W )
1 E0 +A
(W )
2 Ee +A
(W )
3
m2e
Ee
)
=
= −8.56× 10−3 + 3.49× 10−2 Ee
E0
+ 1.41× 10−3 me
Ee
. (21)
In the experimentally used region of electron kinetic energies 250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV [1, 37, 39] the radiative
corrections (α/π) fn(Ee) vary over the region 1.53 × 10−3 ≥ (α/π) fn(Ee) ≥ 1.04 × 10−3 and increase the absolute
value of the correlation coefficient A(W )(Ee).
Summary. The Wilkinson expression for the correlation coefficient A(W)(Ee) (see Eq.(20)), taking into account a
complete set of the 1/M corrections from the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, is improved by the account for
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the radiative corrections, described by the function 2.81×10−3 ≥ (α/π) fn(Ee) ≥ 0.62×10−3 for the electron energies
me ≤ Ee ≤ E0 (see Eq.(D-58)). The contribution of the radiative corrections increases the absolute value of the
correlation coefficient A(W)(Ee). The results, obtained in this section, should be used as a theoretical background for
the experimental determination of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM from the experimental
data on the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee) (see section IX).
V. STANDARD MODEL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT B0. ANTINEUTRINO ASYMMETRY Bexp(Ee)
In the SM to leading order in the largeM expansion the correlations between the neutron spin and the antineutrino
3–momentum are defined by the correlation coefficient B0 [1], which may be determined from the experimental data
on the asymmetry Bexp(Ee), defined by [38]
Bexp(Ee) =
N−−(Ee)−N++(Ee)
N−−(Ee) +N++(Ee)
. (22)
It defines the asymmetry of the emission of the antineutrinos into the forward and backward hemisphere with respect
to the neutron spin, where N∓∓(Ee) is the number of events of the emission of the electron–proton pairs as functions
of the electron energy Ee. The signs (++) and (−−) show that the electron–proton pairs were emitted parallel (++)
and antiparallel (−−) to a direction of the neutron spin. This means that antineutrinos were emitted antiparallel
(++) and parallel (−−) to a direction of the neutron spin. The number of events N−−(Ee) and N++(Ee) are defined
by the electron–energy and angular distribution of the neutron β−–decay, integrated over the forward and backward
hemisphere relative to the neutron spin, respectively.
The integration region for the electron–proton pairs, emitted parallel to a direction (++) of the neutron spin, is
defined by the constraints [64]: ~ξn · ~ke = Pke cos θe > 0 and ~ξn · ~kp = ~ξn · (−~ke − ~k ) = PE(−r cos θe − cos θ) > 0
or −r cos θe > cos θ, where r = ke/E =
√
E2e −m2e/(E0 − Ee) and P = |~ξn| ≤ 1 is the neutron polarization. For
N++(Ee) and r < 1 we obtain the following expression
N++(Ee) = 2πN(Ee)
{(
1− 1
4
aβ +
1
2
Pβ
(
A− 1
3
Kn β
)
− 1
2
P
(
B − 1
3
Qn β
))
−1
2
r
(
1 +
2
3
PAβ
)
+
1
8
r2
(
aβ +
4
3
PB +
4
5
P Kn β
2
)
− 1
15
r3 P Qn β − 1
8
a0 β
2 r(1 − r2) Ee
M
}
, (23)
where N(Ee) is the normalization factor Eq.(19). For r > 1 the upper limit of the integration over cos θe is restricted
by cos θe ≤ 1/r. The result of the interaction is
N++(Ee) = 2πN(Ee)
{1
2
1
r
(
1− 2
3
PB
)
− 1
8
1
r2
(
aβ − 4
3
PAβ − 4
5
PQnβ
)
− 1
15
1
r3
PKnβ
2 +
1
8
a0 β
2 1
r
(
1− 1
r2
) Ee
M
}
.
(24)
For the calculation of N−−(Ee) we have to integrate over the region [64]: ~ξn · ~ke = Pke cos θe < 0 and ~ξn · ~kp =
PE(−r cos θe − cos θ) < 0 or cos θ > −r cos θe. The number of events N−−(Ee) for r < 1 is given by
N−−(Ee) = 2πN(Ee)
{(
1− 1
4
aβ − 1
2
Pβ
(
A− 1
3
Knβ
)
+
1
2
P
(
B − 1
3
Qnβ
))
−1
2
r
(
1− 2
3
PAβ
)
+
1
8
r2
(
aβ − 4
3
PB − 4
5
PKnβ
2
)
+
1
15
r3PQnβ − 1
8
a0 β
2 r(1 − r2) Ee
M
}
. (25)
For r > 1 the lower limit of the integration over cos θe is restricted by cos θe > −1/r. The number of events N−−(Ee),
calculated for r > 1, is equal to
N−−(Ee) = 2πN(Ee)
{1
2
1
r
(
1 +
2
3
PB
)
− 1
8
1
r2
(
aβ +
4
3
PAβ +
4
5
PQnβ
)
+
1
15
1
r3
PKnβ
2 +
1
8
a0 β
2 1
r
(
1− 1
r2
) Ee
M
}
.
(26)
Using our formulas for the numbers of events we calculate the asymmetry Bexp(Ee). For r ≤ 1 or 0 ≤ Te ≤
(E0 −me)2/2E0 = 236 keV and for r ≥ 1 or (E0 −me)2/2E0 = 236 keV ≤ Te ≤ E0 −me the asymmetry Bexp(Ee) is
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FIG. 2: The antineutrino asymmetry Bexp(Ee), including a complete set of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak mag-
netism” and the proton recoil, and radiative corrections of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M expansion;
Te = Ee −me is the electron kinetic energy.
equal to
B(r<1)exp (Ee) =
2P
3
(3 − r2)B − (3− 2r)Aβ +
(
1− 3
5
r2
)
Knβ
2 −
(
1− 2
5
r3
)
Qnβ
(4− 2r)−
(
1− 1
2
r2
)
aβ − 1
2
a0β
2 r(1 − r2) Ee
M
(27)
and
B(r>1)exp (Ee) =
2P
3
B − 1
2
(
A+
3
5
Qn
) β
r
+
1
5
Kn
β2
r2
1− a β
4r
+
1
4
a0 β
2
(
1− 1
r2
)Ee
M
, (28)
respectively. At r = 1 or Te = (E0 −me)2/2E0 = 236 keV the asymmetry Bexp(Ee) is continuous. To leading order
in the large M expansion the asymmetry Bexp(Ee) reduces to the form
Bexp(Ee)
∣∣∣
M→∞
=
2P
3


B
(3
2
− 1
2
r2
)
−
(3
2
− r
)
Aβ
(2− r)− 1
2
(
1− 1
2
r2
)
aβ
, r ≤ 1
B − 1
2
A
β
r
1− 1
4
a
β
r
, r ≥ 1,
(29)
where the correlation coefficients B, A and a are equal to
B = B0 , A = A0
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
, a = a0
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
. (30)
In Fig. 2 we plot the asymmetry Bexp(Ee), given by Eq.(27) and Eq.(28) and obtained in the SM with the account
for the contributions of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil and the radia-
tive corrections of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M expansion and described by the function
(α/π) fn(Ee). In [38, 39] for the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient B0 the experimental data
on the asymmetry Bexp(Ee) were fitted by Eq.(29) with the replacement B → B0, A→ A0 and a→ a0, respectively.
Such an asymmetry was calculated in [64]. The “weak magnetism”, the proton recoil and the radiative corrections
to Eq.(29) with the replacement B → B0, A → A0 and a → a0 have been calculated numerically in [65]. They are
positive and negative for Te < 470 keV and Te > 470 keV, respectively. The corrections, calculated in this paper, are
positive and of order of magnitude larger compared with the absolute values of the corrections, calculated in [65].
The theoretical value B0 = 0.9871(1) of the correlation coefficient B0, calculated for λ = −1.2750(9), agrees
within 1.5 standard deviations with the experimental values B
(exp)
0 = 0.9802(50), B
(exp)
0 = 0.9821(40) and B
(exp)
0 =
0.9894(83), obtained in [38, 39] (see also [1]), [66] and [67], respectively, and within two standard deviations with the
experimental one B
(exp)
0 = 0.967(12), obtained in [68].
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Summary. The antineutrino asymmetry Bexp(Ee), calculated in [64] and used in [38, 39] for the experimental
determination of the correlation coefficient B
(exp)
0 = 0.9802(50), is improved by the contributions of a complete
set of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative corrections
(α/π) fn(Ee), calculated to leading order in the large M expansion. The obtained expression of the antineutrino
asymmetry Bexp(Ee) should be used as a theoretical background for the experimental determination of contributions
of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM (see section IX).
VI. STANDARD MODEL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT a0. ELECTRON–PROTON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION a(Ee, Tp) AND PROTON–ENERGY
SPECTRUM a(Tp)
For the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient a0 the correlation coefficient a(Ee), given by
Eq.(11), can be hardly used, since the antineutrino is hard to detect. Thus, for the determination of a0 and the
contributions of interactions beyond the SM one should measure correlations of the 3–momenta of the decay charged
particles. Using the results, obtained in Appendix I, the electron–proton energy spectrum for the neutron β−–decay
with unpolarised particles can be given in the following form
d2BRβ−c (Ee, Tp)
dEedTp
= (τn)SMM (1 + 3λ
2)
G2F |Vud|2
4π3
a(Ee, Tp)
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1)Ee, (31)
where (τn)SM is the theoretical lifetime of the neutron, calculated in the SM (see section VIII) and Tp is the kinetic
energy of the proton varying from zero to its maximal value (Tp)max = (mn −mp)2 −m2e/2mn = (E20 −m2e)/2M =
0.751 keV, i.e. 0 ≤ Tp ≤ 0.751 keV. The limits of the integration over the electron energy Ee, i.e. (Ee)min ≤ Ee ≤
(Ee)max, are the functions of the proton kinetic energy Tp. They are adduced in Appendix I. The electron–proton
energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) is defined by (see Appendix I)
a(Ee, Tp) = ζ1(Ee, Tp) + a0
(
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
ζ2(Ee, Tp). (32)
The functions ζ1(Ee, Tp) and ζ2(Ee, Tp) are given by in Appendix I. They are calculated to leading order in the
large M and do not contain the radiative corrections. In the electron energy region (Ee)min ≤ Ee ≤ (Ee)max the
contribution of the radiative corrections (α/π) fn(Ee) to the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) relative to
the correlation coefficient a0 is of order 10
−3. The account for the radiative corrections is very important for a correct
experimental determination of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM.
Integrating the electron–proton energy spectrum Eq.(31) over the electron energy (Ee)min ≤ Ee ≤ (Ee)max we
obtain the proton–energy spectrum
dBRβ−c (Tp)
dTp
= (τn)SMM (1 + 3λ
2)
G2F |Vud|2
4π3
a(Tp), (33)
where a(Tp) is defined by
a(Tp) = g1(Tp) + a0
(
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)
g2(Tp). (34)
The functions g1(Tp) and g2(Tp) are given in Appendix I. Recently the correlation coefficient a0 and the axial coupling
constant λ have been determined from the proton–energy spectrum by Byrne et al. [40]. The obtained value a
(exp)
0 =
−0.1054(55) can be fitted by the axial coupling constant λ = −1.271(18). In turn, the experimental value a(exp)0 =
−0.1017(51), obtained in [41], defines the axial coupling constant equal to λ = −1.259(17). These experimental values
agree with the theoretical value of the correlation coefficient a0 = − 0.1065(3), calculated at λ = −1.2750(9), and
with the axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9) within one standard deviation.
From the point of view of the experimental determination of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the
SM (see a discussion in section VII) the experimental accuracy of the determination of the axial coupling constant
λ by measuring the proton–energy spectrum as well as the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) should be
improved by more than two orders of magnitude in comparison with the accuracy of Byrne’s experiment [40]. There
are three major, funded experiments, which are currently attempting to do this. They are i) aSPECT experiment at
Institute Laue–Langevin (ILL) in Grenoble, invented to perform precise measurements of the correlation coefficient a0
by measuring the proton–energy spectrum in the decay of unpolarised neutrons, ii) aCORN at the National Institute
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of Standards and Technology (NIST) and iii) Nab at the new Spallation Neutron Source (SNS) in Oak Ridge at
Tennessee [69]. The expected experimental accuracy of the determination of the correlation coefficient a0 in the
aCORN and Nab experiments is better than 1% (see also [70]).
We have discussed the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient a0 by measuring the electron–
proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp). However, there are another possibilities
to determine experimentally the correlation coefficient a0. It can be extracted from the experimental data on the
(Te, cos θeν¯) and (Te, cos θep) distributions [71], where θeν¯ and θep are angles of the electron–antineutrino and electron-
proton correlations, respectively.
Summary. The electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) is calculated by taking into account a complete set
of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative corrections of
order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M expansion. The proton–energy spectrum is improved in
comparison with that, used in [40], by the account for the 1/M and radiative corrections. The obtained expression
for the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) as well as the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) should provide
a theoretical background for the experimental determination of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond
the SM (see section IX). For the analysis of contributions of interactions beyond the SM we propose to multiply the
electron–proton energy spectrum of the rate of the neutron β−–decay by the lifetime of the neutron τn, calculated
with the account for the contributions of interactions beyond the SM (see Appendix G). As a result the analysis
of the contributions of vector and axial–vector interactions beyond the SM by means of the electron–proton energy
distribution τna(Ee, Tp) and the proton–energy spectrum τna(Tp) reduces to the analysis of these contributions to the
axial coupling constant λ only (see section IX).
VII. STANDARD MODEL ANALYSIS OF EXPERIMENTAL DETERMINATION OF CORRELATION
COEFFICIENT C0. PROTON ASYMMETRY Cexp
The correlations between the neutron spin and the proton 3–momentum are described by the correlation coefficient
C [72]–[76]. It defines the proton recoil asymmetry C0 = −xC(A0 + B0), where xC is the theoretical numerical
factor, calculated within the SM to leading order in the large M expansion. The first measurement of the correlation
coefficient C
(exp)
0 = −0.2377(26) has been performed by Schumann et al. [42]. The angular distribution of the
probability of the neutron β−–decay, related to the proton recoil asymmetry, is given by [72]
4π
dW (θp)
dΩp
= 1 + 2PC cos θp, (35)
where dΩp = 2π sin θpdθp is the infinitesimal solid angle of the proton 3–momentum with respect to the neutron
polarization ~ξn, i.e. ~ξn · ~kp = Pkp cos θp and P = |~ξn| is the neutron polarization. The correlation coefficient C,
calculated at the account for the 1/M and α/π-radiative corrections, is equal to (see Appendix I Eq.(I-30))
C = −1
2
X8
X1
(A0 +B0) +
1
2
X9
X1
A0 +
α
π
1
2
X10
X1
A0 − α
π
1
2
X11
X1
B0 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
λ
1
2
X12
X1
− (κ+ 1)λ 1
2
X13
X1
−(2κ+ 1)λ 1
2
X14
X1
− λ(1 + λ) 1
2
X15 + Y3
X1
+ λ(1 − λ) 1
2
X16 + Y4
X1
)
+ (A0 +B0)
X8
X1
{α
π
1
2
X2
X1
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
×
(1
2
X3
X1
+ (1 + 3λ2)
1
2
X4 + Y1
X1
− (1− λ2) 1
2
X5 + Y2
X1
+ (λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ)
1
2
X6
X1
− (λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ) 1
2
X7
X1
)}
, (36)
where the numerical factors Xj (j = 1, . . . , 14) and Yj (j = 1, 2, 3, 4) are calculated in Appendix I (see Eq.(I-26) and
Eq.(I-27)). The factor xC = X8/2X1 = 0.27591 agrees well with the factor xC = 0.27594, calculated by Glu¨ck [73].
As a result the correlation coefficient C0 is equal to
C0 = −0.27591 (A0 +B0). (37)
The numerical value C0 = −0.2386, calculated at λ = −1.2750, agrees well with the experimental one Cexp0 =
−0.2377(26) [42]. Defining the proton recoil asymmetry Cexp as we have defined the asymmetry Aexp(Ee) (see
Eq.(17)) we obtain
Cexp = PC (cosϑ1 + cosϑ2), (38)
where the polar angles θ1 and θ2 define the solid angle ∆Ω12 = 2π(cos θ1 − cos θ2) of the proton emission to the
forward and backward hemisphere with respect to the neutron spin.
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The account for the contributions of the proton–photon correlations to the proton recoil energy and angular distri-
bution of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron [77, 78] changes the proton recoil asymmetry C as follows [78] (see
also Appendix I and Eq.(I-33))
C = −
(
xC +
α
π
xeff
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(A0 +B0) +
1
2
X9
X1
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M
1
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+ λ(1− λ) 1
2
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)
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{α
π
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2
X2
X1
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(1
2
X3
X1
+ (1 + 3λ2)
× 1
2
X4 + Y1
X1
− (1− λ2) 1
2
X5 + Y2
X1
+ (λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ)
1
2
X6
X1
− (λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ) 1
2
X7
X1
)}
, (39)
where xeff = Xeff/2X1 = 4.712120 and Xeff = 2.215111MeV
5 [78]. One may see that the contributions of the proton–
photon correlations make the radiative corrections to the proton recoil asymmetry C symmetric with respect to a
change A0 ←→ B0 as well as the main term C0 = −xC(A0 +B0).
Summary. The correlation coefficient C, describing correlations between the neutron spin and the proton 3–
momentum, is calculated by taking into account a complete set of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak mag-
netism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative corrections of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large
M expansion. The obtained result should be used as a theoretical background for the experimental determination of
contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM (see section IX).
VIII. STANDARD MODEL ANALYSIS OF LIFETIME OF NEUTRON
Having integrated the electron–energy and angular distribution Eq.(6) over the directions of the electron 3–
momentum ~ke, the antineutrino 3–momentum ~k and the electron energy Ee within the limits me ≤ Ee ≤ E0,
we obtain the rate of the neutron β−–decay. It is equal to [10]
(λn)SM = (1 + 3λ
2)
G2F |Vud|2
2π3
fn(E0, Z = 1), (40)
where the Fermi integral fn(E0, Z = 1), given by
fn(E0, Z = 1) =
∫ E0
me
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
×
{
1 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
10λ2 − 4(κ+ 1)λ+ 2
)
Ee − 2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)(
E0 +
m2e
Ee
)]}
dEe, (41)
contains the contributions of the “weak magnetism”, the proton recoil and the radiative corrections, described by the
function gn(Ee). The calculation of the lifetime of the neutron with the Fermi function, determined by Eq.(5), the
axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9) and the CKM matrix element Vud = 0.97427(15), gives (τn)SM = 879.6(1.1) s.
The error bars ±1.1 s are defined by the error bars of the experimental value of the coupling constant and the CKM
matrix element. The theoretical value of the lifetime of the neutron (τn)SM = 879.6(1.1) s agrees well with the
experimental values τ
(exp)
n = 878.5(8) s and τ
(exp)
n = 880.7(1.8) s and τ
(exp)
n = 881.6(2.1) s, measured by Serebrov et
al. [12], Pichlmaier et al. [79] and Arzumanov et al. [80], respectively. It agrees also well with the new world average
values (w.a.v.) of the neutron lifetime τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.1(1.1) s [9], τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.0(9) s [81] and τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 881.9(1.3) s
[82], respectively.
Summary. The lifetime of the neutron is calculated by taking into account the radiative corrections by Sirlin et
al., calculated to leading order in the large M expansion, and a complete set of the 1/M corrections, caused by
the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil. The obtained result should be used as a theoretical background for
the experimental determination of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM (see section IX). The
numerical value of the lifetime of the neutron (τn)SM = 879.6(1.1) s, calculated in this section, is left unchanged after
the absorption of the Herczeg phenomenological coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR of the left–left and left–right lepton–
nucleon current–current interactions (vector and axial–vector interactions beyond the SM) by the axial coupling
constant λ→ λeff = (λ− ahLL+ ahLR)/(1+ ahLL+ ahLR) = λ− ahLL+ ahLR−λ(ahLL+ ahLR) and the CKM matrix element
Vud → (Vud)eff = Vud(1 + ahLL + ahLR) (see section IX).
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IX. SENSITIVITY OF ELECTRON–PROTON ENERGY DISTRIBUTION, ASYMMETRIES Aexp(Ee),
Bexp(Ee) AND Cexp AND LIFETIME OF NEUTRON τn TO CONTRIBUTIONS OF ORDER 10
−4 OF
INTERACTIONS BEYOND STANDARD MODEL
In this section we propose a theoretical analysis of the sensitivity of the electron–proton energy distribution
a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp and the lifetime of
the neutron τn to contributions of order 10
−4 of interactions beyond the SM.
The electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and B(Ee), including
the contributions of interactions beyond the SM, can be written in the form
a(Ee, Tp) = ζ1(Ee, Tp)eff + a¯eff(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
ζ2(Ee, Tp),
a(Ee) = aeff(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
,
A(Ee) = Aeff(Ee)
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
,
B(Ee) = Beff(Ee), (42)
where ζ1(Ee, Tp)eff , a¯eff(Ee), aeff(Ee), Aeff(Ee) and Beff(Ee) are the electron–proton energy distribution and the
correlation coefficients, defined by the contributions of the “weak magnetism”, the proton recoil and interactions
beyond the SM only. They are given by
ζ1(Ee, Tp)eff =
(
1− a4
a0
(me
Ee
−
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
))
ζ1(Ee, Tp),
a¯eff(Ee) = (a0)eff +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
E0 + a4
〈me
Ee
〉
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,
aeff(Ee) = (a0)eff +
1
M
1
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
a1E0 + a2Ee + a3
m2e
Ee
)
+ a4
me
Ee
,
Aeff(Ee) = (A0)eff +
1
M
1
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
A1E0 +A2Ee +A3
m2e
Ee
)
+ A4
me
Ee
,
Beff(Ee) = (B0)eff +
1
M
1
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
B1E0 +B2Ee +B3
m2e
Ee
)
+B4
me
Ee
, (43)
where 〈me/Ee〉SM is the average value, calculated in the SM with the electron–energy spectrum density Eq.(D-59).
The terms, proportional to 〈me/Ee〉SM, come from the lifetime of the neutron, calculated at the account for the
contributions of interactions beyond the SM (see Appendix G). The coefficients aj , Aj and Bj for j = 1, 2, 3 are
given in Eq.(11), Eq.(12) and Eq.(13), respectively. They are calculated to next–to–leading order in the large M
expansion and include the contributions of the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil only. The numerical values
of these corrections are estimated in Eq.(14) at λ = −1.2750. The terms (a0)eff , (A0)eff and (B0)eff are the sums of
the correlation coefficients a0, A0 and B0 and energy independent contributions of interactions beyond the SM (see
Appendix G). They read
(a0)eff = a0 +
1
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
4λ2Re(δCV − δC¯V ) + 4λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
,
(A0)eff = A0 +
1
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
− λ(3λ2 − 2λ− 1)Re(δCV − δC¯V )− (3λ2 − 2λ− 1)Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
,
(B0)eff = B0 +
1
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
− λ(3λ2 + 2λ− 1)Re(δCV − δC¯V )− (3λ2 + 2λ− 1)Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
. (44)
The coefficients a4, A4 and B4 are induced by interactions beyond the SM only. They are equal to
a4 = − 1− λ
2
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
Re(CS − C¯S) + 3λRe(CT − C¯T )
)
,
A4 = 2
λ(1 + λ)
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
Re(CS − C¯S) + 3λRe(CT − C¯T )
)
,
B4 =
(1 + λ)(1 − 3λ)
(1 + 3λ2)2
(
λRe(CS − C¯S)− Re(CT − C¯T )
)
. (45)
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For the derivation of Eqs.(44) and (45) we have used Eq.(G-11) and Eq.(G-12 in Appendix G with the coupling
constants CV = 1 + δCV , C¯V = −1 + δC¯V , CA = −λ + δCA and C¯A = λ + δC¯A and have kept only the linear
contributions of the deviations from the coupling constants of the SM. By assumption the axial coupling constant λ
in Eqs.(44) and (45) is determined by all interactions within the SM only.
The differences of the phenomenological coupling constants δCV −δC¯V , δCA−δC¯A, CS−C¯S and CT−C¯T , calculated
in terms of the Herczeg phenomenological lepton–nucleon coupling constants [6] (see Appendix G), take the form
δCV − δC¯V = 2 (ahLL + ahLR),
δCA − δC¯A = 2 (ahLL − ahLR),
CS − C¯S = 2 (AhLL +AhLR) = 4 aS,
CT − C¯T = 4αhLL = 4 aT . (46)
This means that the phenomenological coupling constants δCV − δC¯V , δCA − δC¯A, CS − C¯S and CT − C¯T describe
interactions beyond the SM of left–handed leptonic currents and left(right)–handed hadronic currents, i.e. L⊗L and
L⊗R, respectively.
The experimental determination of the correlation coefficients a0, A0 and B0 runs as follows. Using the theoretical
expressions for the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the asymmetries Aexp(Ee) and Bexp(Ee) the
experimental data on them are being fitted by a tuning of the axial coupling constant [1]. Such a procedure gives the
axial-coupling constants λa, λA and λB, obtained from the fit of the experimental data on a(Ee, Tp), Aexp(Ee) and
Bexp(Ee), respectively. In terms of these axial coupling constants one may define the correlation coefficients (a0)
(exp)
eff ,
(A0)
(exp)
eff and (B0)
(exp)
eff , respectively, as follows
(a0)
(exp)
eff =
1− λ2a
1 + 3λ2a
, (A0)
(exp)
eff = −2
λA(1 + λA)
1 + 3λ2A
, (B0)
(exp)
eff = −2
λB(1− λB)
1 + 3λ2B
(47)
The theoretical expressions for the axial coupling constants λa, λA and λB in terms of the axial coupling constant λ,
defined by interactions within the SM only, and the contributions of interactions beyond the SM are
λa = λ− 1
2
(
λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
,
λA = λ− 1
2
(
λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
,
λB = λ− 1
2
(
λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
. (48)
Thus, in the linear approximation with respect to the deviations of the phenomenological coupling constants of
interactions beyond the SM from the coupling constants of the SM we obtain that λa = λA = λB . This agrees well
with the results obtained in [43]–[45]. Replacing λa, λA and λB by λeff , which includes the contributions of vector and
axial–vector interactions beyond the SM in addition to the contributions of interactions within the SM, and denoting
bF =
1
1 + 3λ2eff
(
Re(CS − C¯S) + 3λeffRe(CT − C¯T )
)
=
4
1 + 3λ2eff
(
Re(aS) + 3λeffRe(aT )
)
(49)
and
cST =
1
1 + 3λ2eff
(
λeff Re(CS − C¯S)− Re(CT − C¯T )
)
=
4
1 + 3λ2eff
(
λeffRe(aS)− Re(aT )
)
, (50)
where bF is the Fierz term (see Appendix G), we obtain the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the
correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and B(Ee) in the following form
a(Ee, Tp) =
(
1− bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
){(
1 + bF
me
Ee
)
ζ1(Ee, Tp) + a0
(
1 +
1
1− λ2eff
E0
M
)(
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α
π
fn(Ee)
)
ζ2(Ee, Tp)
}
,
a(Ee) = a0
(
1− bF me
Ee
)(
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α
π
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){
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1
M
1
(1− λ2eff)(1 + 3λ2eff)
(
a1E0 + a2Ee + a3
m2e
Ee
)}
,
A(Ee) = A0
(
1− bF me
Ee
)(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
){
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M
1
2λeff(1 + λeff)(1 + 3λ2eff)
(
A1E0 +A2Ee +A3
m2e
Ee
)}
,
B(Ee) = B0
(
1− (1 + λeff)(1− 3λeff)
2λeff(1− λeff) cST
me
Ee
){
1− 1
M
1
2λeff(1 − λeff)(1 + 3λ2eff)
(
B1E0 +B2Ee +B3
m2e
Ee
)}
, (51)
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where the coefficients aj , Aj and Bj for j = 1, 2, 3 are defined in Eq.(11), Eq.(12) and Eq.(13), respectively, with the
replacement λ → λeff . The same replacement defines the correlation coefficients a0, A0 and B0 in terms of λeff (see
Eq.(8)).
The correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and B(Ee), extended by the contributions of interactions beyond the SM,
together with the correlation coefficients Kn(Ee) and Qn(Ee), caused by the contributions of the 1/M corrections
from the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil only, determine the asymmetries Aexp(Ee) and Bexp(Ee). For the
calculation of the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee), taking into account the contributions of interactions beyond the SM,
we have to replace the correlation coefficient A(W)(Ee) in Eq.(17) by the expression
A(W)(Ee) = A0
(
1− bF me
Ee
){
1− 1
M
1
2λeff(1 + λeff)(1 + 3λ2eff)
(
A
(W)
1 E0 +A
(W)
2 Ee +A
(W)
3
m2e
Ee
)}
, (52)
where the coefficients A
(W)
j are given in Eq.(20) with the replacement λ→ λeff .
The antineutrino asymmetry Bexp(Ee) is defined by Eq.(27) and Eq.(28) for r ≤ 1 and r ≥ 1, respectively. For
the account for the contributions of interactions beyond the SM the correlation coefficients a(Ee), A(Ee) and B(Ee)
should be taken in the form, given by Eq.(51).
The proton recoil asymmetry Cexp completes the set of asymmetries, which can be measured in the neutron β
−–
decay with a polarized neutron and unpolarised proton and electron. The correlation coefficient Ceff (see Appendix
I), defining the asymmetry Cexp and extended by the contributions of interactions beyond the SM, takes the form
Ceff = −xC
(
A0 +B0
)
+
λeff(1 + λeff)
1 + 3λ2eff
bF
X17
X1
− 1
2
(1 + λeff)(1 − 3λeff)
1 + 3λ2eff
cST
X18
X1
+ CSM, (53)
where CSM = C+xC(A0+B0) and xC = 0.27591 (see Eq.(39) and Eq.(37)). The numerical factorsX17/X1 = −0.90187
and X18/X1 = 0.39806 are calculated in Appendix I (see Eq.(I-26)).
Using the results, obtained in Appendix G, the theoretical expression for the rate of the neutron β−–decay, including
the contributions of interactions beyond the SM, is
λn = (λn)SM
(
1 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
=
=
G2F |Vud|2
2π3
fn(E0, Z = 1) (1 + 3λ
2)
(
1 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
, (54)
where (λn)SM is the lifetime of the neutron, calculated within the SM (see Eq.(40) and Eq.(41)), and 〈me/Ee〉SM is
the average value, calculated with the electron–energy spectrum density Eq.(D-59). Now we have to define the rate
of the neutron β−–decay Eq.(54) in terms of the axial coupling constant λeff , which is related to the axial coupling
constant λ as
λ = λeff +
1
2
(λeffRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + Re(δCA − δC¯A)). (55)
Substituting Eq.(55) into Eq.(54) and keeping only the linear terms in power of Re(δCV − δC¯V ) and Re(δCA − δC¯A)
one may show that
(1 + 3λ2)
(
1 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
=
=
(
1 + Re(δCV − δC¯V )
)
(1 + 3λ2eff)
(
1 + bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
. (56)
This gives the rate of the neutron β−–decay equal to
λn =
G2F |Vud|2
2π3
fn(E0, Z = 1)
(
1 + Re(δCV − δC¯V )
)
(1 + 3λ2eff)
(
1 + bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
, (57)
where the Fermi integral is given by Eq.(41) with the replacement λ→ λeff .
If we introduce again (λn)SM, defined by Eq.(40) and Eq.(41) with the replacement λ→ λeff , we get the following
expression for the rate of the neutron β−–decay, corrected by the contributions of interactions beyond the SM taken
to linear approximation with respect to the Herczeg phenomenological coupling constants
λn = (λn)SM
(
1 + 2Re(ahLL + a
h
LR)
)(
1 + bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
, (58)
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where we have set Re(δCV − δC¯V ) = 2Re(ahLL + ahLR). Thus, at first glimpse a deviation of the experimental values
τn = 1/λn of the lifetime of the neutron considered relative to the theoretical value of the lifetime of the neutron
(τn)SM = 1/(λn)SM, calculated in the SM at zero Herczeg coupling constants, may give an information about the
contribution of the Herczeg left–left and left–right lepton–nucleon current–current interactions (vector and axial–vector
interactions beyond the SM) by using the experimental value of the Fierz term bF , determined from the experimental
data on the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) and the asymmetries
Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp. However, the problem is that the Herczeg phenomenological interactions beyond the
SM, if they exist, should exist always together with the interactions of the SM, and a separation of these interactions
is rather artificial.
Hence, using the Hamilton Eq.(G-1) and Eq.(G-2) we may redefine the axial coupling constant and the CKM
matrix element as follows λeff = (λ− ahLL + ahLR)/(1 + ahLL + ahLR) and (Vud)eff = Vud(1 + ahLL + ahLR) as it has been
proposed in [43]–[45]. After such a change one may show that the rate of the neutron β−–decay may contain only the
contribution of the Fierz term
λn = (λn)SM
(
1 + bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
, (59)
where (λn)SM is given by Eq.(40) and Eq.(41) with the replacement λ→ λeff and Vud → (Vud)eff .
The definition of the effective coupling constant λeff = (λ − ahLL + ahLR)/(1 + ahLL + ahLR) and the CKM matrix
element (Vud)eff = Vud(1 + a
h
LL + a
h
LR) at the Hamiltonian level introduces the imaginary parts to the axial coupling
constant and the CKM matrix element
λeff = Reλeff + i Imλeff ,
(Vud)eff = Vud(1 + Re(a
h
LL + a
h
LR))(1 + i Im(a
h
LL + a
h
LR)) (60)
where Imλeff is equal to
Imλeff = −(1 + Reλeff)Im(ahLL) + (1 − Reλeff)Im(ahLR). (61)
An information about the imaginary part of the axial coupling constant λeff one may obtain by measuring the
correlation coefficient D(Ee), describing a violation of time reversal invariance. From Eq.(G-11), Eq.(G-12) and
Eq.(61) we obtain
D(Ee) = DSM(Ee)− 2
1 + 3λ2eff
(
λeffIm(a
h
LL + a
h
LR) + Im(a
h
LL − ahLR)
)
=
= DSM(Ee)− 2
1 + 3λ2eff
(
(1 + λeff)Im(a
h
LL)− (1− λeff)Im(ahLR)
)
= DSM(Ee) +
2Imλeff
1 + 3λ2eff
, (62)
where we have replaced Reλeff by λeff , having neglected the contribution of the imaginary part, and DSM(Ee) is
the contribution to the correlation coefficient D(Ee), calculated within the SM [54]–[61]. As we have estimated in
section III such a contribution, caused by the electron–proton interaction in the final state [54]–[57, 61], is of order
10−5 for the electron kinetic energies 250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV. Thus, the correlation coefficient D(Ee), defined in the
same energy region, should be sensitive to the contributions beyond the SM of 10−4. Recently the experimental value
Dexp(Ee) = (−4± 6)× 10−4 of the correlation coefficient D(Ee) [1, 9] has been substantially improved with a result
Dexp(Ee) = (−0.96± 1.89stat± 1.01syst)× 10−4 [83]. However, the new experimental value as well as the old one still
implies that to order 10−4 the correlation coefficient D(Ee) is commensurable with zero. Hence, to order 10
−4 the
imaginary part of the axial coupling constant λeff is also commensurable with zero, i.e. Imλeff = 0. Nevertheless,
setting λeff = Reλeff = −1.2750 and using the relation Imλeff = 0 we may obtain that Im(ahLR) = −0.12 Im(ahLL).
This adds an additional phase shift e i 0.88 Im(a
h
LL) to the CKM matrix element (Vud)eff .
The axial coupling constant λa and the correlation coefficient a0 may be also determined by measuring the proton–
energy spectrum Eq.(33) (see [40]). The proton–energy spectrum, taking into account the contributions of interactions
beyond the SM, is
aeff(Tp) =
(
1− bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
){
g1(Tp)eff + a0
(
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)
g2(Tp)
}
, (63)
where the functions g1(Tp)eff and g2(Tp) are defined by the integrals
g1(Tp)eff =
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(
1 + bF
me
Ee
)(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
ζ1(Ee, Tp)F (Ee, Z = 1)Ee dEe,
g2(Tp) =
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee) +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
ζ2(Ee, Tp)F (Ee, Z = 1)Ee dEe, (64)
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where the limits of integration (Ee)max/min are given in Appendix I.
Summary. We have analysed the sensitivity of the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy
spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee), Cexp and the lifetime of the neutron τn to contributions of order
10−4 of interactions beyond the SM, taken to linear approximation with respect to the Herczeg phenomenological
coupling constants of weak lepton–nucleon current–current interactions. We have shown that in such an approximation
the axial coupling constant λeff and the CKM matrix element (Vud)eff absorb the contributions of the Herczeg left–
left and left–right lepton–nucleon current–current interactions with the coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR. In this
approximation the axial coupling constant does not acquire an imaginary part to order 10−4, but the CKM matrix
element becomes an additional phase e i Im(a
h
LL+a
h
LR). Thus, after the measurements of the electron–proton energy
spectrum a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp and the lifetime
of the neutron τn one may determine the axial coupling constant λeff and the real parts of the scalar and tensor coupling
constants aS and aT , defined in Eq.(46),
Re(aS) + 3λeff Re(aT ) =
1 + 3λ2eff
4
bF
λeff Re(aS)− Re(aT ) = 1 + 3λ
2
eff
4
cST , (65)
where in the r.h.s. of the algebraical equations λeff , bF and cST are the experimental values with their experimental
errors.
X. CONCLUSION
We have analysed the sensitivity of the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum
a(Tp), and the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp of the correlations between the neutron spin and 3–momenta
of the decay electron, antineutrino and proton, respectively, for the neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron and
unpolarised proton and electron to contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM. For the analysis of
contributions of order 10−4 we have used the linear approximation for the correlation coefficient with respect to the
Herczeg phenomenological coupling constants of weak lepton–nucleon current–current interactions. We have shown
that in such an approximation the Herczeg right–left and right–right lepton–nucleon current–current interactions with
the coupling constants ahRL and a
h
RR give no contributions to the correlation coefficients of the neutron β
−–decay and
the lifetime of the neutron. Then, the contributions of the Herczeg left–left and left–right lepton–nucleon current–
current interactions with the coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR may be absorbed by the axial coupling constant, which we
denote as λeff = λ−Re(ahLL−ahLR)+λRe(ahLL+ahLR) and the CKM matrix element (Vud)eff = Vud(1+Re(ahLL+ahLR)).
We have shown that the Herczeg coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR in the effective Hamiltonian of weak interactions
may be absorbed by the axial coupling constant λeff = (λ−ahLL+ahLR)/(1+ahLL+ahLR) and the CKM matrix element
(Vud)eff = Vud(1 + a
h
LL + a
h
LR). Using the experimental data on the correlation coefficient D(Ee) we have shown that
at the level of 10−4 the imaginary part of the axial coupling constant λeff is equal to zero, whereas the CKM matrix
element acquires an additional phase e i Im(a
h
LL+a
h
LR). This shows that in addition to the background, calculated in
the SM, the correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decay and the lifetime of the neutron, calculated to linear
approximation with respect to the Herczeg coupling constants of lepton–nucleon current–current interactions, depend
on the contributions of the scalar and tensor interactions only. This agrees with recent results, obtained in [43]–[45].
We have shown that the contributions of the scalar and tensor interactions beyond the SM are described by the
Fierz term bF and the coupling constant cST . The Fierz term may be determined from the experimental data on the
asymmetry Aexp(Ee) and the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) (or the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp)).
The coupling constant cST may be determined from the experimental data on the asymmetry Bexp(Ee) and the proton
recoil asymmetry Cexp. This allows to determine the scalar Re(aS) and tensor Re(aT ) coupling constant by solving
the system of algebraical equations (see Eq.(65))
Re(aS) + 3λeff Re(aT ) =
1 + 3λ2eff
4
bF
λeff Re(aS)− Re(aT ) = 1 + 3λ
2
eff
4
cST ,
The lifetime of the neutron is defined by the background, calculated in the SM, and the Fierz term (see Eq.(59))
τn = (τn)SM
(
1− bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
,
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where (τn)SM and 〈me/Ee〉SM are calculated in the SM.
We would like to note that the experimental analysis of the neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron and
unpolarised proton and electron may be carried out in terms the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the
proton–energy spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee), Cexp and the lifetime of the neutron τn. From
the fit of the experimental data on these energy distributions, asymmetries and the lifetime we determine three
parameters, i.e. the axial coupling constant λeff , the Fierz term bF and the coupling constant cST . In order to
determine these parameters without correlations between them it suffices to use experimental data, obtained only in
three out of five independent experiments. This means that experimental data, obtained from other two independent
experiments, should be described well by the parameters (λeff , bF , cST ), determined from the first three experiments.
The deviations from the predicted values should be much smaller compared with 10−4, since they may be explained
only by the contributions of higher powers of the Herczeg coupling constants.
We have to note that the theoretical analysis of the sensitivity of the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp),
the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp), the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp of the neutron β
−–decay and the
lifetime of the neutron to contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM we have carried out above the
background, calculated within the SM. We have taken into account a complete set of the 1/M corrections, caused by
the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, calculated to next–to–leading order in the large M or the large proton
mass expansion, and the radiative corrections of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large M or the large
proton mass expansion.
The corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil are calculated in analytical agreement with
the results, obtained by Wilkinson [34] and Gudkov et al. [32]. The radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron
and the correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decay with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay proton and
electron, calculated in this paper, we have given in terms of two functions (α/π) gn(Ee) and (α/π) fn(Ee). The
analytical expressions of these functions are given in Eq.(D-58) of Appendix D. They are in analytical agreement with
the radiative corrections, calculated in [18]–[30] and in [31, 32], respectively. We have confirmed Sirlin’s assertion that
an unambiguous definition of the observable radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron is fully caused by the
requirement of gauge invariance of the amplitude of one–virtual photon exchanges of the continuum-state β−–decay
of the neutron [18].
We have improved the theoretical expressions for the asymmetries Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp with respect to the
expressions, used in [1, 37], [38, 39] and [42] for the experimental determination of the axial coupling constant λ =
−1.2750(9) and the correlation coefficients A(exp)0 = −0.11933(34), B(exp)0 = 0.9802(50) and C(exp)0 = −0.2377(26),
respectively. We have added the radiative corrections to the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee) and the 1/M and radiative
corrections to the antineutrino Bexp(Ee) and proton Cexp asymmetries. In connection with the experimental analysis
of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM to the neutron β−–decay we have calculated the electron–
proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) and the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) by taking into account the complete set
of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, and the radiative corrections of order
α/π.
As has been pointed out by Glu¨ck [77], the contributions of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron to the proton–
energy spectrum and angular distribution demand a detailed analysis of the proton–photon correlations, which appear
in the proton recoil energy and angular distribution of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron. For the aim of a
consistent calculation of the contributions of the nucleus–photon and hadron–photon correlations in the radiative
nuclear and hadronic β–decays Glu¨ck has used the Monte Carlo simulation method. Recently the calculation of
the proton–photon correlations in the radiative β−–decay of the neutron has been performed in [78]. There it
has been shown that the contributions of the proton–photon correlations to the lifetime of the neutron τn, the
proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) and the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) are smaller compared with the
contributions of the radiative corrections, described by the functions gn(Ee) and fn(Ee). At the level of 10
−5 accuracy
the contributions of the proton–photon correlations to part of the proton recoil angular distribution, independent of
cos θp, can be neglected. In turn, the contributions of the proton–photon correlations to the proton recoil asymmetry
C, i.e. in part of the proton recoil angular distribution proportional to cos θp, are of order 10
−4. The account for
these contributions makes the radiative corrections to the proton recoil angular distribution and the proton recoil
asymmetry C symmetric with respect to a change A0 ←→ B0 as well as the main term C0 = −xC(A0 + B0). A
detailed analysis of the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp) has been recently carried out in [78]. In addition to the proton–
energy spectrum a(Tp), calculated in this paper, the authors of the paper [78] have included the contributions of the
proton–photon correlations and analysed the proton energy regions, convenient for measurements of the Fierz term
bF , caused by scalar and tensor interactions beyond the SM.
We have also shown that at the present level of the experimental accuracy the lifetime of the neutron is described
well by the SM with the account for a complete set of the 1/M corrections, caused by the “weak magnetism”
and the proton recoil, calculated to next–to–leading order in the large proton mass expansion, and the radiative
corrections of order α/π, calculated to leading order in the large proton mass expansion. The theoretical value
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of the lifetime of the neutron (τn)SM = 879.6(1.1) s, where the error bars are defined by the error bars of the
axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9) and the CKM matrix element Vud = 0.97427(15), agrees well with the
experimental values τ
(exp)
n = 878.5(8) s, τ
(exp)
n = 880.7(1.8) s and τ
(exp)
n = 881.6(2.1) s, measured by Serebrov et al.
[12], Pichlmaier et al. [79] and Arzumanov et al. [80], respectively, and the world average values of the neutron
lifetime τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.1(1.1) s, τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.0(9) s and τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 881.9(1.3) s, obtained in [9, 81, 82], respectively.
In order to demonstrate the sensitivity of the lifetime of the neutron, calculated in the SM, to the contributions of
the radiative and 1/M corrections we propose to rewrite the Fermi integral fn(E0, Z = 1), given by Eq.(41), in the
following form
fn(E0, Z = 1) =
∫ E0
me
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
{(
1 + k1
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
+k2
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
10λ2 − 4(κ+ 1)λ+ 2
)
Ee − 2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)(
E0 +
m2e
Ee
)]}
dEe, (66)
where the coefficients kj for j = 1, 2 are equal to kj = 0 or kj = 1 that means that without kj = 0 and with kj = 1
corresponding corrections. The numerical values of the lifetime of the neutron for different kj are adduced in Table
I. It is seen that the most important contributions come from the radiative corrections.
τn k1 k2
915.3 s 0 0
913.7 s 0 1
881.0 s 1 0
879.6 s 1 1
TABLE I: The neutron lifetime, calculated for λ = −1.2750, the radiative corrections k1 = 0, 1 and the 1/M corrections
k2 = 0, 1, caused by the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil.
For the comparison of the theoretical lifetime of the neutron, defined by Eq.(40), with the expression, which is
usually used for the measurement of the CKM matrix element Vud [28] (see also [84]), we transcribe Eq.(40) into the
form [28, 84]
1
τn
= Cn|Vud|2(1 + 3λ2)f(1 + RC), (67)
where we have denoted Cn = G
2
Fm
5
e/2π
3 = 1.1614 × 10−4 s−1 and RC = 〈(α/π)gn(Ee)〉 = 0.03886, defining the
radiative corrections [1, 28] integrated over the phase volume with the account for the proton–electron final–state
Coulomb interaction. Then, the phase–space factor f , including the 1/M corrections from the “weak magnetism”
and the proton recoil, is determined by
f =
1
m5e
∫ E0
me
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
{
1 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
10λ2 − 4(κ+ 1)λ+ 2
)
Ee
−2λ
(
λ− (κ+ 1)
)(
E0 +
m2e
Ee
)]}
dEe = 1.6894. (68)
The numerical value agrees well with the value f = 1.6887, calculated in [28] (see also [84]). The factor 1 + RC we
may represent in the following form 1 + RC = (1 + δR)(1 + ∆R), where δR = 〈(α/π) (gn(Ee) − CWZ)〉 = 0.01505
is defined by one–photon exchanges and emission only [28, 29] and ∆R = (α/π)CWZ = 0.02381 is the part of the
radiative corrections, induced by W–boson and Z–boson exchanges and QCD corrections [28, 29] (see also [32]). The
phase–space factor fR, including the contributions of the radiative corrections, caused by one–photon exchanges and
emission only, is equal to fR = f(1 + δR) = 1.71483. It does not contradict the value fR = 1.71385(34), used in [84]
(see also [85]).
Currently the lifetime of the neutron is proposed to measuring in TU Mu¨nchen within the project PENeLOPE, using
a superconducting magneto–gravitational trap of ultracold neutrons (UCN) for a precise neutron lifetime measurement
[86]. In this experiment the UCN are trapped in a multipole field of a flux density up to 2T and bound by a
gravitational force at the top. This makes the extraction and detection of the protons possible and allows a direct
measurement of neutron decay. A planing accuracy of 0.1 s and better demands high storage times and good knowledge
of systematic errors, which could result from neutron spin flip and high energetic UCN which leave the storage volume
only slowly. Therefore, the neutron spectrum is cleaned by an absorber. The big storage volume of 800 dm3 and the
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expected high neutron flux of FRMII give more than 107 neutrons per filling of the storage volume and meet statistical
demands. Of course, the experimental data on the lifetime of the neutron, which should be obtained within this project
with a planning accuracy better than 0.1 s, should place new constraints on contributions of interactions beyond the
SM.
For the completeness of our analysis we have calculated (see Appendix H) the contributions of the proton recoil
corrections of order α/M , caused by the electron–proton Coulomb interaction in the final state of the neutron β−–
decay. We have shown that these corrections to the lifetime of the neutron and the correlation coefficients are of order
10−6 − 10−5. This allows to neglect them for the analysis of contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the
SM.
We would like to note that we have used the experimental value of the axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9),
determined from the experimental data on the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee) [1, 37]. Such an experimental value of
the axial coupling constant has been obtained with an unprecedented accuracy of about 0.07%. The axial coupling
constant λ = −1.2750(9) agrees well with the axial coupling constants λ = −1.2761+14−17, λ = −1.2759+40.9−44.5 and
λ = −1.2756(30), obtained recently by the PERKEO (PERKEO II) Collaboration [84] and the UCNA (Ultra-
cold Neutron Asymmetry) Collaboration [87, 88], respectively, the accuracies of which are large compared with the
accuracy of the axial coupling constant λ = −1.2750(9). The lifetimes of the neutron τn = 879 (2) s, τn = 879 (6) s and
τn = 879 (4) s, calculated for the axial coupling constants λ = −1.2761+14−17, λ = −1.2759+40.9−44.5 and λ = −1.2756(30),
respectively, agree with the experimental data τ
(exp)
n = 878.5(8) s, τ
(exp)
n = 880.7(1.8) s and τ
(exp)
n = 881.6(2.1) s,
measured by Serebrov et al. [12], Pichlmaier et al. [79] and Arzumanov et al. [80], respectively, and the world average
values of the neutron lifetime τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.1(1.1) s, τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.0(9) s and τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 881.9(1.3) s, obtained in
[9, 81, 82], respectively.
The other experimental values of the axial coupling constant λ = −1.266(4), λ = −1.2594(38) and λ = −1.262(5),
obtained in [89, 90] and [91], respectively, and cited by [9], lead to the lifetimes of the neutron τn = 890(5) s,
τn = 898(5) s and τn = 895(7) s, which do not agree with the world average values of the neutron lifetime τ
(w.a.v.)
n =
880.1(1.1) s, τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 880.0(9) s and τ
(w.a.v.)
n = 881.9(1.3) s, obtained in [9, 81, 82], respectively. Moreover, the
experimental methods, used in [89, 90] and [91] for the measurements of the electron asymmetry Aexp(Ee), has been
recently criticized in [84]. As has been pointed out by Mund et al. [84], in the experiments [89, 90] and [91] large
corrections of about 15% − 30% should be applied to 1) neutron polarization, 2) magnetic mirror effects, 3) solid
angle and 4) background.
For a long time [13]–[30] (see also [31, 32]) due to infrared divergences the calculation of the radiative β−–decay
of the neutron has been associated with the calculation of the radiative corrections to the neutron β−–decay. As
has been shown already in [13], the sum of the rates as well as the electron–energy and angular distributions of the
continuum-state and radiative β−–decay modes of the neutron does not suffer from infrared divergences, caused by
one–virtual photon exchanges in the continuum-state β−–decay mode and by the emission of real photons in radiative
β−–decay mode of the neutron.
Nevertheless, the radiative β−–decay of the neutron n→ p+e−+ ν¯e+γ may be treated as a physical process, which
may be observed separately from the neutron β−–decay n→ p+ e− + ν¯e. For the first time, the theoretical analysis
of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron n → p + e− + ν¯e + γ as a physical observable process has been carried
out in [49, 50]. First reliable experimental data on the branching ratio of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron
BR
(exp)
β−c γ
= 3.13(35) × 10−3, measured for the photon energy region ωmin = 15 keV ≤ ω ≤ ωmax = 340 keV, have
been reported by Nico et al. [46]. Then this result has been updated by Cooper et al. [47, 48], who have obtained
BR
(exp)
β−c γ
= 3.09(32)× 10−3. These experimental values agree well with the theoretical value BRβ−c γ = 2.85 × 10−3,
calculated by Gardner within HBχPT for the same photon energy region [46, 47, 50]. In Appendix B we have carried
out the calculation of the rate, the electron–photon energy and photon–energy spectra and angular distributions of
the radiative β−–decay of the neutron with a polarized neutron and unpolarised decay particles. Our results for the
branching ratios BRβ−c γ = 2.87 × 10−3 and BRβ−c γ = 4.45 × 10−3, calculated for the photon energy regions ωmin =
15 keV ≤ ω ≤ 350 keV and ωmin = 5keV ≤ ω ≤ E0−me, respectively, agree well with the results BRβ−c γ = 2.85×10−3
and BRβ−c γ = 4.41 × 10−3, obtained by Gardner [46, 47] and Bernard et al. [50], respectively. Within one standard
deviation the branching ratio BRβ−c γ = 2.87× 10−3 agrees also with the experimental data [46, 47].
The rate of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron, depending on a photon polarization, has been calculated in [50].
We argue that the more precise theoretical and experimental analysis of the energy spectra and angular distributions
of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron, depending on the polarisations of the neutron and photon, should be of great
deal of importance for a test of the SM. We are planning to perform such a theoretical analysis in our forthcoming
publication.
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A. Universality of radiative corrections to order α/π
The radiative corrections of α/π ∼ 10−3 to the electron–energy spectrum of the neutron β−–decay, described by
the function gn(Ee), are universal for the electron (positron) energy spectra of nuclear and neutron β–decays [92, 93].
A universality of the radiative corrections to order α/π ∼ 10−3 to neutrino (antineutrino) reactions, induced by
weak charged currents, has been pointed out by Kurylov, Ramsey–Musolf and Vogel [94] by example of the neutrino
(antineutrino) disintegration of the deuteron with the electron (positron) in the final state. Such a universality
has been confirmed in [95] for the cross section for the inverse β–decay. As has been shown in [95] the radiative
corrections, calculated in [94], can be described by the function fA(Eν¯) of the antineutrino energy Eν¯ , calculated by
Vogel [96], Fayans [97], Fukugita and Kubota [98], and Raha, Myhrer and Kudobera [99] (see also [95]) and caused
by one–virtual photon exchanges and the radiative inverse β–decay, and the constant part, caused by the electroweak
boson exchanges. In turn, as has been shown by Sirlin [100], the radiative corrections, caused by one–virtual photon
exchanges and the bremsstrahlung, to neutrino (antineutrino) energy spectra of the β–decays are also described by
the function fA(Eν¯) (see also [95]). A nice review of the radiative corrections in precision electroweak physics has
been recently written by Sirlin and Ferroglia [101].
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Appendix A: Amplitude of continuum-state β−–decay of neutron with “weak magnetism” and proton recoil
corrections to order 1/M
The amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron we rewrite as follows
M(n→ pe−ν¯e) = −GF√
2
VudMβ−c , (A-1)
where Mβ−c = [u¯pOµun][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ] and the matrix Oµ takes the form
Oµ = γµ(1 + λγ
5) + i
κ
2M
σµν(kp − kn)ν . (A-2)
In terms of the time and space components of the matrix Oµ = (O
0,− ~O ) the amplitude Mβ−c is defined by
Mβ−c = [u¯pO0un][u¯eγ0(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]− [u¯p ~Oun] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]. (A-3)
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The time O0 and spacial ~O components of the matrix Oµ we determine to first in the large M expansion. They read
O0 =

 1 λ+ κ2M (~σ · ~kp)
−λ+ κ
2M
(~σ · ~kp) −1

 (A-4)
and
~O =

 λ~σ + i κ2M (~σ × ~kp) ~σ
(
1− κ
2M
E0
)
− ~σ
(
1 +
κ
2M
E0
)
−λ~σ + i κ
2M
(~σ × ~kp)

 ,
(A-5)
where we have kept the terms of order 1/M only. For the calculation of the amplitude of the β−–decay of the neutron
we use the Dirac bispinorial wave functions of the neutron and the proton
un(~0, σn) =
√
2mn
(
ϕn
0
)
, up(~kp, σp) =
√
Ep +mp

 ϕp~σ · ~kp
Ep +mp
ϕp

 , (A-6)
where the Pauli spinorial wave functions ϕn and ϕp depend on the polarisations σn and σp, respectively. The matrix
elements [u¯pO
0un] and [u¯p ~Oun] are equal to
[u¯pO
0un] =
√
2mn(Ep +mp)
{
[ϕ†pϕn] +
λ
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn]
}
(A-7)
and
[u¯p ~Oun] =
√
2mn(Ep +mp)
{
λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] + i
κ
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] +
1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)~σ ϕn]
}
, (A-8)
where in curly brackets we have kept the contributions of the terms of order 1/M only. Using the relation (~σ ·~kp)~σ =
~kp + i (~σ × ~kp) we rewrite the r.h.s. of Eq.(A-8) as follows
[u¯p ~Oun] =
√
2mn(Ep +mp)
{
λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] + i
κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] +
~kp
2M
[ϕ†pϕn]
}
. (A-9)
Thus, the amplitude Mβ−c is given by
Mβ−c =
√
2mn(Ep +mp)
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ] +
λ
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn]
× [u¯eγ0(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]− i κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]−
~kp
2M
[ϕ†pϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (A-10)
For the transformation of the last term we use the following identity
−
~kp
2M
[ϕ†pϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ] =
E0
2M
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− me
2M
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(1− γ5)vν¯ ], (A-11)
based on the Dirac equation for the electron and antineutrino. Substituting Eq.(A-11) into Eq.(A-10) we obtain
Mβ−c =
√
2mn(Ep +mp)
{(
1 +
E0
2M
)
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ] +
λ
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn]
× [u¯eγ0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− i κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]−
me
2M
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (A-12)
The next step of the calculation is to expand the normalization factor
√
Ep +mp of the bispinorial wave function of
the proton. This gives √
2mn(Ep +mp) = 2mn
(
1− E0
2M
)
, (A-13)
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where we have kept the next–to–leading terms in the large M expansion.
Thus the amplitude Mβ−c , calculated to next–to–leading order order in the large M expansion, is
Mβ−c = 2mn
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ˜[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ] +
λ˜
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn]
× [u¯eγ0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− i κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]−
me
2M
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
}
, (A-14)
where we have denoted λ˜ = λ(1 − E0/2M). The hermitian conjugate amplitude takes the form
M†
β−c
= 2mn
{
[ϕ†nϕp][v¯ν¯γ
0(1 − γ5)ue]− λ˜∗[ϕ†n~σ ϕp] · [v¯ν¯~γ (1− γ5)ue] +
λ˜∗
2M
[ϕ†n(~σ · ~kp)ϕp]
× [v¯ν¯γ0(1− γ5)ue] + i κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†n(~σ × ~kp)ϕp] · [v¯ν¯~γ (1− γ5)ue]−
me
2M
[ϕ†nϕp][v¯ν¯(1 + γ
5)ue]
}
. (A-15)
Substituting Eq.(A-14) into Eq.(A-1) we arrive at the amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron,
taking into account the contributions of the “weak magnetism” and the proton recoil, calculated to next–to–leading
order in the 1/M expansion.
The electron–energy and angular distribution is proportional to 12
∑
pol |Mβ−c |2, where we sum over all polarisations
of the interacting particles. Recall that the antineutrino is polarized in the direction parallel to its 3–momentum.
The quantity 12
∑
pol |Mβ−c |2 is equal to
∑
pol
|Mβ−c |2
4m2n
= tr{1 + ~ξn · ~σ}tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆγ0(1− γ5)} − λ˜tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ} · tr{(kˆe +me)~γ kˆγ0(1− γ5)}
−λ˜∗tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ} · tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆ~γ (1− γ5)} + |λ˜|2tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )σiσj}tr{(kˆe +me)γj kˆγi(1 − γ5)}
−me
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )}tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆ(1 + γ5)} − me
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )}tr{(kˆe +me)kˆγ0(1 − γ5)}
+λ˜
me
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ} · tr{(kˆe +me)~γ kˆ(1 + γ5)} + λ˜∗ me
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ} · tr{(kˆe +me)kˆ~γ (1− γ5)}
+
λ˜
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )(~σ · ~kp)} tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆγ0(1− γ5)}
+
λ˜∗
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )(~σ · ~kp)} tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆγ0(1− γ5)}
−|λ˜|
2
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )(~σ · ~kp)~σ } · tr{(kˆe +me)~γ kˆγ0(1− γ5)}
−|λ˜|
2
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ(~σ · ~kp)} · tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆ~γ(1− γ5)}
−i κ+ 1
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ)(~σ × ~kp)} · tr{(kˆe +me)~γ kˆγ0(1− γ5)}
+i
κ+ 1
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ)(~σ × ~kp)} · tr{(kˆe +me)γ0kˆ~γ (1− γ5)}
+i λ˜∗
κ+ 1
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ)σj(~σ × ~kp)ℓ} tr{(kˆe +me)γℓ kˆγj(1− γ5)}
−i λ˜κ+ 1
2M
tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ)(~σ × ~kp)ℓσj} tr{(kˆe +me)γj kˆγℓ(1− γ5)}. (A-16)
Since in our analysis the axial coupling constant λ is real, below we set λ∗ = λ. Calculating the traces with the real
axial coupling constant we obtain the following result
∑
pol
|Mβ−c |2
32m2n
= (1 + 3λ˜2)EeE + (1− λ˜2) (~ke · ~k )− 2λ˜(1 + λ˜) (~ξn · ~ke)E − 2λ˜(1− λ˜) (~ξn · ~k )Ee
+
1
M
{
−m2eE + λ˜m2e(~ξn · ~k )− λ˜ (~ξn · ~ke + ~ξn · ~k ) (EeE + ~ke · ~k ) + λ˜2
[
(Ee − ~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k + E2)
+(E + ~ξn · ~k )(k2e + ~ke · ~k )
]
− (κ+ 1)
[
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k + E2)− (~ξn · ~k )(k2e + ~ke · ~k )
]
−2 (κ+ 1) λ˜
[
E(k2e +
~ke · ~k )− Ee(~ke · ~k + E2)
]
+ 2 (κ+ 1) λ˜ (~ξn · ~ke + ~ξn · ~k )EeE
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−(κ+ 1) λ˜
[
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k + E2) + (~ξn · ~k )(k2e + ~ke · ~k )
]}
. (A-17)
Taking into account the contribution of the phase volume Eq.(4) (see also Eq.(A-23)) and keeping only the terms of
order 1/M we have
Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k )
∑
pol
|Mβ−c |2
32m2n
= (1 + 3λ2)EeE + (1 − λ2) (~ke · ~k )− 2λ(1 + λ) (~ξn · ~ke)E − 2λ(1− λ) (~ξn · ~k )Ee
+
1
M
{[
− 3λ2EeE + λ2(~ke · ~k ) + λ(2λ+ 1) (~ξn · ~ke)E − λ(2λ− 1) (~ξn · ~k )Ee
]
E0 +
[
3(1 + 3λ2)EeE
+3(1− λ2) (~ke · ~k )− 6λ(1 + λ)(~ξn · ~ke)E − 6λ(1 − λ) (~ξn · ~k )Ee
]
Ee +
[
− 3(1 + 3λ2)(~ke · ~k )Ee − 3(1− λ2)
× (
~ke · ~k )2
E
+ 6λ(1 + λ)(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k ) + 6λ(1− λ) (~ξn · ~k )(~ke · ~k )Ee
E
]
−m2eE + λm2e(~ξn · ~k )
−λ (~ξn · ~ke + ~ξn · ~k ) (EeE + ~ke · ~k ) + λ2
[
(Ee − ~ξn · ~ke) (~ke · ~k + E2) + (E + ~ξn · ~k )(k2e + ~ke · ~k )
]
−(κ+ 1)
[
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k + E2)− (~ξn · ~k )(k2e + ~ke · ~k )
]
− 2 (κ+ 1)λ
[
E(k2e +
~ke · ~k )− Ee(~ke · ~k + E2)
]
+2(κ+ 1)λ(~ξn · ~ke + ~ξn · ~k )EeE − (κ+ 1)λ
[
(~ξn · ~ke)(~ke · ~k + E2) + (~ξn · ~k )(k2e + ~ke · ~k )
]}
. (A-18)
The function Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) is defined by the integral over the antineutrino energy E
Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) =
∫ ∞
0
δ(f(E))
mn
Ep
E2 dE
(E0 − Ee)2 , (A-19)
where the function f(E) is f(E) = mn − Ep − Ee − E and Ep =
√
m2p + (
~ke + ~k )2 is the proton energy after the
integration over the 3–momentum of the proton, giving ~kp = −~ke − ~k. Using the properties of the δ–function the
result of the integration over E is equal to
Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) =
mn
Ep
E2
(E0 − Ee)2
1∣∣∣df(E)
dE
∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
E=Er
, (A-20)
where Er is the root of the equation f(Er) = 0. To next–to–leading order in the large M expansion the root Er is
equal to
Er = (E0 − Ee)
(
1 +
1
M
(Ee − ke cosϑeν¯)
)
, (A-21)
where cosϑeν¯ = ~ke · ~k/keE. Since
mn
Ep
1∣∣∣df(E)
dE
∣∣∣
∣∣∣∣∣
E=Er
=
mn
mn − Ee + ke cosϑeν¯ = 1 +
1
M
(Ee − ke cosϑeν¯), (A-22)
where we have kept the terms of order 1/M only, using Eq.(A-21) and Eq.(A-22) for the function Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) we
obtain the following expression
Φβ−c (
~ke, ~k ) = 1 +
3
M
(Ee − ke cosϑeν¯) = 1 + 3
M
(
Ee −
~ke · ~k
E
)
. (A-23)
We have used this expression for the calculation of Eq.(A-18), which defines the correlation coefficients of the
continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, calculated to next–to–leading order in the large M expansion (see Eq.(6)).
Appendix B: Radiative β−–decay of neutron
In this Appendix we calculate the amplitude, the rate, the photon–electron and photon energy and angular distri-
butions of the radiative β−–decay n → p+ e− + ν¯e + γ of the neutron. The Hamilton operator of weak interactions
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is defined by Eq.(1), whereas the Hamilton operator of electromagnetic interactions is
Hem(x) = e [ψ¯p(x)γµψp(x) − ψ¯e(x)γµψe(x)]Aµ(x), (B-1)
where e is the electric charge of the proton and Aµ(x) = (0,− ~A(x)) is the electromagnetic vector potential, taken in
the Coulomb gauge div ~A(x) = 0 [35].
For the calculation of the amplitude of the radiative β−–decay n → p + e− + ν¯e + γ we take into account the
contributions of the intermediate proton and electron states and drop the “weak magnetism” and proton recoil
corrections. This gives
M(n→ p e−ν¯eγ) = e GF√
2
Vud [u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un]
1
2q · ke [u¯e(2ε
∗ · ke + εˆ∗qˆ) γµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
− e GF√
2
Vud
1
2q · kp [u¯p(2ε
∗ · kp + εˆ∗qˆ)γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ], (B-2)
where ε = (0, ~ε ) and q = (ω, ~q ) are the polarization vector and 4–momentum of the photon, obeying the constraint
ε · q = 0.
We calculate the amplitude of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron to leading order in the large proton mass (or
large M) expansion. This agrees well with 1) the neglect of the contributions of order (α/π) (E0/M) ∼ 10−6 (see
the discussion below Eq.(20)) and 2) the assertion [47, 48], that the electron–photon energy spectrum, the photon
polarization observables and the rate of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron are dominated by the electron emission
of photons. In such an approximation the amplitude of the radiative β−–decay takes the form
M(n→ p e−ν¯eγ) = e GF√
2
Vud
mn
ω
Mβ−c γ
Ee − ~n · ~ke
, (B-3)
where ~n = ~q/ω. The amplitude Mβ−c γ and its hermitian conjugate are determined by
Mβ−c γ = [ϕ†pϕn][u¯eQγ0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eQ~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ], (B-4)
and
M†
β−c γ
= [ϕ†nϕp][v¯ν¯γ
0Q¯ (1− γ5)ue]− λ[ϕ†n~σ ϕp] · [v¯ν¯~γ Q¯ (1− γ5)ue], (B-5)
where Q = 2(ε∗ · ke) + εˆ∗qˆ and Q¯ = γ0Q†γ0 = 2(ε · ke) + qˆεˆ.
The squared absolute value of the amplitude Eq.(B-4), summed up over the polarisations of the proton and the
electron in the final state accounting for the polarization of the neutron is given by∑
pol.
|Mβ−c γ |2 = tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )} tr{kˆeQγ0kˆγ0Q¯(1 − γ5)} − λtr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ } · tr{kˆeQγ0kˆ~γ Q¯(1− γ5)}
−λtr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )~σ } · tr{kˆeQ~γ kˆγ0Q¯(1− γ5)}+ λ2tr{(1 + ~ξn · ~σ )σmσn}tr{kˆeQγnkˆγm Q¯(1 − γ5)}. (B-6)
Calculating the traces over the nucleon degrees of freedom and using the properties of the Dirac matrices
γαγνγµ = γαgνµ − γνgµα + γµgαν + i εανµβ γβγ5, (B-7)
where εανµβ is the Levi–Civita tensor defined by ε0123 = 1 and εανµβ = −εανµβ [35], we transcribe the r.h.s. of
Eq.(B-6) into the form
∑
pol.
|Mβ−c γ |2 = 2E
[(
(1 + 3λ2)− 2λ(1− λ)
~ξn · ~k
E
)
tr{kˆeQγ0Q¯(1− γ5)}
+
(
(1 − λ2)
~k
E
− 2λ(1 + λ) ~ξn
)
· tr{kˆeQ~γ Q¯(1 − γ5)}
]
. (B-8)
The traces in Eq.(B-8) are equal to
1
16
tr{kˆeQγµQ¯(1− γ5)} = (ε∗ · ke)(ε · ke) (ke + q)µ − 1
2
(ε∗ · ε)
(
(ke · q) qµ − 1
2
q2 kµe
)
−1
2
(
ε∗ · ke) εµ + (ε · ke) ε∗µ
)(
ke · q + 1
2
q2
)
+
1
2
i εµαβν
(
(ε∗ · ke) εα − (ε · ke) ε∗α
)
qβkeν
+
1
2
i
(
qµ qρ − 1
2
q2 gµρ
)
εραβν ε∗α εβ keν , (B-9)
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where q2 = 0 for a real transverse photon. Summing up over the photon polarisations we obtain the following
photon–electron energy and angular distribution of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron
d8λβ−c γ(Ee, ω,
~ke, ~k, ~q, ~ξn)
dωdEedΩ~kedΩ~kdΩ~n
=
α
2π
(1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
(2π)6
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) (E0 − Ee − ω)2
1
ω
×
{(
1 +B0
~ξn · ~k
E
)( k2e − (~n · ~ke)2
(Ee − ~n · ~ke)2
(
1 +
ω
Ee
)
+
1
Ee − ~n · ~ke
ω2
Ee
)
+
(
a0
~k
E
+A0 ~ξn
)
·
[(
k2e − (~n · ~ke)2
(Ee − ~n · ~ke)2
+
ω
Ee − ~n · ~ke
)
~ke
Ee
+
(
− m
2
e
(Ee − ~n · ~ke)2
+
Ee + ω
Ee − ~n · ~ke
)
~q
Ee
)]}
. (B-10)
For the unpolarised neutron Eq.(B-10) coincides with the spectrum, adduced in [47] (see Eq.(3) of Ref.[47] and a
comment in [102]).
After the integration over the directions of the photon momentum the photon–electron energy and angular distri-
bution takes the form
d6λβ−c γ(Ee, ω,
~ke, ~k, ~q, ~ξn)
dωdEedΩ~kedΩ~k
=
α
π
(1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
(2π)5
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) (E0 − Ee − ω)2
1
ω
×
{(
1 +B0
~ξn · ~k
E
){(
1 +
ω
Ee
+
1
2
ω2
E2e
) [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]
+
ω2
E2e
}
+
(
a0
~k · ~ke
EEe
+A0
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
) [
1 +
1
β2
ω
Ee
(
1 +
1
2
ω
Ee
)] [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]}
. (B-11)
Integrating over the phase volume of the final state we obtain the rate of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron
λβ−c γ(ωmin) =
α
π
(1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
2π3
∫ E0−ωmin
me
dEe
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
×
∫ E0−Ee
ωmin
dω
ω
(E0 − Ee − ω)2
{(
1 +
ω
Ee
+
1
2
ω2
E2e
) [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]
+
ω2
E2e
}
. (B-12)
The lowest photon energy ωmin may be treated as the photon energy threshold of the detector.
For the photon energy interval ωmin ≤ ω ≤ ωmax the rate of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron reads
λβ−c γ(ωmax, ωmin) =
α
π
(1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
2π3
∫ ωmax
ωmin
dω
ω
∫ E0−ω
me
dEe
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) (E0 − Ee − ω)2
×
{(
1 +
ω
Ee
+
1
2
ω2
E2e
) [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]
+
ω2
E2e
}
. (B-13)
For the region of photon energies 15 keV ≤ ω ≤ 340 keV, used in the experiments by [46, 47] , the branching ratio is
equal to BRβ−c γ = 2.87× 10−3. This result agrees well with the experimental values BRβ−c γ = 3.13(35)× 10−3 and
BRβ−c γ = 3.09(32)× 10−3 and the result BRβ−c γ = 2.85× 10−3, calculated by Gardner [46, 47].
For the comparison with the analysis of the radiative β−–decay, carried out by Bernard et al. [50], we calculate
the branching ratio for the photon energy region 5 keV ≤ ω ≤ E0 − me. The result BRβ−c γ = 4.45 × 10−3 is in a
agreement with BRβ−c γ = 4.41× 10−3, calculated in [50].
For the electron–energy and angular distribution of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron we obtain the following
expression
d5λβ−c γ(Ee,
~ke, ~k, ~ξn, ωmin)
dEedΩ~kedΩ~k
=
α
π
(1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
(2π)5
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1)
×
{(
1 +B0
~ξn · ~k
E
)
g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) +
(
a0
~k · ~ke
EEe
+A0
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
)
g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin)
}
, (B-14)
where the functions g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) and g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) are defined by
g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) =
∫ E0−Ee
ωmin
dω
ω
(E0 − Ee − ω)2
(E0 − Ee)2
{(
1 +
ω
Ee
+
1
2
ω2
E2e
) [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]
+
ω2
E2e
}
=
29
=
[
2ℓn
(E0 − Ee
ωmin
)
− 3 + 2
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
(
1 +
1
8
E0 − Ee
Ee
)][ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
,
g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) =
∫ E0−Ee
ωmin
dω
ω
(E0 − Ee − ω)2
(E0 − Ee)2
[
1 +
1
β2
ω
Ee
(
1 +
1
2
ω
Ee
)] [ 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 2
]
=
=
[
2ℓn
(E0 − Ee
ωmin
)
− 3 + 2
3
E0 − Ee
β2Ee
(
1 +
1
8
E0 − Ee
Ee
)] [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
. (B-15)
We would like to note that as we show below the functions g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) and g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin), calculated by means
of the infrared cut–off regularization ωmin, have energy dependencies different in comparison with the functions,
calculated in the FPM regularization (see also [25]).
The discrepancy between the electron–energy and angular distributions, obtained for a real photon emission with
the infrared cut–off and FPM regularization, respectively, we discuss first in terms of the logarithmically divergent
integral, which defines the infrared divergent contribution to the amplitude of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron.
This integral is
J(β) =
∫
d3q
4πq0
β2 − (~v · ~β )2
(q0 − ~q · ~β )2
, (B-16)
where q0 =
√
~q 2 + µ2 is an energy of a photon with mass µ, ~β = ~ke/Ee and ~v = ~q/q0 are the velocities of the electron
and massive photon, respectively. The region of the integration in Eq.(B-16) is restricted by q1 ≤ q ≤ q2, where
q = |~q |.
For the first time the integral Eq.(B-16) has been discussed by Kinoshita and Sirlin in [15]. It is obvious that
replacing the lower and upper limits of the integral by ωmin and E0 − Ee, respectively, and setting µ zero in the
integrand the function J(β), given by
J(β) = 2ℓn
(E0 − Ee
ωmin
) [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
, (B-17)
defines the infrared divergent part of the functions g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) and g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, ωmin) in Eq.(B-15).
Now let us calculate the integral Eq.(B-16) for µ 6= 0. Following Kinoshita and Sirlin [15], we may rewrite the
integral Eq.(B-16) as follows
J(β; q2, q1) =
β2
2
∫ +1
−1
dx
∫ q2
q1
dqq2
q30
1− v2x2
(1− βvx)2 . (B-18)
Making a change of variables q → v, proposed by Kinoshita and Sirlin [15], we arrive at the integral
J(β; q2, q1) =
β2
2
∫ +1
−1
dx
∫ v2
v1
dvv2
1− v2
1− v2x2
(1− βvx)2 . (B-19)
Integrating over x
J(β; q2, q1) =
∫ v2
v1
[
1 +
1
1− β2v2 −
2
1− v2 +
1
β
v
1− v2 ℓn
(1 + βv
1− βv
)]
dv (B-20)
and over v we obtain
J(β; q2, q1) = ℓn
[ (1− v1)
(1− v2)
(1 + v2)
(1 + v1)
][ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+ (v2 − v1) + 1
2β
ℓn
[ (1 + βv2)
(1− βv2)
(1− βv1)
(1 + βv1)
]
− 1
2β
L
( β
1 + β
(1− v2)
)
+
1
2β
L
( β
1 + β
(1− v1)
)
+
1
2β
L
(
− β
1− β (1 − v2)
)
− 1
2β
L
(
− β
1− β (1− v1)
)
+
1
2β
L
( β
1 + β
(1 + v2)
)
− 1
2β
L
( β
1 + β
(1 + v1)
)
− 1
2β
L
(
− β
1− β (1 + v2)
)
+
1
2β
L
(
− β
1− β (1 + v1)
)
, (B-21)
where L(x) is the Spence function, defined by [15, 103]
L(x) =
∫ x
0
dt
t
ℓn|1− t|. (B-22)
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For q1 ≫ µ the function J(β) reduces to the form
J(β; q2, q1) = 2ℓn
(q2
q1
)[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
. (B-23)
One may see that non–trivial finite and energy–dependent terms appear in the function J(β), given by Eq.(B-21), for
q1 = 0 and the integration over the region 0 ≤ q ≤ q2. To show this we set q1 = 0 and q2 = qmax in Eq.(B-18) and
arrive at the expression
J(β; qmax, 0) = 2ℓn
(2qmax
µ
)[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+ 1 +
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
2β
[
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− L
(
− 2β
1− β
)]
. (B-24)
Due to the relation between Spence’s functions [19, 21, 103]
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− L
(
− 2β
1− β
)
= 2L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
2
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
(B-25)
we derive the following expression for J(β)
J(β; q2, q1) = 2ℓn
(2qmax
µ
)[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+ 1 +
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
. (B-26)
In turn, using the relation [19, 21, 103]
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
= L(β)− L(−β) + 1
2
[
L
(1− β
2
)
− L
(1 + β
2
)]
+
1
2
ℓn
(1 + β
2
)
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
(B-27)
we reduce Eq.(B-26) to the form, obtained by Kinoshita and Sirlin (see Eq.(C-4) of [15]).
As a result, the functions g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ) and g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ), having the form
g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ) =
[
2ℓn
(2(E0 − Ee)
µ
)
− 3 + 2
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
(
1 +
1
8
E0 − Ee
Ee
)][ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+ 1
+
1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
,
g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ) =
[
2ℓn
(2(E0 − Ee)
µ
)
− 3 + 2
3
E0 − Ee
β2Ee
(
1 +
1
8
E0 − Ee
Ee
)][ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+ 1
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
, (B-28)
agree fully with the functions, obtained in [25] (see Eqs.(12) and (13) of Ref.[25]). We note that the same result,
given by Eq.(B-26), for the logarithmically divergent integral Eq.(B-16) may be obtained within the dimensional
regularization [21]. We will use the functions Eq.(B-28) for the calculation of the radiative corrections to the rate and
the correlation coefficients of the β−–decay of the neutron (see Appendix D).
Appendix C: Analysis of infrared divergences of radiative corrections to continuum-state β−–decay of neutron
The radiative corrections, caused by one–virtual photon exchanges, are described by three irreducible diagrams.
They are shown in Fig. 3. The diagrams in Figs. 3a and 3b define the self–energy corrections to the masses and wave
functions of the proton and electron [13]–[18], respectively. As has been shown in [13]–[18], the self–energy corrections
to the masses my be removed by the mass renormalisation, whereas the contributions of the self–energy diagrams
to the wave functions cannot be removed fully by renormalisation of the wave functions of the proton and electron
and give some observable terms. We calculate the contributions of the self–energy diagrams in Appendix D. In this
Appendix we analyse the contribution of the vertex diagram in Fig. 3c.
The contribution of the vertex diagram to the amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron may be
written as (see Appendix D)
M (γ)(n→ pe−ν¯e) = e2 GF√
2
VudM(γ). (C-1)
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γ
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FIG. 3: Feynman diagrams of radiative corrections to the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, caused by one–virtual
photon exchanges.
The amplitude M(γ) is defined by
M(γ) = 4(ke · kp) [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫
d4q
(2π)4i
1
[q2 + i0][q2 − 2ke · q + i0][q2 + 2kp · q + i0] + . . . ,
(C-2)
where we have kept only the term, which suffers from the infrared divergences. The detailed calculation of the vertex
diagram in Fig. 3c is given in Appendix D.
For the calculation of the integral over the 4–momentum q we follow the standard procedure, using Feynman’s
parametrization of the integrals [13, 18] (see also [104]). We perform the calculation of the 4–momentum integral in
Eq.(C-2) by using the finite-photon mass regularization [13]–[18].
A. finite-photon mass regularization
Below we calculate the integral in Eq.(C-2) by using the finite-photon mass (FPM) regularization of the infrared
divergences. Applying Feynman’s parametrization [104] we transform the integral in Eq.(C-2) into the form
J(Ee;µ) =
1
16π2
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2i
1
[(q − p(x)y)2 − p2(x)y2 − µ2(1− y) + i0]3 , (C-3)
where p(x) = kex− kp(1− x) and µ is an infinitesimal photon mass, introduced for the infrared regularization of the
4–momentum integrals [18, 104]. For the derivation of Eq.(C-3) we have used the relation [104]
1
AeAp
=
∫ 1
0
dx
[Aex+Ap(1 − x)]2 ,
1
A2B
=
∫ 1
0
2ydy
[Ay +B(1 − y)]3 , (C-4)
where Ae = Q
2 − 2ke ·Q + i0, Ap = Q2 + 2kp ·Q + i0, A = Q2 − 2p(x) ·Q + i0 and B = Q2 − µ2 + i0, respectively.
Making a shift of variables q − p(x)y → q, a Wick rotation q0 → iq4 [104] and integrating over y we arrive at the
expression [18, 19]
J(Ee;µ) = − 1
32π2
∫ 1
0
dx
p2(x)
ℓn
[p2(x)
µ2
]
, (C-5)
where p2(x) = m2ex
2+m2p(1−x)2−2mempγx(1−x) with γ = 1/
√
1− β2. The r.h.s. of Eq.(C-5) may be represented
in the form
J(Ee;µ) = − 1
32π2
1
mempc
∫ 1
0
dx
(a− x)2 − b2 ℓn
[mempc
µ2
(
(a− x)2 − b2
)]
, (C-6)
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where we have denoted
a =
ρ+ γ
c
, b =
√
γ2 − 1
c
, c =
1
ρ
+ ρ+ 2γ (C-7)
with ρ = mp/me. Following then [18, 19], we make a change of variables a− x = b cothϕ. This gives
J(Ee;µ) = − 1
32π2
1
mempbc
∫ ϕ2
ϕ1
dϕ ℓn
[mempc
µ2
b2
sinh2 ϕ
]
=
= − 1
32π2
1
mempbc
{
ℓn
[4mempc
µ2
b2
]
(ϕ2 − ϕ1)− (ϕ22 − ϕ21)− 2
∫ ϕ2
ϕ1
dϕ ℓn
(
1− e−2ϕ
)}
, (C-8)
where ϕ2 and ϕ1 are equal to
ϕ2 =
1
2
ℓn
(1− a− b
1− a+ b
)
=
1
2
ℓn
( 1
ρ
+ γ −
√
γ2 − 1
1
ρ
+ γ +
√
γ2 − 1
)
,
ϕ1 =
1
2
ℓn
(a+ b
a− b
)
=
1
2
ℓn
(ρ+ γ +√γ2 − 1
ρ+ γ −
√
γ2 − 1
)
. (C-9)
For the calculation of the last integral in Eq.(C-8) we make a change of variables ϕ = − 12 ℓnt. This gives
J(β;µ) = − 1
32π2
1
mempbc
{
ℓn
[4mempc
µ2
b2
]
(ϕ2 − ϕ1)− (ϕ22 − ϕ21) + L(e−2ϕ2)− L(e−2ϕ1)
}
, (C-10)
where the last two terms are the Spence functions, defined by Eq.(B-22).
Keeping the leading order contributions in the large ρ expansion we arrive at the expression
J(Ee;µ) = − 1
32π2
1
memp
√
γ2 − 1
{
− ℓn
[4m2e
µ2
(γ2 − 1)
] 1
2
ℓn
(γ +√γ2 − 1
γ −
√
γ2 − 1
)
− 1
4
ℓn2
(γ +√γ2 − 1
γ −
√
γ2 − 1
)
+ L
(γ +√γ2 − 1
γ −
√
γ2 − 1
)
− L(1)
}
. (C-11)
In terms of the electron velocity β it reads
J(β;µ) =
1
32π2
1
Eempβ
{
ℓn
[4m2e
µ2
β2
1− β2
] 1
2
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
4
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
− L
(1 + β
1− β
)
+ L(1)
}
, (C-12)
where Ee = me/
√
1− β2. For further transformation of the r.h.s. of Eq.(C-12) we use the following relation for the
Spence functions [103]
L
(1 + β
1− β
)
− L(1) = L
( 2β
1 + β
)
+ ℓn
( 2β
1− β
)
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
2
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
. (C-13)
Substituting Eq.(C-13) into Eq.(C-12) we obtain
J(β;µ) =
1
32π2
1
Eempβ
{
ℓn
(me
µ
)
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
4
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
− L
( 2β
1 + β
)}
. (C-14)
Thus, the integral under consideration is equal to
J(Ee;µ) =
∫
d4q
(2π)4i
1
[q2 + i0][q2 − 2ke · q + i0][q2 + 2kp · q + i0]
=
1
32π2
1
Eempβ
{
ℓn
(me
µ
)
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
4
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
− L
( 2β
1 + β
)}
. (C-15)
This result agrees with the expression, obtained in [18] and [19] (see Eq.(B21) of Ref.[19]).
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Appendix D: Total contribution of one–virtual photon exchanges to continuum-state β−–decay of neutron
The contributions of one–virtual photon exchanges to the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron are shown in
Fig. 3. The correction to the amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, caused by one–virtual photon
exchanges, we represent in the following form
M (γ)(n→ pe−ν¯e) = − GF√
2
Vud
(
M(γ)pp +M(γ)ee +M(γ)pe
)
, (D-1)
where the amplitudesM(γ)pp andM(γ)ee define the contributions of the self–energy diagrams of the proton and electron
in Fig. 3a and Fig. 3b, respectively, andM(γ)pe is defined by the vertex diagram in Fig. 3c. Following [19] we calculate
the diagrams in Fig. 3 in the Feynman gauge. As a result they are determined by the following analytical expressions
M(γ)pp = e2
∫
d4q
(2π)4i
1
q2 + i0
[
u¯pγ
α 1
mp − kˆp + qˆ − i0
γα
1
mp − kˆp − i0
γµ(1 + λγ5)un
]
[u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+[u¯p
(
− δmp + Z
(p)
2 − 1
2
(mp − kˆp)
) 1
mp − kˆp − i0
γµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ],
M(γ)ee = e2[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un]
∫
d4q
(2π)4i
1
q2 + i0
[
u¯eγ
α 1
me − kˆe − qˆ − i0
γα
1
me − kˆe − i0
γµ(1− γ5)vν¯
]
+[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯e
(
− δme + Z
(e)
2 − 1
2
(me − kˆe)
) 1
me − kˆe − i0
γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ],
M(γ)pe = − e2
∫
d4q
(2π)4i
1
q2 + i0
[
u¯pγ
α 1
mp − kˆp + qˆ − i0
γµ(1 + λγ5)un
][
u¯eγα
1
me − kˆe − qˆ − i0
γµ(1− γ5)vν¯
]
, (D-2)
where (δmp, Z
(p)
2 ) and (δme, Z
(e)
2 ) are the renormalisation constants of the masses and wave functions of the proton
and electron, respectively.
The dependence on the electron energy is defined by the amplitude M(γ)pe only. For the calculation of M(γ)pe we
reduce it to the form
M(γ)pe = −
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
× [u¯pγα(mp + kˆp − qˆ)γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγα(me + kˆe + qˆ)γµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ], (D-3)
where we have set e2 = 4πα. The numerator of the integrand ofM(γ)pe we transcribe into the form
[u¯pγ
α(mp + kˆp − qˆ)γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγα(me + kˆe + qˆ)γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] =
= [u¯p((mp − kˆp + qˆ)γα + 2(kp − q)α))γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯e((me − kˆe − qˆ)γα + 2(ke + q)α)γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] =
= [u¯p(qˆγ
α + 2(kp − q)α))γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯e(−qˆγα + 2(ke + q)α)γµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ] =
= −[u¯pqˆγαγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eqˆγαγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + [u¯p2qˆ(kˆe + qˆ)γµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
−[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯e2qˆ(kˆp − qˆ)γµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ] + 4(ke + q) · (kp − q) [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] =
= −[u¯pqˆγαγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eqˆγαγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + 2q2[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+(q2 + 2ke · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ] + (q2 − 2kp · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−2i[u¯pσαβqαkβe γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + 2i[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eσαβqαkβp γµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
−2(q2 + 2ke · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− 2(q2 − 2kp · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+4(ke · kp)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] = −[u¯pqˆγαγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eqˆγαγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+2q2[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− 2i[u¯pσαβqαkβe γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+2i[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eσαβq
αkβp γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− (q2 + 2ke · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−(q2 − 2kp · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + 4(ke · kp)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ], (D-4)
where we have used the identity γαγβ = gαβ − iσαβ . For the transformation of the product
−[u¯pqˆγαγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eqˆγαγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
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we propose to use the relations
qˆγαγµ = γµqα − γαqµ + qˆ gαµ + iεβαµλγλγ5qβ ,
εβαµλεραµϕqβq
ρ = −2q2gλϕ + 2qλqϕ,
λ+ γ5 = −(1 + λγ5) + (λ+ 1)(1 + γ5) (D-5)
This gives
−[u¯pqˆγαγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eqˆγαγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] = −4q2[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−2(λ+ 1)[u¯pqˆ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eqˆ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ] + 2(λ+ 1)q2[u¯pγµ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]. (D-6)
Substituting Eq.(D-6) into Eq.(D-4) we arrive at the following expression of the numerator of the integrand of M(γ)pe
in Eq.(D-3)
[u¯pγ
α(mp + kˆp − qˆ)γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγα(me + kˆe + qˆ)γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] =
= −(q2 + 2ke · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− (q2 − 2kp · q)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−2q2[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ] + 4(ke · kp)[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−2(λ+ 1)[u¯pqˆ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eqˆ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + 2(λ+ 1)q2[u¯pγµ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
−2i[u¯pσαβqαkβe γµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + 2i[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eσαβqαkβp γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]. (D-7)
For the subsequent calculations it is convenient to represent the amplitude M(γ)pe as a sum of two contributions
M(γ)pe = M¯(γ)pe + δM(γ)pe , (D-8)
where M¯(γ)pe and δM(γ)pe are given by
M¯(γ)pe =
α
4π
[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
{∫ d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 +
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
+2
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 − 4(ke · kp)
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
}
. (D-9)
and
δM(γ)pe = δ(1)M(γ)pe + δ(2)M(γ)pe + δ(3)M(γ)pe =
=
α
4π
{
− 2(λ+ 1) [u¯pγµ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
+2(λ+ 1)
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 [u¯pqˆ(1 + γ
5)un][u¯eqˆ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+2i
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
(
[u¯pσαβq
αkβe γ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eσαβqαkβp γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
)}
, (D-10)
respectively. Now let us proceed to calculate M¯γpe, given by Eq.(D-9). Since, the last term in Eq.(D-9) is calculated
in Appendix C, so we should calculate the first three terms only. Using the Pauli–Villars regularization for the
ultra–violet divergent integrals [35]
1
q2 + i0
→ 1
q2 + i0
− 1
q2 − Λ2 + i0 = −
1
q2 + i0
Λ2
q2 − Λ2 + i0 , (D-11)
where Λ is an ultraviolet cut–off, then Feynman’s unification of the denominators, the shift of the virtual 4–momentum
and the Wick rotation [35] for the first three integrals in Eq.(D-9) we obtain the following expressions∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 →
∫
d4q
π2i
[ 1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 −
1
q2 − Λ2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
]
=
=
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
[ 1
(q2 +m2px
2)2
− 1
(q2 +m2px
2 + Λ2(1− x))2
]
=
∫ 1
0
dx ℓn
[Λ2(1− x)
m2px
2
]
= 2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ 1,
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 = 2ℓn
( Λ
me
)
+ 1,
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∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 =
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
q2
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 →
→
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2i
[ q2
(q − p(x)y)2 − p2(x)y2 − µ2(1− y))3 −
q2
(q − p(x)y)2 − p2(x)y2 − Λ2(1− y))3
]
=
=
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2
[ q2 − p2(x)y2
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + µ2(1 − y))3 −
q2 − p2(x)y2
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y))3
]
=
=
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2
{ 1
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + µ2(1− y))2 −
1
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y))2
− 2p
2(x)y2
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + µ2(1 − y))3 +
2p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y)
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y))3
}
=
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
{
ℓn
[Λ2(1− y)
p2(x)y2
]
− 1
2
}
=
=
∫ 1
0
dx
{
ℓn
[ Λ2
p2(x)
]
− 1
}
= 2 ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ 1. (D-12)
For the calculation of the third integral we have replaced p2(x) = (kex−kp(1−x))2 by m2p(1−x)2. For the calculation
of the amplitudes M(γ)ee and M(γ)pp we have to perform the following standard transformations∫
d4q
π2i
u¯
1
q2 + i0
γα
1
kˆ + qˆ −m
γα = u¯
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2i
4m− 2kˆ − 2qˆ
[(q + kx)−m2x+ k2x(1 − x)]2 =
=
∫ 1
0
dx u¯
∫
d4q
π2
4m− 2kˆ(1 − x)
[q2 +m2x− k2x(1 − x)]2 =
∫ 1
0
dx u¯
∫
d4q
π2
2m(1 + x) + 2(1− x)(m− kˆ)
[q2 +m2x− k2x(1 − x)]2 =
=
∫ 1
0
dx u¯
[ ∫ d4q
π2
2m(1 + x)
[q2 +m2x− k2x(1 − x)]2 +
2(1− x)
[q2 +m2x− k2x(1 − x)]2 (m− kˆ)−
4mx(1− x2)(m+ kˆ)
[q2 +m2ex− k2x(1 − x)]3
× (m− kˆ)
]
= u¯
{∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
2m(1 + x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
+ (m− kˆ)
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
[ 2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
− 8m
2x(1 − x2)
(q2 +m2x2)3
]}
. (D-13)
This results in the relation∫
d4q
π2i
u¯
1
q2 + i0
γα
1
qˆ + kˆ −m
γα = u¯
{∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
2m(1 + x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
+ (m− kˆ)
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
[ 2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
− 8m
2x(1− x2)
(q2 +m2x2)3
]}
, (D-14)
where m = me and m = mp for the electron and proton self–energy contributions, respectively. The term, which is
not proportional to (m − kˆ), can be removed by the mass renormalisation. So the amplitudes M(γ)ee and M(γ)pp are
defined by the contributions of the terms, proportional to (me − kˆe) and (mp − kˆp), respectively. This gives
M(γ)ee = [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
( α
4π
I(me) +
Z
(e)
2 − 1
2
)
,
M(γ)pp = [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
( α
4π
I(mp) +
Z
(p)
2 − 1
2
)
, (D-15)
where I(m) is given by
I(m) =
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
[
− 2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
+
8m2x(1 − x2)
(q2 +m2x2 + µ2(1− x))3
]
(D-16)
for m = me and mp, respectively. For the ultra–violet and infrared regularization we use the following expressions for
the photon Green function
1
q2 + i0
→ 1
q2 − µ2 + i0 −
1
q2 − Λ2 + i0 . (D-17)
The regularized function I(m) takes the form
I(m) =
∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
[
− 2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
+
2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2 + Λ2(1− x))2
+
8m2x(1 − x2)
(q2 +m2x2 + µ2(1− x))3 −
8m2x(1 − x2)
(q2 +m2x2 + Λ2(1− x))3
]
. (D-18)
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The calculation of the integrals in Eq.(D-18) runs as follows. For the first two integrals, which are ultra–violet
divergent, we obtain the expression∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
[ 2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2 + Λ2(1 − x))2 −
2(1− x)
(q2 +m2x2)2
]
= −
∫ 1
0
dx 2(1− x) ℓn
[ (1− x) Λ2
x2m2
]
− 2 ℓn
( Λ
m
)
− 5
2
.
(D-19)
The third and fourth integrals in Eq.(D-18) are ultra–violet convergent. Moreover in the limit Λ → ∞ the fourth
integral vanishes. The third integral is infrared divergent and its calculation gives∫ 1
0
dx
∫
d4q
π2
8m2x(1 − x2)
(q2 + µ2(1− x) +m2x2)3 = 4m
2
∫ 1
0
dx
x(1− x2)
µ2(1 − x) +m2x2 = −4 ℓn
( µ
m
)
− 2. (D-20)
Thus, the function I(m) takes the form
I(m) = −2ℓn
( Λ
m
)
− 4ℓn
( µ
m
)
− 9
2
. (D-21)
Summing up the contributions of the amplitudes M(γ)ee , M(γ)pp and M¯(γ)pe we obtain the following expression
M(γ)ee +M(γ)pp + M¯(γ)pe = [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
{Z(e)2 − 1
2
+
Z
(p)
2 − 1
2
+
α
4π
[
− 2ℓn
( Λ
me
)
− 4ℓn
( µ
me
)
− 9
2
− 2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 4ℓn
( µ
mp
)
− 9
2
+ 2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ 1
+2ℓn
( Λ
me
)
+ 1 + 4ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ 2 + 2
{
ℓn
( µ
me
) 1
β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)}]}
. (D-22)
After the cancellation of some terms we arrive at the expression
M(γ)ee +M(γ)pp + M¯(γ)pe = [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
{Z(e)2 − 1
2
+
Z
(p)
2 − 1
2
+
α
2π
[
2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 2ℓn
( µ
me
)
− 2ℓn
( µ
mp
)
− 5
2
+
1
β
ℓn
( µ
me
)
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)]}
.
(D-23)
Then, we transcribe the r.h.s. of Eq.(D-23) into the following symmetric form
M(γ)ee +M(γ)pp + M¯(γ)pe = [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
×
{[Z(e)2 − 1
2
− α
2π
(1
2
ℓn
( Λ
me
)
+ ℓn
( µ
me
)
+
9
8
)]
+
[Z(p)2 − 1
2
− α
2π
(1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ ℓn
( µ
mp
)
+
9
8
)]
+
α
2π
[
3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 1
4
+ 2ℓn
( µ
me
) [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)]}
. (D-24)
Defining the constants of the renormalisation of the wave functions of the electron and proton in the standard form
as [35]
Z
(e)
2 − 1
2
=
α
2π
[1
2
ℓn
( Λ
me
)
+ ℓn
( µ
me
)
+
9
8
]
,
Z
(p)
2 − 1
2
=
α
2π
[1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ ℓn
( µ
mp
)
+
9
8
]
(D-25)
we reduce the r.h.s. of Eq.(D-24) to the form
M(γ)ee +M(γ)pp + M¯(γ)pe = [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un] [u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
× α
2π
{
3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 1
4
+ 2ℓn
( µ
me
) [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)}
. (D-26)
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In the non–relativistic approximation for the proton Eq.(D-26) reads
M(γ)ee +M(γ)pp + M¯(γ)pe =
α
2π
{
3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 1
4
+ 2ℓn
( µ
me
) [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)}{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (D-27)
Now let us take into account the contribution of the first two terms in δM(γ)pe , given by Eq.(D-10). The first term in
Eq.(D-10) is equal to
δ(1)M(γ)pe = −(λ+ 1)
α
2π
[u¯pγ
µ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 =
= −(λ+ 1) α
2π
[
2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ 1
]
[u¯pγ
µ(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ], (D-28)
where we have used Eq.(D-12). In the non—relativistic approximation for the proton it reads
δ(1)M(γ)pe = −2mn (λ+ 1)
α
2π
[
2 ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ 1
]{
[ϕ†pϕn] [u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− [ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (D-29)
The calculation of the second term in Eq.(D-10) runs as follows
δ(2)M(γ)pe = (λ+ 1)
α
2π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
qαqβ
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 →
→ (λ+ 1) α
2π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
[ qαqβ
q2 + i0
− qαqβ
q2 − Λ2 + i0
] 1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 =
= (λ+ 1)
α
2π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy2y
∫
d4q
π2i
[ qαqβ
(q + p(x)y)2 − p2(x)y2)3
− qαqβ
(q + p(x)y)2 − p2(x)y2 − Λ2(1− y))3
]
. (D-30)
After the shift of variables, the integration over the 4–dimensional solid angle and the Wick rotation we arrive at the
expression
δ(2)M(γ)pe = (λ + 1)
α
8π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2
[q2gαβ − 4y2pα(x)pβ(x)
(q2 + p2(x)y2)3
− q
2gαβ − 4y2pα(x)pβ(x)
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y))3
]
= (λ+ 1)
α
8π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
{∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2
gαβ
(q2 + p2(x)y2)2
−
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy2y3
∫
d4q
π2
p2(x)gαβ + 4pα(x)pβ(x)
(q2 + p2(x)y2)3
−
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y
∫
d4q
π2
gαβ
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y))2
+
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy2y
∫
d4q
π2
(p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y)) gαβ
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1− y))3 +
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy2y
∫
d4q
π2
4y2pα(x)pβ(x)
(q2 + p2(x)y2 + Λ2(1 − y))3
}
. (D-31)
After the integration over q the term δ(2)M(γ)pe is
δ(2)M(γ)pe = (λ+ 1)
α
8π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
{
gαβ
∫ 1
0
dx
∫ 1
0
dy 2y ℓn
[Λ2(1 − y)
p2(x)y2
]
− 2
∫ 1
0
dx
pα(x)pβ(x)
p2(x)
}
.
(D-32)
Keeping the leading terms in the large mp expansion, i.e. replacing p
2(x) = (kex−kp(1−x))2 by p2(x)→ m2p(1−x)2,
and integrating over y and x we obtain
δ(2)M(γ)pe = (λ+ 1)
α
4π
[u¯pγ
α(1 + γ5)un][u¯eγ
β(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
{
gαβ
[
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
4
]
− goαg0β
}
. (D-33)
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In the non–relativistic approximation for the proton Eq.(D-33) takes the form
δ(2)M(γ)pe = 2mn
α
2π
{
(λ+ 1)
[1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
1
4
]}
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+2mn
α
2π
{
(λ + 1)
[
− 1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 3
4
]}
[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]. (D-34)
The sum of the contributions of δ(1)M(γ)pe and δ(2)M(γ)pe is
δ(1)M(γ)pe + δ(2)M(γ)pe = 2mn
{ α
2π
(λ + 1)
[
− 3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 3
4
]}
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+ 2mn
{ α
2π
(λ + 1)
[
+
3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
1
4
]}
[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]. (D-35)
Now we have to calculate the contribution of the last term δ(3)M(γ)pe to the amplitude δM(γ)pe , given by
δ(3)M(γ)pe =
α
2π
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
×
(
[u¯piσαβq
αkβe γ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− [u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eiσαβqαkβpγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
)
. (D-36)
Following the procedure expounded above, we reduce the r.h.s of Eq.(D-36) to the form
δ(3)M(γ)pe =
α
2π
{
[u¯piσαβk
α
e k
β
pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx (1 − x)
p2(x)
−[u¯pγµ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eiσαβkαe kβp γµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dxx
p2(x)
}
, (D-37)
where p2(x) = (kex− kp(1 − x))2 = m2ex2 +m2p(1 − x)2 − 2mempγx(1 − x).
The calculation of the integrals over x in Eq.(D-37) has been carried out in detail in Appendix C. Using these
results we obtain ∫ 1
0
dx
p2(x)
= − 1
memp
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
,
∫ 1
0
dxx
p2(x)
= − 1
memp
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
m2p
[
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
+ . . . ,
∫ 1
0
dx (1 − x)
p2(x)
=
1
m2p
[
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
+ . . . , (D-38)
where the ellipses denote the contributions of the terms of higher order in the large mp expansion.
Keeping the leading terms in the large mp expansion, the contribution of δ
(3)M(γ)pe is
δ(3)M(γ)pe =
α
2π
[√1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯e
Ee −meγ0
me
γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ],
(D-39)
where we have used the Dirac equation for the free electron u¯e(~ke · ~γ ) = u¯e(Eeγ0 −me). Thus δ(3)M(γ)pe is given by
δ(3)M(γ)pe =
α
2π
[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγµ(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
− α
2π
[√1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
[u¯pγ
µ(1 + λγ5)un][u¯eγ
0γµ(1− γ5)vν¯ ]. (D-40)
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In the non–relativistic approximation for the proton Eq.(D-40) reads
δ(3)M(γ)pe = 2mn
α
2π
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
){
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
}
−2mn α
2π
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
){
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(1− γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (D-41)
The second term can be identified with the contributions of the scalar and tensor lepton–nucleon weak interactions.
In order to show this we use the Hamilton density operator of weak interactions, taken in the following form [10]
HW (x) = GF√
2
Vud
{
[ψ¯p(x)γµ(1 + λγ
5)ψn(x)] [ψ¯e(x)γ
µ(1− γ5)ψνe(x)]
+ gS [ψ¯p(x)ψn(x)][ψ¯e(x)(1 − γ5)ψνe(x)] +
1
2
gT [ψ¯p(x)σµνγ
5ψn(x)] [ψ¯e(x)σ
µν (1 − γ5)ψνe(x)]
}
, (D-42)
where gS and gT are the constants of scalar and tensor weak interactions and σµν =
i
2 (γµγν − γνγµ) is the Dirac
matrix.
In the rest frame of the neutron and in the non–relativistic approximation for the proton the amplitude of the
continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron takes the form [10]
M(n→ p+ e− + ν˜e) = −2mnGF√
2
Vud
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e (1 + gSγ
0) γ0 (1− γ5)vν¯ ] + [ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e(−λ+ gTγ0)~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯
}
.
(D-43)
From the comparison Eq.(D-41) with Eq.(D-43) we define the scalar and tensor coupling constants as
gS(Ee) = − α
2π
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
= − α
2π
gF (Ee),
gT (Ee) = +
α
2π
λ
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
= +
α
2π
λ gF (Ee). (D-44)
Using the results, obtained in [10], we may define the contribution of the electromagnetic Fierz term [10]
b
(em)
F (Ee) = 2
gS(Ee)− 3λgT (Ee)
1 + 3λ2
= −α
π
gF (Ee), (D-45)
induced by one–virtual photon exchanges. Summing up the contributions of δ(j)Mpe with j = 1, 2, 3 we obtain the
following expression for δM(γ)pe
δM(γ)pe = δ(1)M(γ)pe + δ(2)M(γ)pe + δ(3)M(γ)pe = 2mn
α
2π
{
(λ+ 1)
[
− 3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 3
4
]
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)}
× [ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ0(1− γ5)vν¯ ] + 2mn
α
2π
{
(λ + 1)
[
+
3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
1
4
]
− λ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)}
[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−2mn α
2π
gF (Ee)
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]− λ[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (D-46)
Summing up the contributions of Eq.(D-27) and Eq.(D-46) we calculateM(γ)pp +M(γ)ee +M(γ)pe . Using this expression we
get the amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, calculated in the non–relativistic approximation
for the proton and taking into account the contributions of one–virtual photon exchanges. We represent it in the form
M(n→ pe−ν¯e) = −2mn G
(r)
F√
2
Vud
{(
1 +
α
2π
fβ−c (Ee, µ)
)
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e γ
0(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
−λ(r)
(
1 +
α
2π
fβ−c (Ee, µ)
)
[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]−
α
2π
gF (Ee) [ϕ
†
pϕn][u¯e (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+
α
2π
λ(r)gF (Ee)[ϕ
†
p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (1 − γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (D-47)
Here G
(r)
F and g
(r)
A are the renormalized Fermi and axial coupling constants
G
(r)
F = GF
(
1 +
α
2π
dV
)
, λ(r) = λ
(
1 +
α
2π
dA
)
, (D-48)
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where dV and dA are ultra–violet divergent constants. In our calculation of the radiative corrections they are equal
to
dV = 3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 1
4
− cS − (λ+ 1)
[3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
4
]
,
dA = −λ+ 1
λ
[3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
1
4
]
+ (λ+ 1)
[3
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
4
]
. (D-49)
The function fβ−c (Ee, µ), given by
fβ−c (Ee, µ) =
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
+ cS + 2ℓn
( µ
me
)[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
,
(D-50)
contains two terms (3/2)ℓn(mp/me) and cS independent of the electron energy Ee. As we show in Appendix E
the term (3/2)ℓn(mp/me) is fixed by the KLN theorem. In our calculation the constant cS reflects an ambiguous
decomposition of the contribution of one–virtual photon exchanges to the amplitude of the neutron β−–decay into
the renormalisation constant dV of the Fermi coupling constant and the radiative corrections to the lifetime of the
neutron. Nevertheless, following Sirlin [18] and Abers et al. [19] one can show that due to a requirement of gauge
invariance of the observable radiative corrections the value of the constant cS is fixed and is equal to cS = −11/8.
We show this in Appendix F.
The contribution of theW–boson and Z–boson exchanges and the QCD corrections [28] we describe by the constant
CWZ [32]. The numerical value CWZ = 10.249 we discuss below Eq.(D-58). As a result the function fβ−c (Ee, µ) is
fβ−c (Ee, µ) =
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 11
8
+ 2ℓn
( µ
me
) [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+CWZ . (D-51)
Making a replacement G
(r)
F → GF and λ(r) → λ and taking into account the contributions of the “weak magnetism”
and the proton recoil the amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron takes the form
M(n→ p e− ν¯e) = −2mn GF√
2
Vud
{(
1 +
α
2π
fβ−c (Ee, µ)
)
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e γ
0(1− γ5)vν¯ ]
−λ˜
(
1 +
α
2π
fβ−c (Ee, µ)
)
[ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]−
α
2π
gF (Ee) [ϕ
†
pϕn][u¯e (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+
α
2π
λ˜gF (Ee)[ϕ
†
p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]−
me
2M
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
+
λ˜
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ · ~kp)ϕn] [u¯e γ0(1 − γ5)vν¯ ]− i
κ+ 1
2M
[ϕ†p(~σ × ~kp)ϕn] · [u¯e ~γ (1− γ5)vν¯ ]
}
, (D-52)
where λ˜ = λ(1 − E0/2M) and ~kp = −~ke − ~k is the proton 3–momentum in the rest frame of the neutron. The
amplitude Eq.(D-52) has been used for the calculation of the electron–energy and angular distribution Eq.(6).
The radiative corrections to the rate of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, which we denote as gβ−c (Ee, µ),
acquire an additional contribution of the electromagnetic Fierz term
gβ−c (Ee, µ) = fβ−c (Ee, µ) +
π
α
b
(em]
F (Ee)
me
Ee
= fβ−c (Ee, µ)− gF (Ee)
me
Ee
=
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 11
8
+2ℓn
( µ
me
)[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
β
2
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
+ CWZ , (D-53)
where the term, proportional to β/2, is defined by
β
2
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
=
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− gF (Ee) me
Ee
. (D-54)
For the calculation of the contributions of the effective scalar and tensor interactions, induced by one–virtual photon
exchanges, to the correlation coefficients of the electron–energy and angular distribution of the neutron β−–decay we
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use the results obtained in [10] (see Eq.(28) of Ref.[10]). The corrections to the correlation coefficients from the scalar
and tensor lepton–nucleon weak interactions with the left–handed neutrinos take the form
δζ(Ee) = bF
me
Ee
= 2
gS − 3λgT
1 + 3λ2
me
Ee
,
δa(Ee) = 0,
δA(Ee) = 0,
δB(Ee) = 2
(gT − λgS)− 2λgT
1 + 3λ2
me
Ee
. (D-55)
where we have kept only the linear terms in the scalar and tensor coupling constant expansions. Replacing the scalar
and tensor coupling constants by their expressions, given in Eq.(D-44), we obtain
δζ(Ee) = bF
me
Ee
= 2
gS − 3λgT
1 + 3λ2
me
Ee
= −α
π
gF
me
Ee
,
δa(Ee) = 0,
δA(Ee) = 0,
δB(Ee) = 2
(gT − λgS)− 2λgT
1 + 3λ2
me
Ee
= −B0 α
π
gF
me
Ee
. (D-56)
This gives the following radiative corrections to the correlation coefficients
ζ(Ee) =
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
+O(1/M),
a(Ee) = a0
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
+O(1/M),
A(Ee) = A0
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
+O(1/M),
B(Ee) = B0 +O(1/M), (D-57)
where the terms −gFme/Ee are absorbed by the function gn(Ee) (see Eq.(D-53)). The terms of order of O(1/M) are
adduced in Eqs.(9) – (13).
The functions gn(Ee) and fn(Ee) are defined by
gn(Ee) = lim
µ→0
[gβ−c (Ee, µ) + g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ)] =
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 3
8
+ 2
[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
][
ℓn
(2(E0 − Ee)
me
)
−3
2
+
1
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
]
+
2
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
) [
(1 + β2) +
1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
− ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
+ CWZ ,
fn(Ee) = lim
µ→0
[g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ)− g(1)β−c γ(Ee, µ)] + gF (Ee)
me
Ee
=
2
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
(
1 +
1
8
E0 − Ee
Ee
) 1− β2
β2
×
[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
− 1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
+
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
, (D-58)
where the functions g
(1)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ) and g
(2)
β−c γ
(Ee, µ) are given in Eq.(B-28).
The gn(Ee) and fn(Ee), multiplied by α/π, are in analytical agreement with results, obtained in [18]–[30] and
[31, 32], respectively. The constant CWZ , defined by the contributions of the W–boson and Z–boson exchanges
and the QCD corrections [28], is equal to CWZ = 10.249. This numerical value is obtained from the fit of the
radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron (α/π)〈gn(Ee)〉 = 0.03886(39) [1] and (α/π)〈gn(Ee)〉 = 0.0390(8)
[28], averaged over the phase volume of the neutron decay.
The radiative corrections (α/π) gn(Ee) and (α/π) fn(Ee), weighted with the electron energy spectrum density
ρβ−c (Ee) = (E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee ζ(Ee)
F (Ee, Z = 1)
fn(E0, Z = 1)
, (D-59)
where the functions ζ(Ee) and F (Ee, Z = 1) are given in Eq.(7) and Eq.(5), respectively, and fn(E0, Z = 1) is the
Fermi integral Eq.(41), are plotted in Fig. 1.
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Finally we would like to note that having attributed the terms, proportional to (λ + 1) to the renormalisation
constants of the Fermi and axial coupling constants only, we arrive at the radiative corrections, described by the
function
g(Ee) = gn(Ee) + 3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
9
8
− CWZ =
= 3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
+
3
4
+ 2
[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
] [
ℓn
(2(E0 − Ee)
me
)
− 3
2
+
1
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
]
+
2
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)[
(1 + β2) +
1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
− ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
. (D-60)
The function g(Ee), multiplied by α/π, agrees analytically with the result, calculated by Kinoshita and Sirlin [15].
Appendix E: Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg theorem for radiative corrections of neutron β−–decay
As has been shown by Kinoshita and Sirlin [15], the radiative corrections to the rates of the muon decay µ− →
e−+ νµ+ ν¯e and of the neutron β
−–decay, taken in the limit me → 0 and integrated over the phase volume, does not
depend on the electron mass. This is so–called the Kinoshita-Lee-Nauenberg (KLN) theorem [36]. Thus, the radiative
corrections to the rate of the neutron decay, described by the function gn(Ee), should obey the KLN theorem. This
means that the result of the integration of the function gn(Ee), taken in the limit me → 0, over the phase volume
should not depend on me.
Sirlin’s function g¯(Ee) = gn(Ee)−CWZ , defining the radiative corrections, caused by one–virtual photon exchanges,
to the lifetime of the neutron, takes the form [18]
g¯(Ee) = gn(Ee)− CWZ = 3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 3
8
+ 2
[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
] [
ℓn
(2(E0 − Ee)
me
)
− 3
2
+
1
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
]
+
2
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)[
(1 + β2) +
1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
− ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
. (E-1)
Taking the limit Ee ≫ me, corresponding to β → 1, and introducing the variable x = Ee/E0 we transcribe the
function g(Ee) into the form
g¯(Ee)→ g¯(x,me) = 3
2
ℓn
( mp
2E0
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(2E0
me
)
− 3
8
+ 2
(
ℓnx+ ℓn
(2E0
me
)
− 1
) [
ℓn
(1− x
x
)
− 3
2
+
1
3
1− x
x
+
(
ℓnx+ ℓn
(2E0
me
))]
+ 2L(1) +
(
ℓnx+ ℓn
(2E0
me
))[
2 +
1
12
(1− x)2
x2
− 2
(
ℓnx+ ℓn
(2E0
me
))]
. (E-2)
Thus, the function g¯(x,me) is equal to
g¯(x,me) =
3
2
ℓn
( mp
2E0
)
− 3
8
− π
2
3
+ 2(ℓnx− 1)
[
ℓn
(1− x
x
)
− 3
2
+
1
3
1− x
x
]
+
1
12
(1− x)2
x2
ℓnx+ ℓn
(2E0
me
)[
2ℓn
(1− x
x
)
− 3
2
+
2
3
1− x
x
+
1
12
(1− x)2
x2
]
. (E-3)
For the derivation Eq.(E-3) we have used L(1) = −π2/6 and the approximation
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
→ 2ℓnx+ 2ℓn
(2E0
me
)
. (E-4)
According to the KLN theorem [36] (see also [15]), the function g¯(x,me), integrated over the phase volume, taken in
the limit me → 0, should not depend on me. We would like to emphasize that the quadratic terms ℓn2(2E0/me) are
cancelled in the function g¯(x,me) without integration over the phase volume.
Now let check the contribution of the linear terms ℓn(2E0/me). For this aim we have to integrate the function
g(x,me) over the phase volume. The integration of the function g(x,me) over the phase volume with a dimensionless
element (1− x)2x2dx, obtained at me → 0, gives the result independent of me, since∫ 1
0
[
2ℓn
(1− x
x
)
− 3
2
+
2
3
1− x
x
+
1
12
(1− x)2
x2
]
(1− x)2x2 dx = 0. (E-5)
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Thus, the term ℓn(2E0/me) vanishes. This reproduces the results, obtained in [15], and confirms the KLN theorem
[36].
We would like to note that the term −3/2 in the integrand of Eq.(E-5), playing an important role for the vanishing
of the integral, is given by −3/2 = −3+3/2, where −3 and +3/2 come from the energy depending part of the function
g¯(Ee) and the term (3/2)ℓn(mp/me), respectively.
Appendix F: Comparison with Sirlin’s calculation of radiative corrections [18]
In this Appendix we compare our calculation of the radiative corrections to the continuum-state β−–decay of the
neutron, caused by one–virtual photon exchanges, with the calculation, carried out by Sirlin in his well–known paper
[18].
According to Sirlin [18], the radiative corrections to the amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron
are defined by Eqs.(9a), (11), (14) and (19) of Ref.[18]. Now let us compare our expressions with Sirlin’s ones.
Sirlin’s Eq.(9a) corresponds to our amplitude Mpe. In order to show this we rewrite the amplitude Mpe, given by
Eq.(D-2), as follows
M(γ)pe = −
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q) [u¯eγ
α 1
me − kˆe − qˆ − i0
Oµvν¯ ] [u¯pγ
β 1
mp − kˆp + qˆ − i0
Wµun], (F-1)
where Dαβ(q) is the photon Green function
Dαβ(q) =
1
q2 + i0
(
gαβ − ξ qαqβ
q2 + i0
)
(F-2)
in the arbitrary gauge with a gauge parameter ξ, Wµ and Oµ are the products of the Dirac matrices defined by
Wµ = γµ(1 + λγ5) , Oµ = γµ(1− γ5). (F-3)
After some algebraical transformations Eq.(F-1) can be reduced to Sirlin’s form
M(γ)pe = −
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)Oµvν¯ ]
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 u¯p
[ (2kβp − qβ)Wµ
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 + T
βµ
]
un, (F-4)
where T βµ is given by
T βµ =
Rβµ
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 (F-5)
and Rβµ is equal to Rβµ = iσβλqλW
µ. As has been pointed out by Sirlin [18], the tensor T βµ is obviously transverse.
qβT
βµ = 0. Then, we propose to rewrite the amplitude Eq.(F-4) as follows
M(γ)pe =M(SC)pe + δM(SLI)pe , (F-6)
where the indices (SC) and (SLI) mean “Sirlin’s Corrections” and “Strong low–energy interactions”. The amplitudes
M(SC)pe and δM(SLI)pe are equal to
M(SC)pe = −
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)Oµvν¯ ]
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
[u¯p(2k
β
p − qβ)Wµun]
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 ,
δM(SLI)pe = −
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)Oµvν¯ ]
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 [u¯pT
βµun]. (F-7)
The contribution of Sirlin’s Eq.(11) coincides with the part of the amplitude M(γ)ee , defining renormalisation of the
wave function of the electron by electromagnetic interactions. The amplitudeM(γ)ee , given by Eq.(D-2), we rewrite as
M(γ)ee =M(SC)ee + δM(SLI)ee , (F-8)
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where the amplitudes M(SC)ee and δM(SLI)ee are equal to
M(SC)ee = −
α
8πme
[u¯pW
µun]
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)kˆe(2k
β
e + qˆγ
β)Oµvν¯ ]
(q2 + 2ke · q + i0)2
δM(SLI)ee =
α
4π
[u¯pW
µun]
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[
u¯eγ
α 1
me − kˆe − qˆ − i0
γβ
1
me − kˆe − i0
Oµvν¯
]
+[u¯pW
µun]
[
u¯e
(
− δme + Z
(e)
2 − 1
2
(me − kˆe)
) 1
me − kˆe − i0
Oµvν¯
]
+
α
8πme
[u¯pW
µun]
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)kˆe(2k
β
e + qˆγ
β)Oµvν¯ ]
(q2 + 2ke · q + i0)2 , (F-9)
respectively. For the derivation of Sirlin’s term M(SC)ee one has to use the definition of the renormalisation constant
Z
(e)
2 − 1 of the electron wave function [19, 35]
Z
(e)
2 − 1
2
= − α
8π
kλe
me
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
∂
∂kλ
γα
1
me − kˆe − qˆ
γβ
∣∣∣
kˆe=me
= − α
8π
kλe
me
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
∂
∂qλ
γα
1
me − kˆe − qˆ
γβ
∣∣∣
kˆe=me
=
= − α
8πme
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
(2kαe + γ
αqˆ)kˆe(2k
β
e + qˆγ
β)
(q2 + 2ke · q + i0)2
∣∣∣
kˆe=me
. (F-10)
In comparison with Sirlin’s expression, we have taken away the operator (kˆe +me)/2me, which is equal to unity at
kˆe = me.
As has been pointed out by Sirlin, Eq.(14) of Ref.[18] is related to the emission and absorption of a photon by the
proton. This means that Eq.(14) of Ref.[18] should be a part of the amplitude M(γ)pp . This allows us to represent the
amplitude M(γ)pp in the form
M(γ)pp =M(SC)pp + δM(SLI)pp (F-11)
with M(SC)pp and δM(SLI)pp , given by
M(SC)pp = −
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
(2kp − q)α(2kp − q)β
(q2 − 2kp · q + i0)2
δM(SLI)pp =
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q) [u¯pγ
α 1
mp − kˆp + qˆ − i0
γβ
1
mp − kˆp − i0
Wµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
+[u¯p
(
− δmp + Z
(p)
2 − 1
2
(mp − kˆp)
) 1
mp − kˆp − i0
Wµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
+
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
(2kp − q)α(2kp − q)β
(q2 − 2kp · q + i0)2 , (F-12)
respectively. As a result, according to Sirlin [18], the observable radiative corrections to the amplitude of the
continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, caused by one–virtual photon exchange, are defined by the amplitude
M(SC)RC =M(SC)pe +M(SC)ee +M(SC)pp , (F-13)
which is gauge invariant, i.e. invariant under the gauge transformation of the photon Green function Dαβ(q) →
Dαβ(q)+c(q
2) qαqβ with an arbitrary function c(q
2), and suffers from the infrared divergences only [18]. The subscript
RC means “Radiative Corrections”. As we show below the additional contribution, described by the amplitude
δM(SLI)RC = δM(SLI)pe + δM(SLI)ee + δM(SLI)pp , (F-14)
does not depend on the electron energy and should be absorbed by renormalisation of the Fermi coupling constant
GF and axial coupling constant λ.
Since the amplitude M(SC)RC is invariant under gauge transformations of the photon Green function Dαβ(q) →
Dαβ(q)+ c(q
2) qαqβ , we may calculate it by using the Feynman gauge for the photon Green function. The calculation
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of the amplitude δM(SLI)RC , describing the contributions to renormalisation constants of the Fermi and axial coupling
constants, can be also carried out in the Feynman gauge.
The amplitude M(SC)pe can be rewritten as follows
M(SC)pe =
α
4π
[u¯pW
µun]
{
[u¯eOµvν¯ ]
[ ∫ d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0 +
∫
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1
q2 + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
−
∫
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1
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1
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∫
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1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
]
−2i
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 [u¯eσαβq
αkβpOµvν¯ ]
}
. (F-15)
All momentum integrals in Eq.(F-15) are calculated in Appendix D by using the Pauli–Villars regularization of the
ultra–violet divergent integrals and the FPM regularization for the infrared divergent contributions. Using the results,
obtained in Appendix C and Appendix D (see Eqs.(C-15), (D-12) and (D-40)), the amplitude M(SC)pe takes the form
M(SC)pe = [u¯pWµun]
α
2π
{
[u¯eOµvν¯ ]
[
ℓn
( Λ
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+
1
2
+ ℓn
( µ
me
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− 1
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)
+
1
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ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
− [u¯eγ0Oµvν¯ ]
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)}
. (F-16)
The amplitude M(SC)ee can be transcribed into the form
M(SC)ee = −
α
8πme
[u¯pW
µun]
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)kˆe(2k
β
e + qˆγ
β)Oµvν¯ ]
(q2 + 2ke · q + i0)2
= − α
4πme
[u¯pW
µun]
∫
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π2i
1
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3
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4πme
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µun]
×
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((q + kex)2 −m2ex2 − µ2(1− x))3
− [u¯e(2m
3
e + 2meqˆkˆe − qˆkˆeqˆ)Oµvν¯ ]
((q + kex)2 −m2ex2 − Λ2(1− x))3
}
=
=
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
∫
d4q
π2
[ 4m2e(1− x− x2)− q2
(q2 +m2ex
2 + µ2(1 − x))3 −
m2e(4 − 4x− 2x2)− q2
(q2 +m2ex
2 + Λ2(1− x))3
]
=
=
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
∫
d4q
π2
[ m2e(4− 4x− x2)
(q2 +m2ex
2 + µ2(1− x))3 −
m2e(4 − 4x− x2) + Λ2(1 − x)
(q2 +m2ex
2 + Λ2(1− x))3
×− 1
(q2 +m2ex
2 + µ2(1 − x))2 +
1
(q2 +m2ex
2 + Λ2(1− x))2
]
=
α
16π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
×
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
{ m2e(4− 4x− x2)
m2ex
2 + µ2(1 − x) −
m2e(4− 4x− x2) + Λ2(1− x)
m2ex
2 + Λ2(1− x) − 2 ℓn
[Λ2(1 − x)
m2ex
2
]}
. (F-17)
Having integrated over x we arrive at the following expression for the amplitude M(SC)ee
M(SC)ee = [u¯pWµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
α
2π
[
− 1
2
ℓn
( Λ
me
)
− ℓn
( µ
me
)
− 9
8
]
. (F-18)
In the Feynman gauge the amplitude M(SC)pp takes the form
M(SC)pp = −
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
4m2p − 4(kp · q) + q2
(q2 − 2kp · q + i0)2 → −
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
×
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
∫
d4q
π2i
[ 4m2p − 4(kp · q) + q2
((q − kpx)2 −m2px2 − µ2(1− x))3
− 4m
2
p − 4(kp · q) + q2
((q − kpx)2 −m2px2 − Λ2(1− x))3
]
=
=
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
∫
d4q
π2
[ m2p(4− 4x+ x2)− q2
(q2 +m2px
2 + µ2(1− x))3 −
m2p(4 − 4x+ x2)− q2
(q2 +m2px
2 + Λ2(1− x))3
]
=
=
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
∫
d4q
π2
[ m2p(4− 4x+ 2x2)
(q2 +m2px
2 + µ2(1− x))3 −
m2p(4− 4x+ 2x2) + Λ2(1 − x)
(q2 +m2px
2 + Λ2(1 − x))3
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− 1
(q2 +m2px
2 + µ2(1 − x))2 +
1
(q2 +m2px
2 + Λ2(1− x))2
]
=
α
8π
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫ 1
0
dx 2x
{ m2p(2− 2x+ x2)
m2px
2 + µ2(1− x)
−1
2
− ℓn
[Λ2(1− x)
m2px
2
]}
. (F-19)
Using the results, obtained in Appendix D, we define M(SC)pp as follows
M(SC)pp = [u¯pWµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
α
2π
[
− 1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− ℓn
( µ
mp
)
− 3
4
]
. (F-20)
After the summation of the contributions the amplitude M(SC)RC takes the form
M(SC)RC = [u¯pWµun]
α
2π
{
[u¯eOµvν¯ ]
[3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 11
8
+ 2 ℓn
( µ
me
) [ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
− [u¯eγ0Oµvν¯ ]
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)}
. (F-21)
Thus, the value of the constant cS is cS = −11/8 and the radiative corrections do not depend on the ultra–violet
cut–off. It is caused by the requirement of gauge invariance of the observable part of the radiative corrections to the
amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron.
Now let us proceed to calculating the contribution of δM(SLI)RC . The term M(SLI)pe is defined by
δM(SLI)pe = −
α
4π
∫
d4q
π2i
Dαβ(q)
[u¯e(2k
α
e + γ
αqˆ)Oµvν¯ ]
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 [u¯pT
βµun] =
α
4π
{
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
× 3
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 + 2(λ+ 1) [u¯pR
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
−2(λ+ 1) [u¯pRαun][u¯eOβvν¯ ]
∫
d4q
π2i
qαqβ
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0
−2i
∫
d4q
π2i
1
q2 + i0
1
q2 − 2kp · q + i0
1
q2 + 2ke · q + i0 [u¯pσαβk
α
e q
βWµun][u¯eOµ)vν¯ ]
}
, (F-22)
where Rλ = γλ(1 + γ5). Using the results, obtained in Appendix D (see Eq.(D-12), Eq.(D-28), Eq.(D-33) and
Eq.(D-38)) we obtain
δM(SLI)pe =
α
2π
[
3 ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
]
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
+
α
2π
(λ+ 1)
[
− 2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 1
]
[u¯pR
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
+
α
2π
(λ+ 1)
{
gαβ
[1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
4
]
− 1
2
goαg0β
}
[u¯pR
αun][u¯eO
βvν¯ ]. (F-23)
For M(SLI)ee and M(SLI)pp we calculate the following expressions
M(SLI)ee = [u¯pWµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
{Z(e)2 − 1
2
+
α
2π
(
− ℓn
( Λ
me
)
− 2ℓn
( µ
me
)
− 9
4
)
+
α
2π
(1
2
ℓn
( Λ
me
)
+ ℓn
( µ
me
)
+
9
8
)}
=
= [u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
{Z(e)2 − 1
2
− α
2π
(1
2
ℓn
( Λ
me
)
+ ℓn
( µ
me
)
+
9
8
)}
(F-24)
and
M(SLI)pp = [u¯pWµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
{Z(p)2 − 1
2
+
α
2π
(
− ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 2ℓn
( µ
mp
)
− 9
4
)
+
α
2π
(1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ ℓn
( µ
mp
)
+
3
4
)}
=
= [u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
{Z(e)2 − 1
2
− α
2π
(1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+ ℓn
( µ
mp
)
+
3
2
)}
, (F-25)
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respectively. Using the definition of the renormalisation constants Z
(e)
2 and Z
(p)
2 Eq.(D-25) we obtain
M(SLI)ee = 0,
M(SLI)pp = [u¯pWµun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
α
2π
(
− 3
8
)
. (F-26)
The sum of the contributions to M(SLI)RC gives one
M(SLI)RC =
α
2π
[
3 ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
8
]
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
+
α
2π
(λ+ 1)
[
− 2ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
− 1
]
[u¯pR
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]
+
α
2π
(λ+ 1)
{
gαβ
[1
2
ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
4
]
− 1
2
goαg0β
}
[u¯pR
αun][u¯eO
βvν¯ ]. (F-27)
This shows that gauge non–invariant contributions do not depend on the electron energy Ee and the infrared cut–off µ
and may be fully absorbed by the renormalisation constants of the Fermi and axial coupling constants (see Eq.(D-48)
and Eq.(D-49)).
In order to prove the correctness of the term −3/8 in Eq.(D-59), giving the contribution to the observable radiative
corrections to the lifetime of the neutron, we propose to sum up the contributions ofM(SC)RC and the terms, proportional
to [u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ] fromM(SLI)RC , which we denote as M¯(SLI)RC . This gives
MRC =M(SC)RC + M¯(SLI)RC =
α
2π
{
[u¯pW
µun][u¯eOµvν¯ ]F (Ee, µ)− [u¯pWµun][u¯eγ0Oµvν¯ ]
√
1− β2
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
, (F-28)
where the function F (Ee, µ) takes the form
F (Ee, µ) = 3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
− 1
4
+ 2ℓn
( µ
me
)[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
]
+
1
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
− 1
4β
ℓn2
(1 + β
1− β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
. (F-29)
The contribution of the radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron is defined by the function
g(Ee) = lim
µ→0
[F (Ee, µ) + g
(1)
β−c
(Ee, µ)] =
= 3ℓn
( Λ
mp
)
+
3
2
ℓn
(mp
me
)
+
3
4
+ 2
[ 1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)
− 1
] [
ℓn
(2(E0 − Ee)
me
)
− 3
2
+
1
3
E0 − Ee
Ee
]
+
2
β
L
( 2β
1 + β
)
+
1
2β
ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)[
(1 + β2) +
1
12
(E0 − Ee)2
E2e
− ℓn
(1 + β
1− β
)]
, (F-30)
where the function g
(1)
β−c
(Ee, µ)is given by Eq.(B-28) and describes the contribution of the radiative β
−–decay of the
neutron.
The function Eq.(F-30) reproduces our result, obtained in Appendix D (see Eq.(D-60)). Then, being multiplied by
(α/π), it reproduces also the radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron, calculated by Kinoshita and Sirlin
[15]. This corroborates the correctness of our calculation of M(SC)RC andM(SLI)RC .
Thus, the analysis of the radiative corrections to the neutron β−–decay, carried out in this Appendix, confirms
Sirlin’s assertion that the requirement of gauge invariance of the amplitude of the radiative corrections defines un-
ambiguously the observable radiative corrections to the lifetime of the neutron. They are independent of the axial
coupling constant λ, i.e. of strong low–energy interactions. The part of radiative corrections depending on the axial
coupling constant λ, i.e. on strong low–energy interactions, is unobservable and absorbed by renormalisation constants
of the Fermi and axial coupling constants.
Appendix G: Contribution of weak lepton–nucleon couplings beyond SM to correlation coefficients of
neutron β−–decay
In this Appendix we take into account the contributions of the weak lepton–nucleon interactions beyond the SM
with left–handed and right–handed neutrinos. For this aim we use the following Hamiltonian of phenomenological
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weak lepton–nucleon interactions [4]–[7]
HW (x) = GF√
2
Vud
{
[ψ¯p(x)γµψn(x)][ψ¯e(x)γ
µ(CV + C¯V γ
5)ψνe(x)] + [ψ¯p(x)γµγ
5ψn(x)][ψ¯e(x)γ
µ(C¯A + CAγ
5)ψνe (x)]
+ [ψ¯p(x)ψn(x)][ψ¯e(x)(CS + C¯Sγ
5)ψνe(x)] + [ψ¯p(x)γ
5ψn(x)][ψ¯e(x)(CP + C¯P γ
5)ψνe(x)]
+
1
2
[ψ¯p(x)σ
µνγ5ψn(x)][ψ¯e(x)σµν (C¯T + CT γ
5)ψνe (x)
}
. (G-1)
This is the most general form of the effective low–energy weak interactions, where the coupling constants Ci and C¯i
for i = V,A, S, P and T can be induced by the left–handed and right–handed hadronic and leptonic currents [4]–[7]
and supersymmetric interactions [3] as well. They are related to the coupling constants, analogous to those which
were introduced by Herczeg [6], as follows
CV = 1 + a
h
LL + a
h
LR + a
h
RR + a
h
RL,
C¯V = −1− ahLL − ahLR + ahRR + ahRL,
CA = −λ+ ahLL − ahLR + ahRR − ahRL,
C¯A = λ− ahLL + ahLR + ahRR − ahRL,
CS = A
h
LL +A
h
LR +A
h
RR +A
h
RL,
C¯S = −AhLL −AhLR +AhRR +AhRL,
CP = −AhLL +AhLR +AhRR −AhRL,
C¯P = A
h
LL −AhLR +AhRR −AhRL,
CT = 2(α
h
LL + α
h
RR),
C¯T = 2(−αhLL + αhRR), (G-2)
where the index h means that the coupling constants are introduced at the hadronic level but not at the quark level
as it has been done by Herczeg [6]. In addition in comparison with Herczeg [6] we have taken away the common
factor GFVud/
√
2 and defined the coupling constants ahLL and a
h
LR as deviations from the coupling constants of the
SM [105]. Analogous to Herczeg [6], the Hamiltonian of phenomenological lepton–nucleon weak interactions beyond
the SM may be written in the following form [105]
HW (x) = GF√
2
Vud
{
[ψ¯e(x)γµ(1− γ5)ψνe(x)]
[(1− λ
2
+ ahLL
)
[ψ¯p(x)γ
µ(1 − γ5)ψn(x)]
+
(1 + λ
2
+ ahLR
)
[ψ¯p(x)γ
µ(1 + γ5)ψn(x)]
]
+ [ψ¯e(x)γµ(1 + γ
5)ψνe(x)]
(
ahRL[ψ¯p(x)γ
µ(1 − γ5)ψn(x)]
+ahRR[ψ¯p(x)γ
µ(1 + γ5)ψn(x)]
)
+ [ψ¯e(x)(1 − γ5)ψνe(x)]
(
AhLL[ψ¯p(x)(1 − γ5)ψn(x)] +AhLR[ψ¯p(x)(1 + γ5)ψn(x)]
)
+[ψ¯e(x)(1 + γ
5)ψνe(x)]
(
AhRL[ψ¯p(x)(1 − γ5)ψn(x)]
)
+AhRR[ψ¯p(x)(1 + γ
5)ψn(x)]
)
+
1
2
αhLL[ψ¯e(x)σµν (1− γ5)ψνe(x)]
× [ψ¯p(x)σµν (1 − γ5)ψn(x)] + 1
2
αhRR[ψ¯e(x)σµν (1 + γ
5)ψνe(x)] [ψ¯p(x)σ
µν (1 + γ5)ψn(x)]
}
. (G-3)
In order to express the coupling constants CT and C¯T in terms of the coupling constants α
h
LL and α
h
RR we have used
the relation σµνγ
5 = i2εµναβσ
αβ [35].
The SM is defined by the coupling constants CS = C¯S = CP = C¯P = CT = C¯T = 0, CV = − C¯V = 1 and
CA = − C¯A = −λ. The coupling constants ahij , Ahij and αhjj for i(j) = L or R are induced by interactions beyond the
SM.
The contributions of the pseudoscalar weak interactions with the coupling constants CP and C¯P to the amplitude
of the neutron β−–decay are of order O(CP /M) and O(C¯P /M), which are caused by the proton recoil. Since these
corrections are of order 10−6 or even smaller, the contributions of the pseudoscalar weak interactions with the coupling
constants CP and C¯P to the correlation coefficients of the neutron β
−–decay may be neglected in comparison with
contributions of order 10−4 of our interest.
The amplitude of the continuum-state β−–decay of the neutron, calculated with the Hamiltonian of weak interac-
tions Eq.(G-1) to leading order in the large proton mass expansion, takes the form
M(n→ pe−ν¯e) = − 2mn GF√
2
Vud
{
[ϕ†pϕn][u¯eγ
0(CV + C¯V γ
5)vν¯ ]− [ϕ†p~σ ϕn] · [u¯e~γ (C¯A + CAγ5)vν¯ ]
+[ϕ†pϕn][u¯e(CS + C¯Sγ
5)vν¯ ] + [ϕ
†
p~σ ϕn] · [u¯eγ0~γ (C¯T + CT γ5)vν¯ ]
}
. (G-4)
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The hermitian conjugate amplitude is
M †(n→ pe−ν¯e) = − 2mn GF√
2
V ∗ud
{
[ϕ†nϕp][v¯ν¯γ
0(C∗V + C¯
∗
V γ
5)ue]− [ϕ†n~σ ϕp] · [v¯ν¯~γ (C¯∗A + C∗Aγ5)ue]
+[ϕ†nϕp][v¯ν¯(C
∗
S − C¯∗Sγ5)ue]− [ϕ†n~σ ϕp] · [v¯ν¯γ0~γ (C¯∗T − C∗T γ5)ue]
}
. (G-5)
The squared absolute value of the amplitude Eq.(G-4) for the polarized neutron and unpolarised proton and electron
is given by
∑
pol
|M(n→ pe−ν¯e)|2 = 8m2nG2F |Vud|2EeE ξ
(
1 + b
me
Ee
+ a
~ke · ~k
EeE
+A
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+B
~ξn · ~k
E
+D
~ξn · (~ke × ~k )
EeE
)
. (G-6)
The correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decay, expressed in terms of the phenomenological coupling constants
Cj and C¯j for j = V , A, S and T and calculated to leading order in the large M expansion, are equal to
ξ = |CV |2 + |C¯V |2 + 3|CA|2 + 3|C¯A|2 + |CS |2 + |C¯S |2 + 3|CT |2 + 3|C¯T |2,
ξa = |CV |2 + |C¯V |2 − |CA|2 − |C¯A|2 + |CT |2 + |C¯T |2 − |CS |2 − |C¯S |2,
ξb = 2Re
(
(CV C
∗
S + C¯V C¯
∗
S)− 3(CAC∗T + C¯AC¯∗T )
)
,
ξA = 2Re
(
2CAC¯
∗
A − 2CT C¯∗T − (CV C¯∗A + C¯V C∗A)− (CSC¯∗T + C¯SC∗T )
)
,
ξB = −2Re
(
2CAC¯
∗
A + 2CT C¯
∗
T + (CV C¯
∗
A + C¯V C
∗
A)− (CSC¯∗T + C¯SC∗T )
)
+2Re
(
(CV C¯
∗
T + C¯V C
∗
T )− (CAC¯∗S + C¯AC∗S) + 2 (CAC¯∗T + C¯AC∗T )
) me
Ee
,
ξD = 2Im
(
(CV C
∗
A + C¯V C¯
∗
A) + (CSC
∗
T + C¯SC¯
∗
T )
)
. (G-7)
The correlation coefficients Eq.(G-7) reproduce well the structure of the correlation coefficients, calculated in [4]–[7].
In the linear approximation with respect to the deviations of the coupling constants Cj and C¯j for j = V,A, S and T
from the coupling constants of the SM the correlation coefficients ξ, a, b, A, B and D read
ξ = 2(1 + 3λ2)
[
1 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)]
,
a = a0 +
1
1 + 3λ2
[
Re(δCV − δC¯V ) + λRe(δCA − δC¯A)− a0
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)]
,
b =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(CS − C¯S) + 3λRe(CT − C¯T )
)
,
A = A0 +
1
1 + 3λ2
[
− λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + (1 + 2λ)Re(δCA − δC¯A)−A0
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)]
,
B = B0 +
1
1 + 3λ2
[
− λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + (1 − 2λ)Re(δCA − δC¯A)−B0
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+
(
− λRe(CS − C¯S)− (1− 2λ)Re(CT − C¯T )
) me
Ee
]
,
D =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
− λ Im(δCV − δC¯V )− Im(δCA − δC¯A)
)
, (G-8)
where the correlation coefficients a0, A0 and B0 are defined in Eq.(8) and the phenomenological coupling constants
CJ and C¯j for j = V,A are taken in the form CV = 1 + δCV , C¯V = −1 + δC¯V , CA = −λ+ δCA and C¯A = λ+ δC¯A.
The coupling constants δCj and δC¯j for j = V,A and the coupling constants Cj and C¯j for j = S, T are caused by
interactions beyond the SM. For the analysis of contributions of order 10−4 beyond the SM we may maintain the
corrections, caused deviations of the phenomenological coupling constants C¯j for j = V,A, S and T from the coupling
constants of the SM, to linear order only.
In terms of the correlation coefficients Eq.(G-7) the rate of the neutron β−–decay is equal to
λn = ξ
G2F |Vud|2
4π3
fn(E0, Z = 1)
(
1 + b
〈me
Ee
〉)
, (G-9)
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where the Fermi integral fn(E0, Z = 1) is given by
fn(E0, Z = 1) =
∫ E0
me
(E0 − Ee)2
√
E2e −m2e Ee F (Ee, Z = 1) dEe, (G-10)
The correlation coefficients of the neutron β−–decay, calculated in this paper with the contributions of the “weak
magnetism”, the proton recoil, radiative corrections and contributions of interactions beyond the SM, are equal to
ζ(Ee) = ζSM(Ee) + ζNP(Ee),
a(Ee) = aSM(Ee) + aNP(Ee),
A(Ee) = ASM(Ee) +ANP(Ee),
B(Ee) = BSM(Ee) +BNP(Ee),
D(Ee) = DSM(Ee) +DNP(Ee), (G-11)
where the correlation coefficients ζSM(Ee), aSM(Ee), ASM(Ee) and BSM(Ee) are given by Eqs.(10) – (13), respectively.
They are calculated within the SM with the contributions of the “weak magnetism”, the proton recoil and radiative
corrections. The correlation coefficient DSM(Ee) has been calculated in [54]–[58]. For the electron kinetic energies
250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV and the axial coupling constant λ = −1, 2750 one may estimate that DSM(Ee) ∼ 10−5 [54].
The correlations coefficients ζNP(Ee), aNP(Ee), ANP(Ee), BNP(Ee) and DNP(Ee) are defined by the contributions
of interactions beyond the SM or a new physics (NP). They are taken to linear approximation with respect to the
deviations of the phenomenological coupling constants Cj and C¯j for j = V,A, S and T from the coupling constants
of the SM
ζNP(Ee) =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
me
Ee
,
aNP(Ee) =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V ) + λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
− a0
( 1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
me
Ee
)
,
ANP(Ee) =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
− λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + (1 + 2λ)Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
− A0
( 1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
me
Ee
)
,
BNP(Ee) =
1
1 + 3λ2
Re
(
− λRe(δCV − δC¯V ) + (1− 2λ)Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+
1
1 + 3λ2
(
− λRe(CS − C¯S)− (1− 2λ)Re(CT − C¯T )
) me
Ee
− B0
( 1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
me
Ee
)
,
DNP(Ee) =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
− λ Im(δCV − δC¯V )− Im(δCA − δC¯A)
)
, (G-12)
where bF is the Fierz term [1, 2, 4, 7], defined by
bF =
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(CS − C¯S) + 3λRe(CT − C¯T )
)
. (G-13)
The rate of the neutron β−–decay, corrected by the contributions of interactions beyond the SM, takes the form
λn = (λn)SM
(
1 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
, (G-14)
where (λn)SM is defined by Eq.(40) and 〈me/Ee〉SM is the average value, calculated with the electron–energy spectrum
Eq.(D-59). The lifetime of the neutron is equal to
τn = (τn)SM
(
1− 1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
− bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
. (G-15)
In terms of the correlation coefficients Eq.(G-11) and Eq.(G-12) the analysis of the sensitivity of the asymmetries
Aexp(Ee), Bexp(Ee) and Cexp, the proton-electron energy distribution a(Ee, Tp), the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp)
and the lifetime of the neutron τn is given in section IX.
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Appendix H: Contribution of proton recoil, caused by electron–proton final state Coulomb interaction
In this Appendix we calculate the contribution of the proton recoil, caused by the electron–proton Coulomb inter-
action in the final state of the decay. A velocity of a relative motion of the electron–proton pair is equal to
~v =
~kp
mp
−
~ke
Ee
. (H-1)
The Coulomb corrections, caused by a proton recoil and calculated to order α/M , change the Fermi function Eq.(5)
as follows
F (Ee, Z = 1)→ F (Ee, Z = 1)
(
1− πα
β
Ee
M
− πα
β3
E0 − Ee
M
~ke · ~k
EeE
)
. (H-2)
As a result the function ζ(Ee) acquires the following correction
ζ(Ee)→ ζ(Ee)η(Ee) = ζ(Ee)
(
1− πα
β
Ee
M
(
1 +
1
3
a0
E0 − Ee
Ee
))
. (H-3)
The function η(Ee), averaged over the electron energy spectrum ρβ−c (Ee) Eq.(D-59) and equal to 〈η(Ee)〉 = 1 −
2.7 × 10−5, defines a correction to the lifetime of the neutron of order 10−5. The correlation coefficients acquire the
following corrections
δa(Ee) =
1
3
a20
πα
β
E0 − Ee
M
− πα
β3
E0 − Ee
M
, δA(Ee) =
1
3
a0A0
πα
β
E0 − Ee
M
, δB(Ee) =
1
3
a0B0
πα
β
E0 − Ee
M
,
δKn(Ee) = −A0 πα
β3
E − Ee
M
, δQn(Ee) = −B0 πα
β3
E − Ee
M
. (H-4)
In the electron energy region 250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV and at λ = −1.2750 the obtained corrections are of order
δa(Ee)/a(Ee) ∼ 10−4, δA(Ee)/A(Ee) = δB(Ee)/B(Ee) ∼ −10−6, δKn(Ee)/Kn(Ee) ∼ δQn(Ee)/Qn(Ee) ∼ 10−2 or
δKn(Ee) ∼ 10−6 and δQn(Ee) ∼ −10−5. Thus, the relative corrections to all correlation coefficients except a(Ee)
and Qn(Ee), induced by the proton recoil in the Coulomb electron–proton interaction in the final state of the neutron
β−–decay and calculated to order α/M , are smaller compared with corrections of order 10−4 of interactions beyond
the SM in the experimentally used electron energy region 250 keV ≤ Te ≤ 455 keV. In turn, the correction Eq.(H-4)
to correlation coefficient a(Ee) should be taken into account for the analysis of interactions beyond the SM at the
level of 10−4. It is important that the contribution of δQn(Ee) to A
(W )(Ee) (see Eq.(20)) is at the level of 10
−5.
Appendix I: Electron–proton energy distribution and proton recoil asymmetry of neutron β−–decay
The correlation coefficient a(Ee), which analytical expression is given in Eq.(11), can be hardly used directly for
the experimental determination of the correlation coefficient a0 due to impossibility to determine experimentally a
correlation between the electron and antineutrino 3–momenta. For the experimental determination of the correlation
coefficient a0 one needs to measure the correlations of charged particles, i. e. the correlations between 3–momenta
of the proton and electron. For the experimental analysis of the proton recoil asymmetry we need also to have the
electron–proton energy and angular distribution, including the correlations between the neutron spin and the proton
3–momentum.
After the integration over the antineutrino 3–momentum the electron–proton energy–momentum and angular dis-
tribution of the neutron β−–decay takes the form
d6λβ−c (Ee,
~ke, ~kp, ~ξn)
dEedkpdΩpdΩep
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
|Mβ−c |2
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1) δ(mn − Ep − Ee − E) mn
Ep
keEek
2
p,
(I-1)
where E = |~kp + ~ke|, dΩp = sin θpdθpdφp is the infinitesimal element of the solid angle of the 3–momentum of the
proton relative to the polarization vector ~ξn of the neutron, i.e. ~ξn · ~kp = Pkp cos θp with P = |~ξn| ≤ 1. Then,
dΩep = sin θepdθepdφep is the infinitesimal element of the solid angle of the correlations of the electron–proton 3–
momenta ~ke · ~kp = kekp cos θep and ~ξn · ~ke = Pke(cos θp cos θep + sin θp sin θep cos(φp − φep)). In the non–relativistic
approximation for the proton and to next–to–leading order in the large M expansion we replace mn/Ep by
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mn
Ep
→ 1 + E0
M
. (I-2)
Then, |Mβ−c |2, multiplied by the factor Eq.(I-2)), is (see Eq.(A-17))(
1 +
E0
M
)
|Mβ−c |2 = 1 + a˜(Ee)
~ke · ~k
EeE
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
{
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
−
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
) ~k · ~kp
E
−
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
) ~ke · ~kp
Ee
}
+A˜(Ee)
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+ B˜(Ee)
~ξn · ~k
E
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
{
− (2κ+ 1)λ (~ξn · ~kp) + λ (
~ξn · ~kp)(~ke · ~k )
EeE
+
(
λ2 + (κ+ 1)λ+ (κ+ 1)
)
× (
~ξn · ~ke)(~k · ~kp)
EeE
−
(
λ2 − (κ+ 1)λ+ (κ+ 1)
) (~ξn · ~k )(~ke · ~kp)
EeE
}
,
(I-3)
where ~k = −~kp − ~ke, E = |~kp + ~ke| and we have denoted
a˜(Ee) = a0
(
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
,
A˜(Ee) = A0
(
1 +
1
2(1 + λ)
E0
M
)(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
,
B˜(Ee) = B0
(
1 +
1
2(1− λ)
1
M
(
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
))
. (I-4)
Substituting Eq.(I-3) into Eq.(I-1) we obtain the electron–proton energy–momentum and angular distribution of the
neutron β−–decay with polarized neutron and unpolarised electron and proton
d6λβ−c (Ee,
~ke, ~kp, ~ξn)
dEedkpdΩpdΩep
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
32π5
{
1 + a˜(Ee)
~ke · ~k
EeE
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
−
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
) ~k · ~kp
E
−
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
) ~ke · ~kp
Ee
)
+ A˜(Ee)
~ξn · ~ke
Ee
+ B˜(Ee)
~ξn · ~k
E
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
− (2κ+ 1)λ (~ξn · ~kp) + λ (
~ξn · ~kp)(~ke · ~k )
EeE
+
(
λ2 + (κ+ 1)λ+ (κ+ 1)
) (~ξn · ~ke)(~k · ~kp)
EeE
−
(
λ2 − (κ+ 1)λ+ (κ+ 1)
) (~ξn · ~k )(~ke · ~kp)
EeE
)}
×
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1) δ(mn − Ep − Ee − E) keEek2p, (I-5)
Now let us analyse the case of unpolarised neutrons. Integrating over the solid angles dΩp and dΩep we obtain the
electron-proton energy spectrum
d2λβ−c (Ee, Tp)
dEedTp
=M (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
4π3
a(Ee, Tp)
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1)Ee, (I-6)
where Tp = k
2
p/2M is the kinetic energy of the proton. The electron-proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) takes the
form
a(Ee, Tp) = ζ1(Ee, Tp) + a˜(Ee) ζ2(Ee, Tp). (I-7)
The functions ζ1(Ee, Tp) and ζ2(Ee, Tp) are determined by the integrals over cos θep = ~ke · ~kp/kekp
ζ1(Ee, Tp) = kekp
∫ +1
−1
{
1 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
+
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
) k2p + ~ke · ~kp
|~kp + ~ke|
−
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
) ~ke · ~kp
Ee
]}
× δ
(
mn − Ep − Ee − |~kp + ~ke|
)
d cos θep (I-8)
and
ζ2(Ee, Tp) = −kekp
∫ +1
−1
k2e +
~ke · ~kp
Ee|~kp + ~ke|
δ
(
mn − Ep − Ee − |~kp + ~ke|
)
d cos θep. (I-9)
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The integration over cos θep we perform by making a change of variables E = |~kp + ~ke|. This gives
ζ1(Ee, Tp) =
{
E +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
)
E +
1
2
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
)
(E2 + k2p − k2e)
−1
2
E
Ee
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
)
(E2 − k2p − k2e)
]}
,
ζ2(Ee, Tp) = −1
2
1
Ee
(E2 − k2p + k2e) (I-10)
at E = mn − Ep − Ee. The energy region of the definition of the distribution a(Ee, Tp) is given by [106]
0 ≤ Tp ≤ (Tp)max = (mn −mp)
2 −m2e
2mn
=
E20 −m2e
2M
= 0.751 keV,
(Ee)min ≤ Ee ≤ (Ee)max, (I-11)
where (Ee)min/max are equal to
(Ee)min/max =
(mn − Ep ∓ kp)2 +m2e
2(mn − Ep ∓ kp) =
(E0 ∓
√
2MTp)
2 +m2e
2(E0 ∓
√
2MTp)
+
1
2
(
1− m
2
e
(E0 ∓
√
2MTp)2
)
((Tp)max − Tp). (I-12)
Here we have kept the next–to–leading terms in the large M expansion and used the relation
mn −mp = E0 + E
2
0 −m2e
2M
= E0 + (Tp)max. (I-13)
To next–to–leading order in the large M expansion the variable E is defined by
E = mn − Ep − Ee = E0 − Ee + ((Tp)max − Tp). (I-14)
The functions ζ1(Ee, Tp) and ζ2(Ee, Tp), determined to order 1/M , are equal to
ζ1(Ee, Tp) = (E0 − Ee) + ((Tp)max − Tp) + 1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[(
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
)
(E0 − Ee)
−1
2
E0
Ee
(
(E0 − Ee)2 + E2e −m2e − 2MTp
)
+
1
2
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
)(
(E0 − Ee)2 − E2e +m2e − 2MTp
)
−1
2
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
) E0 − Ee
Ee
(
(
E0 − Ee)2 − E2e +m2e − 2MTp
)]
,
ζ2(Ee, Tp) = −1
2
1
Ee
(
(E0 − Ee)2 + E2e −m2e − 2MTp + 2(E0 − Ee)((Tp)max − Tp)
)
. (I-15)
Integrating the electron–proton energy spectrum Eq.(I-6) over the electron energy we obtain the proton–energy spec-
trum
dλβ−c (Tp)
dTp
=M (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
4π3
a(Tp), (I-16)
where a(Tp) is defined by
a(Tp) = g1(Tp) + a0
(
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)
g2(Tp) (I-17)
with the functions g1(Tp) and g2(Tp), given by the integrals
g1(Tp) =
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
ζ1(Ee, Tp)
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1)Ee dEe,
g2(Tp) =
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
ζ2(Ee, Tp)
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee) +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1)Ee dEe. (I-18)
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For the calculation of the proton recoil asymmetry C, first, we have to integrate over the azimuthal angles. After the
integration we arrive at the expression
d4λβ−c (Ee, kp, θp, θep, P )
dEedkpd cos θpd cos θep
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
8π3
{
1− a˜(Ee) k
2
e + kekp cos θep
EeE
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
×
(
E0 − m
2
e
Ee
+
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
)k2p + kekp cos θep
E
−
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
) kekp cos θep
Ee
)
+P cos θp
[
A˜(Ee)
ke cos θep
Ee
− B˜(Ee) ke cos θep + kp
E
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
((
− (2κ+ 1)λ− λ k
2
e + kekp cos θep
EeE
)
kp
−2(κ+ 1)λ kekp cos θep
EeE
(kp + ke cos θep)
)]}(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1) δ(mn − Ep − Ee − E) keEek2p. (I-19)
Having integrated over cos θep we obtain the following result
d3λβ−c (Ee, kp, θp, P )
dEedkpd cos θp
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
16π3
{
2(E0 − Ee)Eekp − a˜(Ee) ((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p + k2e)kp +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
×
(
2(E0Ee −m2e)(E0 − Ee)kp + (1 + 3λ2)Ee(E20 −m2e − k2p)kp − (1− λ2)(E0 − Ee)(E20 −m2e − k2p)kp
+(λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ)Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e)kp − (λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ) (E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)kp
)
+P cos θp
[
A˜(Ee) (E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)− B˜(Ee)Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e) +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
×
(
− (2κ+ 1)λ 2(E0 − Ee)Eek2p − λ ((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p + k2e)k2p − (κ+ 1)λ (((E0 − Ee)2 − k2e)2 − k4p)
−λ(1 + λ) (3(E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)(E20 −m2e − k2p) + λ(1 − λ)2(E0 − Ee)Ee(E20 −m2e − k2p)
)]}
×
(
1 +
α
π
gn(Ee)
)
F (Ee, Z = 1), (I-20)
where we have kept the terms of order 1/M and the radiative corrections of order α/π. The integration over the
electron energy Ee and the proton momentum kp gives one
dλβ−c (θp, P )
d cos θp
= (1 + 3λ2)
G2F |Vud|2
16π3
{
X1 +
α
π
X2 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[
X3 + (1 + 3λ
2) (X4 + Y1)− (1 − λ2) (X5 + Y2)
+
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
)
X6 −
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
)
X7
]
+ P cos θp
[
− (A0 +B0)X8 +A0X9 +A0 α
π
X10 −B0 α
π
X11
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
λX12 − (κ+ 1)λX13 − (2κ+ 1)λX14 − λ (1 + λ) (X15 + Y3) + λ (1 − λ) (X16 + Y4)
)]}
. (I-21)
The factors Xj for j = 1, . . . , 16 are calculated for the limits of the integration over Ee and kp equal to
0 ≤ kp ≤ (kp)max =
√
E20 −m2e,
(Ee)min =
(E0 − kp)2 +m2e
2(E0 − kp) ≤ Ee ≤ (Ee)max =
(E0 + kp)
2 +m2e
2(E0 + kp)
. (I-22)
The factors Yj for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are defined by the contributions of the 1/M corrections to the limits of the integration
over Ee and kp. The 1/M corrections to the limits of the integration over Ee are given in Eq.(I-12). The limits of the
integration over kp have no 1/M corrections
(kp)max =
√
mp
mn
((mn −mp)2 −m2e) =
√
E20 −m2e. (I-23)
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The account for the 1/M corrections to the limits of the integration over Ee can be carried out by the formula∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max+∆E+(kp)
(Ee)min+∆E−(kp)
Φ(Ee, kp)dEedkp =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max(kp)
(Ee)min(kp)
Φ(Ee, kp)dEedkp
+
∫ (kp)max
0
[
Φ((Ee)max, kp)∆E+(kp)− Φ((Ee)min, kp)∆E−(kp)
]
dkp, (I-24)
where ∆E±(kp) are equal to
∆E±(kp) =
1
2
(
1− m
2
e
(E0 ±
√
2MTp)2
)
((Tp)max − Tp). (I-25)
The results of the integration are
X1 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
2(E0 − Ee)EekpF (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.235040MeV5,
X2 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
2(E0 − Ee)Eekpgn(Ee)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 3.932201MeV5,
X3 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
2(E0Ee −m2e)(E0 − Ee)kpF (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.225097MeV6,
X4 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
Ee(E
2
0 −m2e − k2p)kpF (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.190889MeV6,
X5 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(E0 − Ee)(E20 −m2e − k2p)kpF (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.112935MeV6,
X6 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e)kpF (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.112935MeV6,
X7 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)kpF (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = −0.112162MeV6,
X8 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.129699MeV5,
X9 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
[
(E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e) + Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e)
]
F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp =
= 0.001059MeV5,
X10 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)(gn(Ee) + fn(Ee))F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp =
= −2.157085MeV5,
X11 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e) gn(Ee)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 2.244146MeV5,
X12 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
[E0Ee((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e)− E0(E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)
−((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p + k2e)k2p]F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.353804MeV6,
X13 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(((E0 − Ee)2 − k2e)2 − k4p)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = −0.119181MeV6,
X14 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
2(E0 − Ee)Eek2p F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.186815MeV6,
X15 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
(3(E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)(E20 −m2e − k2p)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = −0.002707MeV6,
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X16 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
2(E0 − Ee)Ee(E20 −m2e − k2p)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.291289MeV6,
X17 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
me
Ee
(E0 − Ee)((E0 − Ee)2 − k2p − k2e)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = −0.076306MeV5,
X18 =
∫ (kp)max
0
∫ (Ee)max
(Ee)min
me ((E0 − Ee)2 + k2p − k2e)F (Ee, Z = 1) dEedkp = 0.093560MeV5. (I-26)
The factors X17 and X18 are related to contributions of interactions beyond the SM (see section IX). The factors Yj
for j = 1, 2, 3, 4 are given by
Y1 =
1
2
∫ (kp)max
0
[(
E0 − (Ee)max
)
(Ee)max
(
1− m
2
e
(E0 + kp)2
)
F ((Ee)max, Z = 1)
−
(
E0 − (Ee)min
)
(Ee)min
(
1− m
2
e
(E0 − kp)2
)
F ((Ee)min, Z = 1)
]
(E20 −m2e − k2p) kp dkp = 0.077953MeV6,
Y2 =
1
4
∫ (kp)max
0
[((
E0 − (Ee)max
)2
− k2p + (Ee)2max −m2e
)(
1− m
2
e
(E0 + kp)2
)
×F ((Ee)max, Z = 1)−
((
E0 − (Ee)min
)2
− k2p + (Ee)2min −m2e
)(
1− m
2
e
(E0 − kp)2
)
×F ((Ee)min, Z = 1)
]
(E20 −m2e − k2p) kp dkp = −0.000772MeV6,
Y3 =
1
2
∫ (kp)max
0
[(
E0 − (Ee)max
)((
E0 − (Ee)max
)2
− k2p − (Ee)2max +m2e
)(
1− m
2
e
(E0 + kp)2
)
×F ((Ee)max, Z = 1)−
(
E0 − (Ee)min
)((
E0 − (Ee)min
)2
− k2p − (Ee)2min +m2e
)(
1− m
2
e
(E0 − kp)2
)
×F ((Ee)min, Z = 1)
]
(E20 −m2e − k2p) dkp = −0.204003MeV6,
Y4 =
1
2
∫ (kp)max
0
[
(Ee)max
((
E0 − (Ee)max
)2
+ k2p − (Ee)2max +m2e
)(
1− m
2
e
(E0 + kp)2
)
×F ((Ee)max, Z = 1)− (Ee)min
((
E0 − (Ee)min
)2
+ k2p − (Ee)2min +m2e
)(
1− m
2
e
(E0 − kp)2
)
×F ((Ee)min, Z = 1)
]
(E20 −m2e − k2p) dkp = −0.082343MeV6. (I-27)
The correctness of our calculation of the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) we may verify by calculating
the lifetime of the neutron. Having integrated Eq.(I-21) over cos θp we obtain the rate of the neutron β
−–decay
(λβ−c )SM = (1 + 3λ
2)
G2F |Vud|2
8π3
{
X1 +
α
π
X2 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
[
X3 + (1 + 3λ
2) (X4 + Y1)− (1 − λ2) (X5 + Y2)
+
(
λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ
)
X6 −
(
λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ
)
X7
]}
, (I-28)
related to the lifetime as (λβ−c )
−1
SM = (τn)SM. The numerical factors Xj and Yk for j = 1, . . . , 7 and k = 1, 2 define the
lifetime of the neutron with the account for the radiative (X2 6= 0) and the 1/M (Xj 6= 0 for j = 3, . . . , 7 and Yk 6= 0
for k = 1, 2) corrections.
Let us consider three possibilities: 1) Xj = 0 for j = 2, . . . , 7 and Yk = 0 for k = 1, 2 (i.e. without radiative and
1/M corrections), 2) Xk 6= 0 for k = 1, 2 and Xj = 0 for j = 3, . . . , 7 and Yk = 0 for k = 1, 2 (i.e. with radiative
but without 1/M corrections) and 3) Xk 6= 0 for k = 1, . . . , 7 and Yk 6= 0 for k = 1, 2 (with radiative and 1/M
corrections). For these cases we obtain 1) (τn)SM = 915.3 s, 2) (τn)SM = 881.0 s and 3) (τn)SM = 879.6 s, respectively.
These results agree well with the lifetimes of the neutron, adduced in Table I (see section X).
The correlation of the neutron spin and the proton 3–momentum is described by the angular distribution [72]
4π
dW (θp)
dΩp
= 1 + 2PC cos θp, (I-29)
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where P is a neutron polarization. The correlation coefficient C is defined by
C = −1
2
X8
X1
(A0 +B0) +
1
2
X9
X1
A0 +
α
π
1
2
X10
X1
A0 − α
π
1
2
X11
X1
B0 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
λ
1
2
X12
X1
− (κ+ 1)λ 1
2
X13
X1
−(2κ+ 1)λ 1
2
X14
X1
− λ(1 + λ) 1
2
X15 + Y3
X1
+ λ(1 − λ) 1
2
X16 + Y4
X1
)
+ (A0 +B0)
X8
X1
{α
π
1
2
X2
X1
+
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
×
(1
2
X3
X1
+ (1 + 3λ2)
1
2
X4 + Y1
X1
− (1− λ2) 1
2
X5 + Y2
X1
+ (λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ)
1
2
X6
X1
− (λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ) 1
2
X7
X1
)}
, (I-30)
where the factor xC = X8/2X1 = 0.27591 agrees well with the factor xC = 0.27594, calculated by Glu¨ck [73]. The
apperance of the term A0X9/2X1 is related to the deviation of the Fermi function F (Ee, Z = 1) from unity.
The contributions of interactions beyond the SM (see Appendix G) changes the electron–proton energy distribution
a(Ee, Tp) as follows
aeff(Ee, Tp) =
(
1 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
me
Ee
)
ζ1(Ee, Tp)
+
[
a0 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V ) + λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)](
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
ζ2(Ee, Tp). (I-31)
Multiplying a(Ee, Tp) by the lifetime of the neutron τn (see Eq.(G-15)) we obtain
τnaeff(Ee, Tp) = (τn)SM
{(
1 + bF
me
Ee
− bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)
ζ1(Ee, Tp) +
[
a0 +
1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V ) + λ
×Re(δCA − δC¯A)
)
− a0
( 1
1 + 3λ2
(
Re(δCV − δC¯V )− 3λRe(δCA − δC¯A)
)
+ bF
〈me
Ee
〉
SM
)](
1 +
1
1− λ2
E0
M
)
×
(
1 +
α
π
fn(Ee)
)
ζ2(Ee, Tp)
}
. (I-32)
This allows to reduce the analysis of contributions of vector and axial–vector interactions beyond the SM to the
electron–proton energy distribution to the analysis of these contributions to the axial coupling constant λ (see sec-
tion VI and section IX). Contributions of interactions beyond the SM to the proton recoil asymmetry C are given in
section IX.
The radiative corrections to the electron–proton energy distribution a(Ee, Tp) Eq.(I-7) or the proton–energy spec-
trum a(Tp) Eq.(I-17) and the proton recoil asymmetry C Eq.(I-30) have been calculated at the neglect the contributions
of the proton–photon correlations in the proton recoil energy and angular distribution of the radiative β−–decay of
the neutron. As has been pointed out by Glu¨ck [77], the contributions of the radiative β−–decay of the neutron
to the proton recoil energy and angular distribution, caused by the proton–photon correlations, demand a detailed
analysis. For the aim of a consistent calculation of the contributions of the nucleus–photon and hadron–photon cor-
relations in the radiative nuclear and hadronic β–decays Glu¨ck has used the Monte Carlo simulation method. The
calculation of the proton–photon correlations has been recently performed in [78]. There has been shown that the
contributions of the proton–photon correlations to the lifetime of the neutron τn and the electron–proton energy dis-
tribution a(Ee, Tp) (or the proton–energy spectrum a(Tp)) are of order 10
−5 and can be neglected with respect to the
contributions of order 10−4 of interactions beyond the SM. Such a neglect of the contributions of the proton–photon
correlations confirms the correctness of the use the functions (α/π) gn(Ee) and (α/π) fn(Ee) for the description of the
radiative corrections in the lifetime of the neutron and the electron–proton energy distribution (or the proton–energy
spectrum), respectively. In turn, the contributions of the proton–photon correlations to the proton recoil angular
distribution and the proton recoil asymmetry C are of order 10−4. Hence they should be taken into account for the
correct determination of contributions of order 10−4 beyond the SM. The contributions of these corrections changes
the proton recoil asymmetry C as follows [78]
C = −
(
xC +
α
π
xeff
)
(A0 +B0) +
1
2
X9
X1
A0 +
1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(
λ
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X12
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− (κ+ 1)λ 1
2
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2
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2
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X1
+ λ(1− λ) 1
2
X16 + Y4
X1
)
+ (A0 +B0)
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X1
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π
1
2
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1
M
1
1 + 3λ2
(1
2
X3
X1
+ (1 + 3λ2)
× 1
2
X4 + Y1
X1
− (1− λ2) 1
2
X5 + Y2
X1
+ (λ2 + 2(κ+ 1)λ)
1
2
X6
X1
− (λ2 − 2(κ+ 1)λ) 1
2
X7
X1
)}
, (I-33)
where xeff = Xeff/2X1 = 4.712120 [78]. One may see that the contributions of the proton–photon correlations make
the radiative corrections to the proton recoil asymmetry C symmetric with respect to a change A0 ←→ B0 as well as
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the main term C0 = −xC(A0 + B0).
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